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Tith 1
The most common
question I'm asked when
I visit with Taylor alums
is, "How has Taylor
changed and is it still the
kind of place it was when
we were there?" My
answer is, that from a
physical viewpoint the
place has grown beyond
recognition. From my
years all that remains of
the old days are Rediger
Auditorium (the old
Shreiner Auditorium),
Swallow Robin, now
completely remodeled,
the "new" dining room
(now the dome /student
center) and the "new"
Ayres Memorial Library
(now the home of the art
department). Everything
else is new since my days.
Alumni are always
amazed at the changes.
I then tell them that
spiritually and academi-
cally things remain much
the same. The curriculum
has grown, and there are
more students and fac-
ulty, but Taylor still takes
academics very seriously.
The students are not like
us in that we were mostly
first generation college
students and this world
has changed economically
and socially {continued on
page 5).
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Far above: Nick Corduan, Laura VanArendonk and
Derek Fisher gather in the union to review notes
before a big test, -photo by Lindsay Keyes
Above: Three girls enjoy the sunshine and take
advantage of it by taking their books outside to get
some studying done, -photo by Drew Valpatic
Right: Tricia Kortz and teammates congratulate
eachother after winning another intramural football
game, -photo by Drew Valpatic ffS: A
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^.^^ Q y^lnories. What makes a
( ^^y\ // rnemory? What makes
V*^^ K t- it last? What makes it
fade w^ith time? Our life is filled with
memories. Some good and some bad.
Some that we hold on to with all our
might, and some that we try to forget.
Funny how the ones we try to forget,
plague us for what seems like an eter-
nity. However, the ones we w^ant to
remember, leave us all too quickly.
The last hundred years are full of
memories-some ours and some be-
long to the
generations
before us. But
down through
the ages,
people's mo- ^^__ ^^
tives, attitudes ^™«A i^^^ i
and experi-
ences have
remained the
same. We have
a link to the
past, for they
had the same basic problems we face
today Wars, technology, love, peer
pressure, families - nothing has
changed! {continued on page 4)
End of an
^ra
Above: Julie Holdiman stares surprisingly at the
action happening behind her.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
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what they really want to
know is, "Are the stu-
dents still committed to
Christ in a serious way?"
My answer is one of the
happiest ones I ever give,
and that is, "Today's
student body, as a whole,
is at least as spiritual as
we were and I feel more
mature in their desire to
save the world for
Christ." They are usu-
ally amazed because
they assume that every-
thing has drifted away
from God over the years.
It is a great source of joy
for me to assure them
that Taylor students are
worthy of their trust,
prayers and support.
The past was great, the
present is better, but I
pray the future will be
even better as we stick to
our core values and daily
commit ourselves to
follow Christ faithfully.
Looking back is fun,
but I wouldn't go back
for anything, mainly
because I am so pleased
to be part of your present
experiences and what
God is doing among
students today.
-Dr. Jay Kesler
ilHK^S^Mn».^^b_^^^^^BI
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Above: Drew Valpatic admires the artwork
of one of the senior art students on the wall
in the Rupp Center, -photo by Lindsay Keyes
Directly Above: A student studies in the
shade on one of our unusually sunny days
this spring, -photo by Drew Valpatic
Right: Libby Crawford paints a "tattoo" on
Elizabeth Hamilton's arm during one of the
many SAC activities this year.
-photo by Drew Valpatic
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Things do change though, and
people change. This year has been a
year of change and a year of growth.
The last hundred years have been
years of change and years of growth.
Through all the tears, the laughter,
the trials, the joys, the sorrows, and
the changes, one thing has remained
the same. One fact has remained true
through the last century and through
all of history. The single fact that no
matter what may happen or what life
may throw our way, Jesus, our Sav-
iour, our Abba
and our God is
next to us. He
is leading us
and guiding us.
He makes us
roads in the
w^ilderness and
rivers in the
desert. Not
only will He
continue to, but
He has been
doing it through all of history.
Through all of the changes and the
memories. He alone remains constant
and He alone is the unfading, never-
ending memory.
-Nancy Forster
End of an
^ra
-Above photo hy Lindsay Keyes
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This book is lovingl
Jan was a woman of great compas-
sion. She seemed to have a limitless
capacity to care.
I remember when we hired Betsy, and
Jan came into my office with the most
delightful smile, just to tell me what a
good decision she thought we made. Or
the time Amy came to visit and I
watched as she introduced her around
the office with what I can only describe
as childlike joy. And as we met on Tues-
day mornings and Jan would share the
ways God was using Carrie at camp
and school, and tears of joy would join
that beautiful smile.
Jan taught us that strength is not a
physical thing nor is it the ability to re-
main emotionally unaffected by our tri-
als or difficulties. . .that true strength is
in facing the challenges and trials that
each day brings with a fresh resolve and
a determination to move forward re-
gardless of your feelings.
Although in my heart I don't under-
stand why God allowed the race to end
so soon for Jan, she finished the race at
full stride. She completed the task.
I know that Jan is full of joy right now.
She is enjoying fellowship with her Sav-
ior. I bet her nails are even painted in
some heavenly color. Today this
woman of compassion is experiencing
firsthand God's compassion, this
woman of great calm is in the presence
of the Prince of Peace. I have a sneak-
ing suspicion that right now she is do-
ing what she loved best. She is gather-
ing the host of Heaven and instead of
showing pictures she is looking down,
pointing out her girls, and smiling
proudly.
-Steve Mortland
Co-worker andfriend
o the memory of
Amy, Carrie, Betsy
and Jan, May 1998.
The Hagar Family
,
May 1998.
-photos submitted by The Hagar Family
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Top: The Seaman Family, 1998
Left: Rick and Jared, fishing
in July, 1997.
Above Right: Rick and his
wife, Joanne in 1997.
One of the greatest compliments a person
can receive was at the core of who Rick Sea-
man was. He had the unique ability to make
everyone he came in contact with feel as if
he or she was the most important person
alive.
Rick was the essence of what it means to
be a Christian. He lived his life with a pas-
sion that was evident to everyone around
him and his personality was magnetic. He
was a devoted family man who constantly
spoke of his love for his familiy and espe-
cially for his wife, Joanne. He characterized
what it means to be a "godly man." He
could be strong and bold, yet cry with an-
other who was hurting. He would be tough
in the classroom, and still take class time to
tell a humerous story. He was sucessful in
finance, but still knew what his priorities
were.
There is much that we can learn from the
life of this great man. He taught about busi-
ness, but his students learned about life.
Everyone with whom we come in contact
has an impact upon our lives ~ some great
and some small. Rick Seaman was one of
the few who managed to have an incredible
impact on almost everyone with whom he
came in contact.
Thank you. Rick, for what you gave each
and every one of us.
-Zeke Turner
Student
photos submitted by The Seaman Family
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Two Taylor men smile from
these steps on Taylor cam-
pus over 60 years of time.
"This is the way we wash our clothes"
reads the caption of this photo of a
young man in the Magee-Campbell-
Wisconsin dorm laundry room
It was the bicentennial of
America and Taylor was
at the height of hip.
8 ^tiiJenl ^ife
A group of students learn the value of
laughter while de-tangling themselves
during Welcome Weekend.
Student Ipi.
Q&tudent life
Reflections of a Sophoi (^ekome ^Weekend
It was that time of year again. The time
when freshmen left their homes to become
a part of the class of 2002. For some, it
was a time of sorrow, departing from their
families. However, for many it was a huge
relief. College is a new chapter in each
person's life and everyone has to turn that
page. With it comes many fears and anxi-
eties. The purpose of Welcome Weekend
is to help lessen the pain of adjusting.
It had only been a year since I was an
entering freshman, playing get-to-know-
you games in the gym and smiling shyly
at that girl. Now here I stood, waiting to
welcome the freshmen as a designated
mentor: a PROBE leader.
The weekend was filled with countless
games, a hearty square dance and PROBE
meetings. Once the returning students all
arrived, everything seemed to be in place.
An ice cream social ended the weekend and
marked the beginning of many life-long
friendships.
Then came the last chance for Mom to
make your bed. Dad to offer up some ad-
vice, and little sister to hang on your leg. It
was time for everyone to go and leave you
in the clutches of your roommate, PAs and
PROBE leader.
I remember it like it was yesterday. And
now standing here a year later I am thank-
ful that I have survived two Welcome Week-
ends and that I am a Taylor student.
-]efjMmer
"Bring every bit of warm clothing you own and
come along on the Wengatz-Olson campout!", read
an invitation sent to the dorm-dwellers of 1975.
There was a mad dash for the limited supply of
sleeping bags on campus, transportation to the
campgrounds deep in the Indiana wilderness, a
wild game of guys versus gals Penguin Football
(whatever that is?!?), and burnt hotdogs around
the campfire. Pictured here, groovy Wengatz resi-
dent Woody Winslow lays back and relaxes. (Fun
fact: SAC was still called "The Student Union" in
1975, and there were six students with the last
name "Taylor" in the student body.)
PROBE group leader Heather
Herming shields her baby blue-
greens from the summer sun.
Heather emceed the square
dance in her pigtails & freckles.
--photo by Lindsay Keyes
prig
'goodbye' to the
two most famil-
iar faces in my
life and saying
'hello' to thou-
sands of faces
that I had never
seen bewe was a
scary, mrilling
and trying
exper^nce."
-RachMLlgorri
10 CM?/fefW(? G^eeken^
Kate Oates smiles while par-
ticipating in a rollicking round
of "Thumb Wars" during the
Orientation Week.
—photo by Lindsay Keyes
PROBE groupies enjoyed
games, using skill and laughter,
with their leaders during the
warm summer days beginning
their first year at Taylor.
—photo by Lindsay Keyes
Q^cbome (Weekend 11
A Tribute to
Collages
®n6 ofthe ©Uest
bricks
inthe'^ook
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Taylor students sing a hymn in
preparation and anticipation of
the autumn Spritual Renewal
Week. S.R.W. often receives
high attendance and enthusi-
asm on Taylor's campus.
One of the speaker's for Spiri-
tual Renewal Week was Janice
Crouse. She spoke on
realationships in and out of the
Taylor community. -Photo by
Eric Davis
14 Q^pintml (Reuewid Q^e^ks
While today's Taylor campus
is praying for revival and go-
ing to such things as Spiritual
Renewal Week and men's and
women's conferences, the Tay-
lor campus of yesterday ap-
proached the spiritual side of
education a different way. Pic-
tured here is a segment of the
1949 Holiness League. The
League appears to have con-
tinued throughout many of
Taylor's yoxinger years and to
have been widely participated
in most of those years.
This autumn's speaker was
Rick Hawks. He addressed is-
sues such as Taylor students
and having Godly relation-
ships.
spiritual (Renewal CM^eeks
Each semester, Taylor has a week set aside
to focus on Spiritual Emphasis and Renewal.
This year's guest speakers for Spiritual Re-
newal Weeks were Rick Hawks and Janice
Crouse. Each spoke in chapel several times
and at special evening services. Both spoke
on gender and relational-related topics.
Rick Hawks came to us from The Chapel, a
new church in Fort Wayne of which he is the
pastor and founder. A Taylor graduate, he
went on to pastor Blackhawk Baptist Church,
also in Fort Wayne. He spoke on God's call
for our relationships and challenged us to take
a more mature approach to being men and
women of God. He spoke on controlling our
desires and molding them to the will of the
Lord. Janice Crouse came to us as the
founder of Ecumenical Coalition on Women
and Society, a conservative group that calls for
a Biblical approach to women's rights. She is
the author of the Christian Women's Declara-
tion and former associate vice-president for
academic affairs at Taylor. She is on the board
of trustees at Asbury College and is a member
of the Stanley Distinguished Scholar Lecture
Series. She stressed an attitude of love, for-
giveness and humility as she addressed sensi-
tive gender issues.
Both speakers challenged us to be concious
and receptive to the will of the Lord as we live
out our faith in relationships with those
around us.
-Andrew Draper
Roger Rayburn, and Dr. Steve
Bird perform in their ensemble
before the student body during
the fall Spiritual Renewal Week.
QS>pmtiial (Renewal (Weeks 1
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Parents visiting the Upland
campus enjoy a sunny day and
a game of football. -Photo by
Lindsay Keyes
A Taylor student places her
order at Ivanhoe's Drive-In in
1972. Back then, a Taylorite
might grab a burger and some
fries. Now, Ivanhoe's is an Up-
land restaurant frequented
and infamous for its 100 differ-
ent shake flavors and its 100
different sundaes. (I recom-
mend the Lemon-Cheese Bite.)
Devon Marie Trevarrow and Singer Bruce Carrol, winner of
grandmother (Mary Dickey) two Grammies and six Dove
pose for a photo to stand as a Awards, made an appearance
memory of Grandparent's Day. for Parent's Weekend . -Photo by
-Photo by Anne Konkler Lindsay Keyes
16 iSarents Q^eekend/i^nmdpaimb- '^ap
I don't know of many (if any) other cam-
puses that hold either Parents Weekend or
Grandparents Day, but I can't think of any
events that I appreciate more. And not just
because I enjoy showing my family the laun-
dry room I use, that I make my bed and
drink a glass of milk daily in the DC, but
because it also makes my family happy to
be able to come and visit me in my home-
away-from-home. Not every Taylor student
is in the same situation as I, but 1 originate
from a town only about three hours away.
For a close-knit immediate and extended
family, this can be ideal. I get to taste life
outside the nest, but grandma can make the
venture to deliver a kiss, have a meal with
me at Fazoli's, and drop off Easter candy that
I missed while traveling to Minnesota. Both
these events have become important and
characteristic of the Taylor community of the
90' s, and are in accordance with the values
of the community. Our parents and grand-
parents are a wonderful thing to lift up and
celebrate, and it a wonderful thing to show
them respect and send it shining into the
myriad of secular campuses around us. This
year. Parents and Grandparents days went
well and were well-attended. I hope that
the future Taylor will take advantage of this
opportunity in a broken world. -Devon Marie
Samantha Schley smiles at her
father during the festivities at
this fall's Parents Weekend.
-Photo by Lindsay Kcyes
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...and first j^Mce goes to...
"My mom alvv^s told me that
someday I'd be parading around
in a dress. I never believed her,
but here I am."
-Bei-Lpean
Member of Fii^ East Wengatz:
Winners of this ye^s Airband competi-
tion for their rendHaon of "It's a Hard-
Knock Life"
I
lEW's (they took home first
place in Airband, ) Kyle Romine
scrubs floors as everyone's fa-
vorite red-head, Annie.
-Photo by Drew Valpatic.
Andy Gammons gives us a
smile and a song as Bryan
Adams and his ever-popular
"Summer of '69".
-Photo by Lindsay Keyes.
X i
Faculty and TU Employees'
children have long been partici-
pating in Taylor Nights (see
flashback). Little Charlie Ellis
got all dressed up this year to
play the part of lovable Winnie-
the-Pooh.
-Photo by Drew Valpatic.
18 A.irbcmJ 80s ohlf/i/ chli(/alpa c^lylit
A^irband, 80s &C c^astal^a &{^i^hts
I remember the first time that an upperclass-
man looked down into my eager, large, ha-
zel eyes and said "You better get there early,
because people will be there early and they'll
knock you down trying to get a good seat."
I thought to myself, "It can't be that bad,"
shrugging it off with the cool demeanor I
had perfected in highschool. So when I
looked down from the balcony on my first-
ever Airband night, (I was a participant) I
was shocked to see the doors open to the
sound of hundreds of mumbling voices, and
then to see a literal stampede of faces that I
had come to know, flood into the audito-
rium; some students jumping over seats to
get to the front rows. Airband, 80s Night
and Nostalgia Night are three of the Taylor
"Nights" that I most look forward to. We
come together to have fun and to watch both
the talents and the occassional tom-foolery
of our peers and friends. With music thump-
ing and lights strobing, we are immersed in
a multi-media-Taylor-spectacular. We get a
break from our studies and a good show,
which explains why the "Nights" are among
the highest attended Taylor traditions. Now
when I'm ratting my hair a couple hours
before "Taylor time" hits, I use the wisdom
gained by experience and turn to that poor
frosh who is just now pulling on a pair of
bellbottoms and say with a smirk "You bet-
ter get there early, because people will be
^^^^^^^^^^^^ there early and
they'll knock you
Lookine back at bands adored
, .
.
in the 80's can be a scary sight. doWU trymg tO get a
Here, TU students dress the POOd Seat." -DcZWl
part of heavy rock group , , t-,
"Kiss". -Photo In, LmdsayKcye^. M^ne TvevanOW
(Left) Scott Snyder "cuts
loose" in an Airband perfor-
mance back in 1986. Even
then, Airband was sceduled in
the week at the infamous "Tay-
lor Time"; 8:15 pm. (Right)
Current Taylor University stu-
dents may recognize these two
cuties: Walker and Robert
Cosgrove. In 1987, they joined
Dick Clark for a 50s theme
with an amazing grand total of
37 acts.
Airband/80s &{'iffk/&%oslaLjia &iyht 19
President Ja>' and Janie Kesler enjoy fine weather
and a smile at the Homecoming game, waiting
for the coronation.
--photo by Drew Valpatic
Taylor Sounds sang during the Homecomng Con-
cert. Pictured here, Joanna Cicero and Dale Gruver
sing out confidently.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
//We Gladly Celeb c«'Omecomin^
Homecoming: One of the busiest weekends of the year and one
of the best! Plans for the big weekend began long before the month
of October. A homecomng cabinet, made up of 20 sub committees
involving 60 students, was led by Alumni Director Marty Songer.
These students were hard at work throughout the fall, setting up
the 5K fun run, creating the backdrop in Rediger Auditorium, and
even blowing up purple and gold balloons at six o'clock on Satur-
day morning.
The sound of the Taylor Jazz Band filled the chapel Friday
morning and President Kesler gave his remarks. The Taylor family
reunited: old friends with familiar faces graced the campus as past
memories were rediscovered and new ones were created. Seniors
Ryan Delp and Jennifer Hartzler were crowned King and Queen
and the Trojans brought home a TU football victory!
We gladly celebrate Taylor University, which has been built
upon the solid foundation of Christ's love; and has been nurturing
students lives in the past and will continue to do so for years to
come. ~/oyfl Landin iL^J^Si}
20 C^iVfic'LVmrnif
Taylor men from First East
Wengatz clap and cheer the
home team on to victory.
^'M^WP «
Homecoming royalty
have been crowned
for a long time. Here
are senior beauties
from 1969 (Marilyn
Hay), 1979 (she goes
nameless because the
'79 Ilium staff decided
against captions),
and 1998 (Jennifer
Hartzler). Jennifer
was crowned during
the 1998 Homecoming
football game.
Taylor Football No. 4 holds on
to the ball as he is attacked
threefold by a monster tackle
from the opposing team.
—photo by Drew Vdpntic
aec.omeconmitj 21
Candidates in the Dating Game
laugh at themselves and hope
to get chosen. SAC sponsored
The Dating Game this fall.
-Photo by Lindsny Keyes.
Cj8ttin^ In Student Actmties &0mmm66
After a cold winter's blow in one of Taylor's worst snow
storms yet (in our opinion), spring was welcomed once again
with open arms. The campus came alive with weekly ulti-
mate Frisbee and angle ball games and SAC jumped forward
also with enthusiastic energy to begin another semester.
Implemented for only the second time in TU history, SAC
hosted an outdoor campus-wide prayer and praise, as well as
a Saturday morning trip to the inner-city of Muncie, to offer
food and prayer to the poor. Both events were attended with a
crowd that eagerly anticipated these ministry opportunities.
The concerts booked gave outstanding performances with top
artists like Supertones, Ragamuffins, and Jennifer Knapp.
Encountering another holiday of Easter, SAC's endeavor to add
a new twist paid off with great reward from the student body.
With brightly colored plastic eggs hidden all over campus, stu-
dents took to finding the eggs, each of which contained a prize.
The top prize, a $100 bill, was found by seniors Becky Niffin
and Joya Landin, used it for gas money over spring break.
As spring came into full bloom, the year wound down to
the humid days of summer. The fresh air brought out moun-
tain bikers and the die-hard anglers. SAC responded to the
hunger for more outdoor activities by hosting the annual
Barney's Bike Race and Bass tourney. Finishing the year with
a loud and enthusiastic bang, the end-of-the-year study break
brought a majority of the student body together for one last
hurrah.
SAC hopes that TU was encouraged and challenged through-
out the activities this year. We believe that through our efforts
to enjoy the fellowship of one another, the Lord was lifted
and honored by TU students. -]on Summer and Libby Crawford.
i
[ay Kesler was pic-
tured in the 1958 year-
book as a student, with
the titles of Student
Evangelist, president
of the Marion Youth
for Christ, and a Bib.
Lit. major. He was in-
augurated as the 28th
Taylor President on
Friday, October 24,
1986. An orchestra
from Switzerland
played at the recep-
tion.
^^
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Dani Hinck, Charity Carpenter,
Michelle Enyeart, Liz Kawa-
kami, and Bobby Whisman
were all participants in this
year's Nostalgia Night.
-Photo submitted by Jon Sommer
Aaron Nichols is on the spot as
he attempts winning at SAC's
version of a childhood-rite-of-
passage; the Spelling Bee.
-Photo by Dreiv Valpatic
"This )^r, SAC
went off with-
out a hitch (for
the most part)
and I could not
have been more
pleased with
each member of
SAC."
-Jon Sommer
Head-Hancho of SAC
Michelle Enyeart and Jon
Sommer dress up for SAC's
showing of the movie "Top
Gun".
-Photo submitted by Jon Sommer
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Faculty chapel comes once a
year to honor the Talyor facult\'.
Professors wait to participate in
this chapel, and listen to the
speaker. -Photo by Lindsay Keycs.
Taylor students have of-
ten been involved with
their country as well as
acedemia. (Top) In 1919,
Taylor had a Ladies Mili-
tary Training Corp, and
(Middle) also a Prohibi-
tion League that partici-
pated in the abolition of
alcohol, (raging country-
wide) called for a"dry
country". (Bottom) In
1946, student G.l.s were
returning to class from
service in the war.
V'/
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One of the participants in the Faculty
Chapel this year was Dr. Dwight Jessup.
-Photo by Lindsay Keyes
Guest speaker Rick Hawks looks on and
enjoys the special music. At each chapel,
student(s) come forward to minister
through music. - Pliolo In/ Lindsay Keyes
6^hap6l
Three times a week, Taylor students look forward to joining together
in chapel for a time of worship and fellowship in order to stimulate
intellectual and spiritual growth. This year, students were challenged
to "seek the face of the Lord together" to promote unity within the
student body. Through my own experience in working with chapel
services, I have witnessed students' desire to see something more, to
be real with one another.
Students, faculty and speakers demonstrated transparency and
vulnerability through testimonies. Confessions were made during
Relational Enrichment Week and hearts were revealed through praise
and worship. It was evident, as I was humbled, that God surpassed
my expectations for chapels and moved within my own heart through
speakers, testimonies and special music. More importantly, I could
feel the anticipation of those around me that knew God desires to
move on Taylor campus: "If My people, who are called by My name,
will humble themselves and pray and seek My face and turn from
their wicked ways, then I will hear from
.,,,,. heaven and will forgive them their sinOne of the most enjoyable chaples m- <^
voived a Russian Boys Choir that was and wiU heal their land." (2 Chrou. 7:14)
touring America, and gave the Taylor
.Qjjj^y JSloi'maU
community a sneak-peak for their night -^
concert. -Photo contributed by "Tlic Echo"
&hapd 25
Quality Performar Concerts
The Student Activities Committee provided students with a wide spectrum of Chris-
tian music for their 1998-1999 concert scedule. Beginning on Homecoming Weekend, the
concert series placed Michael Card first on the roster. With elements more like that of a
worship service. Card's concert was one of deep emotion and praise to God. His remark-
able songwriting and singing, as well as the gifted playing of a variety of instruments,
made this concert appealing to both the physical and spiritual senses.
With a similar heat and devotion to God, The Orange County Supertones presented
their musical styling of ska. Full of energy and intensity, the Supertones were able to have
the crowd moshing in the front row of Rediger Auditorium in one minute, and lifting
their hands in solemn worship to God in the next. Powerful musical chords, meaningful
lyrics, and a commanding on-stage prescence made this an unforgettable concert.
The rest of the year continued in supreme entertainment, as SAC scheduled the Raga-
muffin Band (the band that previously played with the late Rich
Mullins), Jennifer Knapp, and Plumb. These three artists were
popular around campus and continued the agenda of both good tone's°ieT/sirIger"uses^aTix-
music, performances and hearts that are dedicated to God. ture of punk and reggae vocals
A J /-^ ! to engross the crowd.
-AnareiU L.eCll
_pf^^f^ contributed by "The Echo"
In 1976, it was still dif-
ficult to find and
schedule Christian
performers, but Taylor
University had man-
aged instead to sched-
ule such acts as Olivia
Newton John. Pic-
tured here are two per-
formances from the
1975-1976 year (anony-
mous in the 1976 year-
book).
26 (Pcfnaitf
Students enjoy themselves by
cheering and skanking to the
Supertones music. Christian
artists have been at the front of
third wave ska. -Photo contrib-
uted by "The Echo".
Eli strums and sings for a Tay-
lor audience in the Student
Union. -Photo by Lindsay Keyes.
Singer Michael Card sings his
mellow, folk-like praise music
with heart full of passion for
Jesus Christ.
-Piwto by Lindsay Keyes
C^iVUntf 27
This year, the 17 members of ICC (Inter-
Class Council) were under the reign of their
fearless queen, Lori Bedi, who would be tak-
ing the last victory lap around the ICC cir-
cuit. Under her guidance, they made many
steps toward improving class unity. These
improvements have been added on top of
the required duties of ICC. Some of the
regular historic events that ICC puts on ev-
ery year are Airband, Christmas with Jay,
and Taylathon. Airband had one of the best
turnouts ever, making it all the more historic,
and the members of ICC really worked hard
to make all of these events fun, fun, fun for
everyone!
This year, ICC decided that they wanted
to step up the duties that were required of
them. The class officers began to brainstorm
events that could bring more class unity.
Some of these events were prayer and
praises, community outreaches, newsletters
and class T-shirts.
Another important activity that ICC has
been working on this year is the Commu-
nity Discipleship Groups. Groups are in-
tended for students to come together from
all across campus to help build eachother
through Christ. Good ideas this year de-
serve a star, and thanks to Lori for blazing
the trail! It has been a good year for all.
-Adam Witmer
Jay Kesler reads a story to a fac-
ulty child, while the student
body listens in at Christmas
with Jay, an ICC-sponsored
event. -Photo by Drew Valpatk
Katie Bennett and Luke Tatone
show their "swang"-stuff dur-
ing a performance at Airband
'98. They are members of ISE
and BroHo. -Photo by Dreio
Valpatic
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Janie Kesler holds the mic for
husband Jay as he reads to the
Taylor student body from Luke
2; the Christmas story.
-Photo by Lindsay Keyes
''^f$
In the tradition of Taylor before
80's Night and Nostalgia Night,
there was the Variety Show.
Here, in 1987, is a two-year-run-
ning performance of "Sick and
Wrong", and we're not sure ex-
actly what it was.
Mark Mohrlang (as Jesus
Chirst) and Kevin Danforth
Flahert)' (as Satan) box during
Airband's version of Carman's
"The Champion".
-Plioto by Drezv Valpntic
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Jay and Janie steal a kiss dur-
ing their time in the spotUght.
This is Jay's namesake student
activity, and a fun way for him
to both appear in his pj's and
address the student body.
--photo In/ Drew Valpatic
Bill Heth and the Taylor Trojan
arm wrestle at Christmas with
Jay. Notably, Bill Heth reigned
victorious.
—photo by Lindsay Keyes
Heidi Harbin and Roc Simons
smile and take a moment from
their dinner. Like other Taylor
students, they attended the
Banquet pick-a-date style.
30 'C7?if ffhrvtmas Q$)easo.
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Christmas time at Taylor has many spe-
cial activities assiociated with it. The for-
mal pick-a-dates, Christmas with Jay (and
Janie), and the perrenial favorite Christmas
Banquet. Walt reciting "The Night Before
Finals" is something that
was funny as a frosh and
has gained meaning as
time passes. The chil-
dren at Christmas with
Jay, for whom the stories
are ostensibly told, are
always sources of
amusement and joy. It is
also easy to remember
the difficulties that we
face during the Christ-
mas season. Finals week
is right before break and
makes everyone anxious
for a chance to relax, unwind and recover from
"crunch time." And yet, at Taylor, Christmas
means more than just this. The advent chap-
els hold special meaning to me becuase of what
they symbolize. Through them we are re-
minded that Christmas is about so much more
than Christmas Day; we prepare our hearts for
the birth of our Lord. —Justin Berger
"I enjoy the
fact that the
students look
forward to
this every
yearL I love
tradition and
anything that
speaks of that
and lias a
family feel."
-Jnntp Kesler
On December 13, 1969, this Taylor couple was
doing what many Taylor students have done
since: participated in the campus-wide pick-a-
date known as the Christmas Banquet. In '69,
the themed banquet, "Toyland," included
candlelight, a giant Christmas tree, and the mu-
sical sextet "Music Projection." (Notice the
dishes. Real china?)
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Jenny Ladra, Shelly Norman,
I 1^ f^ I 1 #^'/--vr) / ; 7"* / ,-\<sL Mary Alice Kirkpatrick and Jer-X llW 1. M.VXVre>rLrLrareL<- K^C^kVkr emyBergstrom have fun while
T Ti 1 A • T T r .. 1 1 A 1 in Colorado for Focus on the
Incredible. Amazing. Unforgettable. Ask any p„„„,,, _p,,„„ j,,^^,,,,^ i,y Ai„n/
of the 17 Taylor students that spent the fall aucc Kirkpatrick
1998 semester in Israel about their overseas
experiences, and these are some likely responses. The group stud-
ied at Jerusalem University College and made Israel their "home"
throughout their four-month stay. School life, as experienced by
these students in Jerusalem, differed greatly from previous experi-
ences at Taylor. The "Tomb Room" and the "Cable Room" replaced
Wengatz and English. An on-campus "family" of 60 students made
Taylor's community of some 1800 seem enormous. The Israel cam-
pus was located just outside the Old City v^alls of Jerusalem. To
say that the experience was merely educational would be an un-
derstatement, and to reduce the experience to a one-word descrip-
tion is impossible. The Taylor Students at JUC learned academi-
cally by travelling frequently and visiting numerous Biblical sites
in Israel. They studied Bible, the land and the culture of its people.
God moved among them and they each grew spiritually while liv-
ing in the land where Jesus walked. Group members were strength-
ened physically as they walked through the Old and New City of
Jerusalem and hiked through the land surrounding it. Also, they
were stretched relationally as they met Muslim, Jew, and Christian
alike. What had once been a strange and foreign land to 17 Taylor
students was transformed into a familiar ^_^___^^^^^^^_
place full of sentiment and sweet memories.
Regardless of whether it is now a shopkeeper
named Solomon, or the Jewess librarian
named Marie that occasionally cross the
minds of these students, they each hold one
thing in common: they experienced the Holy
Land and are forever changed. -Anne Konkler
Jenni Olson spends the day
shopping in Paris's Printemps.
-Photo submitted by Jenny Olson
Students staying in Israel trav-
elled for a week to Egypt. They
make a pyramid in celebration
of the Red Pyramid that looms
ominously behind them. -Photo
submitted by Devon Marie
Trevarrow
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In 1992, Taylor imple-
mented an exchange pro-
gram to Russia's Nizhni
Novgorod University.
Twelve Taylor students
and three faculty v^ent to
Moscow after eight stu-
dents and three faculty
from Russia visited Taylor
for a month. Here, the TU
contingent looks over the
Volga.
From religion to politics to his-
tory to nature to culture, Israel
spouts diversity and demands
intrigue. As the Motherland of
Christianity, it has long been
the destination and temporary
home of many a Taylor student.
Amanda Gonzalez finds her
roots in Spain, standing under
the veranda of a store bearing
her name. -Photo submitted by
Amanda Gonzalez
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My first cross-cultural experience was be-
ing a member of the Bahamas Lighthouse
team. For one month I was challenged in
unbelievable ways, met incredible people
and saw may new sights, including the
ocean. The focus of our trip was evange-
lism through performances in elementary
and high schools in Abaco and Nassau.
Daily, we would sing about Christ, perform
skits, and Roger Rayburn would always
share his "Bible Coloring Book" with the
children. Unfortunately, we lost one mem-
ber of our team halfway through the trip.
Tiffany Sutton had to return to the United
States because of health reasons. This was a
difficult experience, yet it truly bonded the
entire group. It helped us to evaluate where
our focus was and to remain strong as broth-
ers and sisters in Christ, throughout the trip.
-Tara Hodapp
A 1986 participant of Inter-term in Israel's
Wandering Wheels program, tunes up his
bike on a pit stop. Wandering Wheels was
once a popular way for Taylor to see the
world. In 1986, the trips included Inter-
term in California, Spring Break in Florida,
and the mother-of-all-bike-trips; a 10 month
"Circle America", starting in Georgia in
February, follow-
ing the perim-
eters of the U.S.
and back to Geor-
gia in November.
Wandering
Wheels was a
way to strech
yourself physi-
cally and to enjoy
the fellowship of
brothers and sis-
ters in Christ
while seeing "the
world".
The members of the 1999 Baha-
mas Lighthouse team take time
to visit a historical sight, Fort
Fincastle. -Photo submitted By
Tara Hodapp
Students that visited England
with "Literary London," tour
Stonhenge in the age of technol-
ogy using their electronic tour
guides. -Photo submitted By
Dana Wilson
i?
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The Lighthouse team to
Venezuela's Mandie Cullen and
Whitney Cross talk to locals in
a "park ministry." -Photo sub-
mitted By Rick ami Beth Muthiah
Kv^
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Jill Laughlin smiles with a na-
tive boy while lifting a bucket
of dirt and working on build-
ing a house in Ghana. -Photo
submitted By Jill Laughlin
During the less beach-and-fun-
filled part of the Australia
Lighthouse trip, Pete Von Tobel
works with teammates to clean
a church. -Photo submitted By
Pete Von Tobel
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The Show Must G&^.
The Butler Did It, Into the Woods and The Last
Night ofBalh/hoo! I have been a part of all
three shows in some fashion. My experi-
ence being a student volunteer of the Taylor
theatrical program has been one of hard
work, late hours into the night, continuous
trips to Muncie or Marion for props, ran-
sacking the costume room. But it has also
been an experience of excitement and an
enthusiasm to learn more about theatre.
Over the past 30 years, Taylor University's
theatre department has had tremendous
success in putting together shows that have
not only been entertaining, but educational
as well. The 1998-1999 theatre season fea-
tured three terrific shows that exhibited the
talents of its students and the hard work of
its volunteers behind the scenes. As the
millenium approaches, new students will be
entering into the role of Taylor thespian and
will shine both on stage and behind the cur-
tains. As for me, I will graduate having been
a part of nine different productions and have
enjoyed them all! -]o Ann Hervey
In 1946, there were
five women's trios.
Trios were very
common in Taylor's
early and mid-cen-
tury history.
Cliff Johnson poses as Louie
Fan, one of the suspects in
"The Butler Did It". - Photo by
Sarali WiWwite
Lisha McKinley, pla\ing
Sunny Freitag in "The Last
Night of Ballyhoo", performs
a Shabbat prayer. -Plwto by
Sarah Willhoite
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Jason Hillier and Jonathan
Tripple deal out comedy and
song as Cinderella's and
Rapunzel's Princess in "Into tJie
Woods". -Photo by Sarah
Willhoite
Drew BurkJiolder played tJie
part of Chandler Marlowe: the
great Gumshoe, in the fall's
staging of "The Butler Did It".
-Photo by Sarah Willhoite
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Youth Conference is an exciting time of year for the youth and
Taylor students who have been planning and anticipating the ar-
rival of the highschoolers. As someone involved in Youth Confer-
ence, housing girls and being a Discussion Group Leader, I know
the energy and excitement that is associated with the weekend.
From the moment that they step foot into Rediger Auditorium to
search for the two wacky leaders that are waving around the num-
ber that they are told to look for, to the crazy nights spent with the
Campus Safety and Morality Patrol chasing down culprits, Taylor
becomes a place for college students to reach out and become men-
tors. Youth Conference brings a little bit of the world to Taylor and
allows us all the opportunity to eat a meal with the highschooler
who was sent to the conference alone, or to have a talk with the boy
who's going through some difficult times. And there's always
ample opportunity to have a good laugh with the youth. This year
there was a Double Dare Night in the Odle Gymnasium and a con-
cert on Saturday night. For all participating, it was one very excit-
ing and exhausting weekend.
-Devon Marie Trevarrozo
Some of the Youth Conference
attendees get down and dirty
during one of the Double Dare
events. Double Dare was
hosted by Taylor's own Aaron
Nichols. -Photo by Drew Valpatic
Many of the Youth Conference
songs were enhanced with mo-
tions, as illustrated by this girl
who attended Youth Confer-
ence, '99. -Photo by Dreiv Valpatic
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KC (and a Taylor band, the
GlowWorms), full of energy
and excitement, led praise and
worship throughout the Youth
Conference. -Photo by Drew
Valpatic
Youth Conference speaker
Steve Wingfield addresses the
youth from in front of the Youth
Conference paper-meche head,
representative of the theme:
"Out of your Mind." -Photo by
Drew Valpatic
Youth Conference is a long-standing Tay-
lor tradition. Here, in 1946, the theme was
"That I May Know Him." Even then, it was
held in Rediger Auditorium (then the gym).
Two students attempt to ring a
hula hoop around themselves
as one of the challenges of
Double Dare. -Photo by Drew
Valpatic
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Taylathon is an intense time for
the riders, with grilling early-
morning practices added to
studies and social life. These
four riders show the fruits of
their labors, -photos by Dreiv
Valpatic
v^
The junior and senior trike rac-
ers Jen Miller and Susan Gygi
had an immense photo-close
finish this year, -photo Drew
Valpatic
Juniors Kevin Danforth
Flaherty, Dana Wilson and
Alison Heiser proudly lead
their team. -Photo by Lindsay
Keyes
Another Senior Vict^ l^aplathL
It was a spectacular spring day, reminiscent
of summer, with it's sunshine and sun-
glasses and students gathered around the
track for the race of the year... Taylathon. The
week of grueling practices, was culminat-
ing to this event, with a 5-day game of
Stick'em, a cool evening outside the DC
cheering on contenders in the "Gettin' Jig-
gly With It" Jello-Wrestling, and a Friday
night campus-wide bar-b-que featuring the
prestigious Ben Winters Quartet. Many
Taylorites were now seated along the side-
lines of what usually constitutes the walk-
way to the Reade Center, in bleachers, on
couches, on blankets and in the grass... any-
where for a good seat. There was a faint
smell of cook-out and sweaty bodies in the
air. I have to admit, despite only being a
sophomore, I was cheering for the Seniors.
Either at their feet, snapping photos as they
finished off their transition (and almost be-
ing pummeled by a runaway bike), or cheer-
ing them on in the backstretch as they
streamed by in bright yellow, I knew that the
seniors were doing a great job and everything
was running smoothly for them. When you
have a team of men that have been doing this
crazy thing we call Taylathon for four years,
you can expect excellence. And that is what
the senior team exhibitied... excellence, right
down to the new member of the team, first-
year-rider Bobby Whisman. Congratulations
to the Bike and Trike team for their victories!
-Devon Marie Trevarrow
40 ''Uaplathon
(Top) The girls' Trike
team of 1986 included
Dana King and Darla
Haskins. These women
were among the last to
compete in the annual
Trike race sitting down
instead of standing on the
bike. (Bottom) Chris
Young and Janell Behm
participate in Taylathon
week's Canoe Race. In
1987,Tug-o-War,
Couples' Softball and Ca-
noeing were part of the
events, as well as the
Trike and Bike races.
Senior Bobby
Whisman holds
the bike ready
for another
smooth senior
transition. -Photo
by Drew Valpatic
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I suppose that a graduating senior should
be writing this copy, reflecting on the class,
their years at Taylor, and on the graduation
ceremonies. But here I sit, on a long night
after the graduates have mostly gone on to
their new lives, tapping away at a computer
as a sophomore-recently-tumed-junior. And
I have some things to say. On behalf of those
still here at Taylor for the next couple of
years; thank you to those seniors that were
our friends, that were our peers, and that
were our role models. We appreciate what
you have done for us. I happened to be
lucky enough to be invited to accompany
nine wonderful senior women on a camp-
ing trip a couple of weeks ago, and as the
only underclassman there, was able to lis-
ten to the moments when they reflected on
their Taylor experience and on life beyond
it. It was so special to listen to the stories
they told, and to be able to hear of the fun
they had, the growing they did and the tears
they cried. In the light of that campfire I
saw the faces of those who go before us and
the faces of those that I love, and even the
faces of those I want to become. Taylor has
been blessed by some wonderful graduates
this year, and their prayers and wishes go
with you, students, as ours go with them.
-Devo}t Marie Trevarrow
Graduation in 1976 was much the same that
it was this year... A crowded Odle Gymna-
sium full of beaming parents and gloating
grandparents watching an academically
achieved young lad or lass take a diploma
from President Jay Kesler and receive the
traditional Taylor towel of service. After,
outside they say their bittersweet goodbye.
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An overly excited dad waits
patiently for his graduate to
walk in during the proces-
sional, -photo by Jim Gnrringer
The Chairwoman for the Board
of Trustees, G. Roselyn Kerlin,
gives an inspiring address to
the senior class.
-photo In/ Jim Garringer
Rebecca Crithfield points out
something mildly amusing to
fellow grad Matthew Miller.
-piioto by Jim Garringer
enjoyed the
ceremony.
It was nice
and it was
\y@il-
dcMe.
-GrHuate
Vitalfltanko
"You don't
know how
closfe you
are to leav-
ing Taylor
untipaVou
are titre.
-GraHLate
Cara Wpkins
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A group of excited grads give
each other high-fives all around
after receiving their diplomas.
-phcito by Jim Gnningcr
Julie Holdiman flashes a smile
to someone, most likely family
or friends, in the audience.
Gotta love those pictures. . .
-photc by ]im Garringer
'^r^f
Professor Jan Fletcher presents
a diploma to her favorite stu-
dent, daughter Jennifer, -p'hotc
by Jim Gniringcr
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Robert Geiger-Pergem delivers
his reflections over his years as
a student at Taylor, -photo by Jim
Garringer
Dr. Andrevif Whipple, Biology
professor, smiles proudly as he
prepares to graduate with his
second degree—this time in Bib-
lical Literature, -photo by Jim
Garringer
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In 1925, the faculty was quite a
bit smaller than in 1999, how-
ever Taylor was still a highly-
acclaimed academic school.
Even in 1953 this
campus could
not survive
without its be-
loved mainte-
nance crew
The 1992 yearbook calls
Professor Collymore the
"Self-Proclaimed Big
Mouth." Does the title still
fit today?
'f^l^^^i^
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Mindy Mannix takes advantage of the
beautiful sunshine and gets some home-
work done in between classes.
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During the height of the summer
solstice, from June 20-29, 40 solar racing
cars will make a 1,300-mile trip across
state highways and city roads from
Washington D.C. to Orlando, FL. Major
schools such as Ohio State, Texas A&M,
MIT and Yale will participate in this
well-publicized event run solely on
energy from the sun. Taylor University
intends to be among them.
The solar racing team started as a
vision by student Jon Clarke back in
1996. The goals: construct a technologi-
cally- advanced solar racing vehicle,
compete in SunRayce, and represent
Jesus Christ in the race to the world.
This year, that vision has not died, but
increased its momentum. Under the
guidance of Dr. Henry Voss, a new
generation of students have worked
long hours to construct Gideon's Torch
in anticipation of SunRayce '99.
inst time.
while these efforts are centered in Taylor's
Physics Department, a wide variety of majors
and students are involved with the team. The
40+ students who have worked anywhere
from several to hundreds of hours on this
project have made SunRayce a Taylor commu-
nity event.
This team has a strong desire to use
SunRayce as a witness to God's glory, hence
the name Gideon's Torch was chosen to repre-
sent the 'weak made strong' through God's
power. God has led the entire process and
opened many doors which were once closed.
The experience from this event has been
enormous. "People are willing to learn and
teach. They take time to say 'this is how it
works' and allow input, making it a true
group learning experience," stated Heather
Lorimar. The Solar Racing Team has already
changed lives. The team looks forward to
continuing the work of God this summer and
in summers to come. -Adam Bennett
^
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The theater department
was started quite early
in Taylor's history and
has had quite a review
from its audience since
the beginning.
A,rchiv6s A.lwmii C^/^l/irmm
Liza Johnsen, Kate Johnsen, Paul Wagner,
Walker Cosgrove, Bonnie Houser (Archi-
vist) Not Pictured: Erin Olson, Leah Gittlen
-photo by Drew Valpatic
Back Row: Marty Songer, Laurie Green
Front Row: George Glass, Sharon Campbell
Not Pictured: Laura Key -photo by Jim
Garringer
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Left: Chris Fennig, Matt
Hunt, Andrew Fennig,
Jeff Daily and Adam
Bennett closely study
details of putting the
solar car together, -photo
by Drew Valpatic
Below: Chris Fennig sits in
the "cockpit" as he envi-
sions the car racing down
the track at the SunRayce
this summer, -photo by
Drew Valpatic
"TheDreamy Kid" was performed
in 1950 along with quite a few
other productions. These were not
simply performed by one group,
but by several academic classes as
well as many Juniors and Seniors.
. ./9S0
Art department
Craig Moore, Larry Blakely, Rachel Smith,
Bruce Campbell, Mary Mahan, Lon
Kaufmann, Kathy Herrmann -photo by Drew
Valpatic
"1 am amazed by the
way God has brought
this team together and
satisfied our needs. Not
only has he provided
student workers, but He
has also provided out-
side help from numer-
ous individuals such as
electrical engineer Jeff
Daily and Ragan Back."
-Adam Bennett
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Thirty students for one month in London can be an all-around
exciting adventure, which it proved to be this year as these stu-
dents, along with Professor Beulah Baker and Rick Hill traveled
across the globe. The goal and final destination was London,
England, however, many stops were made along the way With
opportunities to visit places such as Oxford, Cambridge,
Stonehenge and Scotland, these students had quite a taste of
the diversity of culture that spreads across our world.
Visiting Charles Dickens, C.S. Lewis, and Samuel Johnson's
homes, students w^ere able to actually see the places they have
been studying about for so long. Opportunities were also pro-
vided to visit some of the great attractions of Europe, such as,
the Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace and St. Paul's Ca-
thedral. The trip was one that could not be matched and will
never be forgotten.
-Geoff Hoffinann
"Wengatz Hall resi-
dents find many uses
for the hall desk."
-Ilium 1972
Some things never
change.
~^»i
J971. .
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Win Corduan, Jim Spiegel, Bob Lay, Ted
Dorman, Ed Meadors, Daryl Charles, Larry
Helyer, Faye Chechowich, Mike Harbin, Ron
Collymore, Bill Heth -photo by Lindsay Keyes
John Moore, Timothy Burkholder, Jan Reber,
Andrew Whipple -photo by Drew Valpatic
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Right: Along with visiting
historical and beautiful
places, the Taylor students
were able to enjoy an
evening at the theater seeing
a production of The Phantom
of the Opera, -photo submitted
by GeoffHoffpnann
Below: Geoff Hoffmann,
Jonathan Gangwer (TUFW)
and Deanna Grimstead
stop for a moment in front
of the Edinburgh Castle in
Edinburgh, Scotland. -
photo submitted by Geoff
Hoffmann
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Late night game of "Sorry"
will do it for the women of
Olson Hall. Things seem to
be the same across the
board, even though it's only
two years later then the
Wengatz picture.
. . /9F3
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Mary Harrold, Dick Ehresman, Pam Peg^
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
/^^^verall, it was a
V-^valuable experience
for us to gain an
understanding of British
life, its history and
appreciate those who
wrote about it.
-GeojfHoffmann
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The Lord uses many different tools to work in the Uves of His chil-
dren. This year He used handbells to unite 14 people and strengthen
them spiritually. The climax of this bonding /growing experience
was our tour. Months of hard work paid off in seven days of travel-
ing and performing as the Taylor Ringers w^ent to Colorado and
back, playing in various churches along the way. Twenty-seven
hundred miles, seven performances, one van, tw^o malls, lots of cro-
cheting, endless inside jokes. It was a blast.
Each morning before jumping in the famous blue van for another
long day, the group would gather for a time of prayer and devo-
tions. Members of the group volunteered to lead these meetings,
which proved to be some of the most valuable moments of the trip.
With each stop the music got better, the friendships grew deeper,
the inside jokes grew cheesier, the van grew messier and the cro-
cheted blankets grew bigger. Praise the Lord for an incredible tour.
-Andrew Crowe
19SS. . .
"Our Taylor Community finds
here its own shopping center for
such necessary evils as textbooks
or the little extras allowed by
careful planning of the last check
from home. . ." -1955 Gem
<^iisin6ss department &ampns O^afetp
Back Row: Lee Erickson, Hadley Mitchell,
Jim Coe, Chris Bennett, Gary Cooper, Bob
Benjamin, Don Knudsen Front Row: Nancy
Gillespie, Janet Gross, Marianne Carter
-yihoto by Drew Valpatic
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Mike Row, Jeremy Diller, Tim Enyeart, Jon
Jenkins, Elda Ivey -photo Lindsay Keyes
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Left: The Taylor Ring-
ers pose for a quick pic-
ture while on their tour
over Spring Break.
-photo submitted by Mel-
issa Mange
Below: Melissa Mange, An-
drew Crowe, Amie Rose and
Leigh Ann Dexheimer play a
song for chapel during one of
the last ones of the year, -photo
by Lindsay Keyes
"Whether you're
looking for books,
supplies or gifts, the
TU Bookstore is your
one-stop shopping
center." -1972 Ilium
. .J9F2
Chemistry
Stan Burden, Prof. Dan Smith, Dan
Hammond, Leroy Kroll -photo by Drew
Valpatic
r\(2Lecret turkeys, execu-
tions, crocheting, all
while west of the Missis-
sippi ... a good time was
had by all.
-Annie Catron
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What is "All Kinds of Happy," and how do I get some? This
spring's TV production class worked diligently to create
Upland's newest television sensation. Enthusiastic students
w^orked side-by-side with Dr. Tim Kirkpatrick and Joylane
Bartron to schedule interesting guests and aspiring musical tal-
ents. Taylor had not attempted to produce anything quite like
this one-of-a-kind show. The effort was exhausting at times,
but proved to be worthwhile. As students tuned in to watch
"All Kinds of Happy," a Letterman-style talk show starring
sophomore host Josh Olson. With his natural humor and on-
screen talent. Josh stole the show. The simple lesson to be
learned: taking risks and laboring toward goals are the keys to
transforming a dream into a reality.
-Kelli/ Bietzel
1977. . .
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People using Taylor
Lake? Seemed to be the
popular thing until re-
cently. The weather
hasn't changed a bit
though.
6^0mpiit6r Q^cience ^ept.
Back: Bruce Johnson, Oliver Hubbard, Jan
Fletcher Front: Tim Kirkpatrick, Jessica
Rousselow, Dale Jackson Not pictured:
Laurel Thomas Gnagey -photo by Drew
Valpatic
Front : Beth Halloway, Aaron Brooks, Jeff
Cramer Back: Wally Roth, Tim Diller, Art
White, Bill Wiley Leon Adkison, Bill Toll
-photo by Dreio Valpatic
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Left: Andrew Timbie,
Joylane Bartron and
Josh Olson take a five
minute break to fix
some mistakes in the
script, -photo by Drew
Valpnfic
Below: Kelly Bietzel, pro-
ducer of the show, watches
the monitor in the camera to
make sure she is getting the
complete shot, -photo by Drew
Valpatic
i,*Ay This picture looks a
little familiar. The
snow drifts look
comparable to the
"Blizzard of '99".
. ./9S4^
6^0ntr0lkr's <3fHc6
y^roh'S GoT A
(
grEAT lAUGh.
V -tIMmeTzGeR
TV Production Crew
Member
Back: Linda Jefferies, Carla Rhetts, Kim
Harrell Front: Nancy Howard, Cathy
Moorman, Betty HuUey Ron Sutherland
-photo by Drew Valpatic
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Back: Dr. Cynthia
Tyner, Dr. Alexis
Armstrong, Marcia
Benjamin, Dr. Carl
Siler, Dr. Joe
Burnworth Front:
Dr. Joan Kitterman,
Marian Kendall,
Dr.Pamela Medows
-photo by Drew
Valpatic
Back: Nancy Dayton,
Barbara Heavilin,
Ken Swan Front:
Kimberly Moore-
Jumonville, Beulah
Baker, Colleen War-
ren, Judy Mitchell
-photo by Drew Vapatic
(S^nvironmentd
Dr. Richard Squiers,
Robert Reber, Dr.
Raymond Grizzle,
Dr. Paul Rothrock
-photo by Craig Flam-
ing
*after many attempts to contact
this dept., ive had to settle on the
97-98 picture.
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The Bookstore. Fall term. J-term.
Spring term. Do these all sound
familiar? They should. The
bookstore is the place most loved
and most hated the first week of
the term. It is most loved by the
people who are making the
money and most hated by every-
one else. It begins outside the
bookstore at the lists hanging on
the walls of the classes. These
lists hold invaluable information
about which book goes to which
class. Once you have found the
books you need, the mad rush
begins to snatch up the cheapest
copy of your particular book
before anyone gets it. However,
no matter how hopeless it seems,
everyone eventually finds the
books they are looking for (even
if you have to pay an arm and a
leg for them). -Nancy Forster
Left: Amber Bourne looks for a card for one of
those long-distance relationships college stu-
dents grow ail-too fond of. -photo by Lindsay
Keyes
Bottom Left: Greg Hall purchases one of the
many school necessities from the nice bookstore
lady, -photo by Lindsay Keyes
197^
Joe Lund, then "in-
structor of Psychol-
ogy" was also a part
of the men's baseball
team. No mention of
coaching, simply a
member.
1986
In this book. Professor
Joe Lund is said to be
the "Associate Profes-
sor of Psychology."
There is, however, no
mention of softball or
baseball.
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Jim Kleist, Barbara
Ewbank, Lynne
Winterholter, Judy
Hill, Jeremiah Fiffe
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
Tim Nace, Gregg
Holloway, Christie
Garrett, Joan Hobbs,
KayStrouse -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
Back Row: Jackie
Norris, Andrea
Nottingham, Penny
Milholland Front
Row: Susan Malone,
Amy Nose -photo
by Nancy Forster
$^'%^%9^^
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Every other Friday the campus is in a
scramble to get to the Cashier's office.
The beloved office that suddenly be-
comes too small when there are 20
people waiting in line to get checks
cashed. In between classes, any spare
second, before 4:00 when the doors
close, there are lines to get money.
Some checks are as big as $100, some are
as small as $15, but to a college student,
cash is cash. And that cash has to make
it for the next two weeks until the next
check comes along. The money is ever -
so-wisely used on vending machines,
pick-a-dates, phone bills, runs to Wal-
Mart, Taco Bell, tanning and more
phone bills. Then the sad day comes
when a call must be placed to home.
You tell your parents how very much
they are missed and how you can't wait
to come home and see them. Then the
big question comes, "Hey mom, I got
my phone bill today. Do you think you
could possible send me some money?"
Then. . .the silence. "How much do you
need?" she asks, slowly. It is then that
you know your parents really love you.
-Nancy Forster
Left: This girl waits patiently for the cashier to
get her money in return for her check at the
cashier's office, -photo by Nancy Forster
Bottom Left: Jaillene Erickson opens her mail-
box, hoping for that long-awaited check.
-photo by Nancy Forster
198^
Is this Dr. Cosgrove?
Well, in 1984, he was
known as the "Asso-
ciate Professor of
Psychology". Now
known as one of the
best professors on
campus.
1991
He trimmed the
beard and the glasses
are now gone. . .but
he's the same Dr.
Cosgrove. In 1991,
he was the chairman
of the Psychology
department.
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Oi'Cmitenance ff'ren'
Back Row: Bryan Huntsinger,
Steve Harding, Jerr)' Stair, Dan
Klepson, Pat Moore, Mike
Cragun, Rod Bootwright, Jerry
Underwood, Dough Randall,
Rick Tedder, Mark Branham,
Don Bootwright, Bill Stoops
Front Row: Paul Lightfoot, Rita
Puckett, Steve Puckett, Tim
Schuller, Bill Gross, Mac Guffey,
Tim Mannix, Steve Banter, Scott
Bragg, Tarrell Grambling, Roger
Rayburn, Patty Haisley, Jeff
Secrest -photo by Sarah Willhoite
Back Row: Teresa
Smith, Linda
Bennett, Linda
Solms, Annette
Payne, Lou Roth
Front Row: Dr. John
Kennedy --photo by
Abbie Reese
Q^jstor^ 'department
Back Row: William
Ringenberg, Alan
Winquist Front Row:
Tom Jones, Steve
Messer, Roger
Jenkinson -photo by
Drew Valpatic
HYSICAL PLANT & SERVICE
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It begins sometime your senior
year of high school. You start
getting bombarded by junk mail
from so many schools that you
can't even count. Somehow, one
application sticks out, TAYLOR.
For some reason you start flip-
ping through the catalog and
brochure, and decide to apply.
Soon enough you are getting
calls from the telecounselors
asking about your visit to the
school. This interview and visit
is the most important aspect of
the whole application process.
While here you tour the campus,
the dorms, eat at the DC and
have an interview with an admis-
sions staff member. Little do you
know that fate is destining you to
be on this campus for the next
four years of your life. -Nancy
Forster
Left: Jay Kesler speaks at every Campus Visita-
tion Day and gives high schoolers a chance to
experience chapel first-hand, -photo submitted by
Cheri VanderPloeg
Below Left: A group of high school students
listens intently during the High School Leader-
ship Conference.
-plioto submitted by Cheri VanderPloeg
/9S9
In the 1959 Gem,
Grace Olson is
known as the Regis-
trar and Director of
Admissions. It is
after this beloved
woman that Olson
Hall was named.
1961
Only two years later,
Ms. Olson had moved
into the History De-
partment and had be-
come a professor of
History.
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Back Row: Joyce Davis,
Theresa Mae, Carol Parker,
Linda Sheats, Linda Black,
Paula Jarrett, Debbie Chenery,
Laura Cook, Barbara Rider,
Carol Brock, Elizabeth Brown,
Bill Stoops Front Row: Paula
Keller, Gracie Kirby, Bonnie
Wilson, Harriet Kile, Rachel
Calvin, Betty Powers, Gloria
Underwoood, Nora Harding,
Gary Barber, Kellie Pace, Dave
Gray, Julie Cason, Fred Rich-
ard, Jim Gard -photo by
Drew Valpntic
Back Row: Jeff Marsee,
Dr. Joe Romine, Erik
Hayes, Don Taylor,
Steve Wilt, Bill Bauer
Front: Val Snyder, Val
Scott, Tena Krause,
Deb Carter, Amy
Stucky -photo by Drew
Valpatic
^information QS)enic6s
Back Row: James Miles,
Bob Hodge, Jack Letarte,
BiU Lee, Larry Stoffel,
Kim Johnson, T.R.
Knight, Jean St. John,
Alan Ours, Jim Wolff
Front Rovkf: Scott
Wohlfarth, Jessie
Lennertz, Roberta Ratliff,
Jackie Armstrong, T.J.
Higley, Sandy Johnson
Not Pictured: Ian Blair
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
i^aniing' Q^iipport
&enter
Back Row: Pat
Kirkpatrick, Wilma
Rowe, Judy Mitchell,
Billie Manor, Edwin
WelcJi Front Row:
Gary Friesen, Barb
Davenport -photo by
Lindsay Ka/es
62 Qsf^pn/!cf Q<;feiw
Sun and classes? Do they mix?
Not really. Have you ever no-
ticed that the days that the sun is
out, there is no one in class? Coin-
cidence? I think not. Spring fever
at Taylor is characterized by a few
things unique only to Taylor. One
would be Ultimate Frisbee. It
seems as if, as soon as the sun
comes out, so do the boys. They
gather on a lawn, half with shirts,
half without and play this strange
little game called Ultimate
Frisbee. Yet another phenomenon
is the strange appearance of girls.
Ever noticed that as soon as it's
sunny the lawn starts being lit-
tered with blankets and girls?
Spring is a time of love, friend-
ship, games and skipping class.
Such as it has been, and will con-
tinue to be. -Nancy Forster
Left: Karissa Romine helps out in the commu-
nity service projects that go on in the fall and
the spring, -photo by Lindsay Keyes
Bottom Left: On any given spring day, guys can
be seen playing "Ultimate Frisbee" on any open
lawn, -photo by Drew Valpatk
J9S8
Don Odle. . .the man
our gymnasium is
named after. Here he
is seen standing in
front of the Maytag
Gymnasuim, which
was soon replaced by
our current gym.
1976
18 years later. . .same
man, same place, pro-
found impact. Here
he is pictured as a
Physical Education
professor, drowning
in papers to grade.
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For the first time ever, students had access to the Internet, pro-
vided by the school, in their rooms. The question all year is
whether this was a help or more of a hinderance and a hassle.
True, it is very convenient to have access to the Web anytime you
want so that all you have to do is turn on your computer, instead
of walking all the way over to a lab. However, what about those
questionable things that one can find on the Web? Are they too
much of a temptation? Is it too hard to get out of our rooms and
socialize, and too easy to spend all our time in front of a com-
puter? Many wings, especially in guys dorms, have addressed
this problem. They have set accountability partners and have
made a wing /floor effort to make sure that they do not spend too
much time playing games, or just on the computer in general.
The Internet has been a great advantage, however it can be a true
downfall. With God and eachother, Taylor students are trying to
make sure it does not become that. -Nancy Forster
19S9.
Taylathon goes as far
back as 1959, and even
a few years before. The
track, however, used to
be dirt instead of ce-
ment.
^ihym^ O^r^
Sheri Michael, Marsha Becker, Jo Ann
Cosgrove, Barb Stevens -photo by Lindsay
Keyes
C^Mrfh
"^(ft
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Mandi Maxwell, Paul Hanras, Bill Klinger,
Jeremy Case, David Neuhouser, Ron
Benbow, Matt DeLong -photo by Drezv
Valpatic
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Left: This football
player concentrates
intentively on the op-
tions that he has. -photo
by Lindsay Keyes
Below: Matt Durbois and
Kevin Anselmo take advan-
tage of the lab in the Commu-
nication building after classes
were over, -photo by Nancy
Forster
In this year, the se-
niors went on to take
first place in
Taylathon. Seems to
be commonplace in
this tradtion.
./9F6'
One machine can do the
work of fifty ordinary
men. No machine can do
the work of one extraordi-
nary man.
-Elbert Hubbard
Finally i^ brethren,
whatever #4l^SS ^^^ true,
whatev^things are
noble, wh^lever things
are just, wl£|tever things
are pure, witetever things
are lovei|^ .whatever
things are jpgood report,
if there is ^i' virtue and
if there ;|i!!anything
praisewoiitey—meditate
on th^ things.
Philijgjj^ians 4:8
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tion without it?
Coffee. Mountain Dew. Dr. Pepper. Capppucino. Jolt. Whichever container you
put it in, they all hold the same substance that has become a vital thing in my life
and in those of college students across this land. Caffeine. This wonderful sub-
stance that can act as the friend that keeps you up all night. The day before that big
test, or that paper is due, we simply call our dear friend Caffeine and he comes
runrung to the rescue. However, there are those few to whom this friend has not
simply become just a once in a while friend, but an every day friend. And for these
people, life becomes quite miserable without our dear friend. The headaches begin
and suddenly, people begin avoiding the once oh-so lovely person they used to
know. The person who has suddenly become very cranky and quite a bear to be
around is not the person he or she was two hours ago. The reason? That would be
lack of meeting the addiction and desire they have for this little substance. Person-
ally, I am hooked. Coffee is my favorite I have to admit, but lately Mountain Dew
has been more convenient (you know, the vending machines on every corner in
every building). But, for those all-nighters, a big pot of coffee goes on and is fin-
ished in about two hours. Oh well, what can I say? I'm a college student.
-Nancy Forster
1976. .
How about a nice dip
in Taylor Lake? Well,
to these Sammy boys,
it is made into a game.
Nothing ever changes.
^Kiodem ^uvmiaae ^eft.
miB^BBB
_ __
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Rita Koch, Dr. Richard Dixon, Dr. Betty
Messer, Dr. Eleanor Barrick, Janet Loy
-\ihoto by Lindsay Keyes
C^J/m/^ Q^)^/
Regrettably the picture of the mu-
sic department was misplaced. We
offer our deepest and most sincere
apology to the professors in this
department. The professors of the
Music Department include: Dana
Collins, Dr. Barbara Dickey, Dr.
Leon Harshenin, Dr. Albert
Harrison, Dr. Richard Parker, Dr.
JoAnn Rediger, Dr. Frederick
Schulze, Dr. Patricia Robertson.
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Below: Abby McLaughlin
Left; John Aoun uses comes out of the Journalism
his meal transfer at the lab for yet another Mountain
grill for a quick lunch in Dew, while working on a
between classes. deadline, -photo by Nancy
-photo by Drew Valpatic Forster
^/mvies
Who ever said that
traditions never
change. . .was abso-
lutely right. These
Bro-Ho guys show
their fine taste in
clothing.
. .1988
Ken Kiers, Bob Davis, Dan Smith -photo by
Drew Valpatic
'' It is not impor-
tant to come out
on top; what
matters is to
come out alive.
-Bertolt Brecht
d^afei/ie 67
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The art majors work all year to create their masterpieces. All of
their heart, soul and mind go into perfecting five or six paint-
ings or drawings that they display to the school, parents, rela-
tives and friends. Everything they have learned and studied
and hoped for and dreamed for comes to a climax their senior
year. All of the hard work, the long hours, the mistakes, the
late nights, everything they have put into their paintings is
displayed for a few weeks in the hallways of various buildings
around campus. The display starts out with an "open house,"
where parents, family and friends can come and enjoy the art-
istry and have refreshments and fellowship. After that night is
over, the paintings hang on the wall for two weeks or more and
the "comments" book slowly fills up. A variety of art is seen
on this wall. Anything from still, inanimate objects, to photo-
graphs, to people and faces and fictional scenes. Some are
touching, some inspirational, but all are a display of talent that
few have and even fewer pursue. -Nancy Forster
1973.
Tim Salsbery takes a
break and enjoys the
quiet atmosphere of the
library to try and get
some reading done.
^i^si£k^i^S,
^rMcd O^rmin^, ^n^t (^Hir,r,
Dr. Stephen Hoffmann and Philip Loy
-photo by Drew Valpatic
Beverly Klepser, Barbara Fights, Debra-Jo
Rice, Curtis Greer -photo by Lindsay Keyes
68 Ai? OVlf/A
Left: Two women Below: This photo-
observe the photo- graph was pictured
graphs hanging on hanging on the wall in
the wall in the art the Communications
building-p/iofo by building. -photobyEric
Eric Davis Davis
'President's Council
Twelve years later,
these two women es-
cape the noisy dorm
and take advantage of
the library's quiet
study atmosphere.
198S
Back Row: Dwight Jessup, Gene Rupp, Jay
Kesler, Daryl Yost, Al Smith Front Row:
Bob Hodge, Wynn Lembright -photo by Jim
Garringer
These two sculptures were on display for some time in the
galleria. -photo by Eric Davis
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The library. That absolutely lovely place to which we all love to go. Some students
spend all of their study time in either the library or the "geek room," while some avoid
the place unless all other alternate routes have been exhausted. However, it is some-
times necessary to find somewhere quiet to work on those silly papers that professors
make us do (professors? papers? you mean we have to go class?). The library can,
contrary to popular belief, be a relaxing place and a place to actually accomplish some-
thing. We all know how hard it is to get anything done in our dorm rooms, and that is
why this great place comes in handy. When your roommate is playing Metallica at full
blast and people will not leave you alone, despite the number of signs you put up
requesting silence, there is a place of refuge. A place to find shelter from the storm.
The library. Or the geek room, either one. Some cannot work in complete silence, so
they head to the library. Others cannot work in anything but complete silence, so they
head to the geek room. The library is also a pretty handy place to check e-mail on your
way to a meeting or to class, or just to kill that half hour between lunch and your next
class. It also has one other use that may seem absurd. Books. The library is full of
books. Books for research, books for pleasure, books for reference. Granted, some of
them have a tendency to be a little bit on the old side. But, there are many useful books
that could be handy in finishing up that paper or just for a little pleasure reading.
-Nancy Forster
1972. .
This husband gives
up a "night out with
the guys" to help his
wife with dishes and
spend the evening
with her.
^.re^idmt r Q^mmnies
Brenda Mantha and Alberta Miller
-f)hoto by Lindsay Keyes
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Back Row: Kevin Wickes, Laura Gerig, Joe
Lund, Mark Cosgrove Front Row: Vance
Maloney, Steve Snyder -pJwto by Jim
Ganinger
70 ^ih:rrp
Left: Krista Vannoy
and two of her Below: Stephanie White
friends work on a makes herself comfort-
eroup project to- able as she looks to a long
gether. -photo by night of studying, -photo
Undsay Keyes ' hy Lindsay Keyes
This young man
procrastinates just a
little bit longer before
he "hits the books".
198S
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Dr. Michael Jessup
Not Pictured: Dr. Steven Bird -photo hy
Nancy Forster
Above: A group of girls uses the tables to study ( or
socialize) on the first floor of the library, -photo by
Undsay Keyes
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Social (Work
Paul Susan, Twyla Lee,
Sharon Gray, Jo Anne
Powell, Cathy Harner
-photo by Nancy Forster
QS)tudmt ^evebpment
Back Row: Larry Mealy,
Tim Herrmann, Wynn
Lembright,Walt
Campbell 2nd Row;
Patty Stigers, Judy Mou-
ton, Gaylene Smith, Janel
Hart, Michelle Shewan
1st Row: Denise
Bakerink, Carol Mott,
Beth Rediger
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
QJLniversit^ ^a-'ebpmmt
Back Row: Brent
Chapman, Jerry Cramer,
Toni Newlin, Joyce Helyer,
Kim Thacker, Sharon Eib,
Beth Fitzjarrold, Sheila
Morman, Chuck Stevens,
Tom Essenburg Front
Row: Gene Rupp, Joyce
Taylor, Janet Friesen,
Alathea Childers, Rhonda
Faller. -photo by Lindsay
Keyes
72 Q&cvra^mes
You see them behind desks, running
copies, on the phone, writing out
letters, answering questions and basi-
cally doing everything. These women
literally hold this school together. They
know everything there is to know
about their departments and making
sure everything is kept sane and in
order. I know for a fact that if any one
of these ladies were gone for one day,
the whole department would fall to
pieces in that short 24 hours. How do
they do it? Well, my bet is most of
them are mothers or were at some
point, and we all know that mothers
can do anything. So in a sense they are
our mothers while we are here at
school. They know what needs to be
done and how to accomplish it in the
short time it needs to be done. So, next
time you see one. . .be sure to say
thank you. They have helped you in
some way, whether you realize it or
not. -Nancy Forster
Left: Judy Kirkwood, new to the Communica-
tions office, sorts through pictures of the past
few theater productions, -photo by Nancy Forster
Bottom Left: Lisa Royal, in the Music office
looks over yet another music order, -photo by
Nancy Forster
1 960
As quoted from The
Gem, "Flames escort
Taylor's historic land-
mark into the past."
This tragic fire made
a way for the new
building to be con-
structed.
T969
The Gem stated in
1969 that, " The dedi-
cation of the science
building is concrete
evidence of the grow-
ing program at Tay-
lor." This still holds
true today.
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Back Row: Arna
^''%i^ ^1Smith, Jim Garringer, if"^^!
Joyce Wood, Amber ^^K*"-'" :iiM , . . Iflfo ^^'^^^^^l
Anderson Front Row:
^Ikiti^k'ip'vyi El_ ./%ft^^l
Steve Christensen, p*v/Tb
^^^^1
LisaLachapelle, \ jiMRi/Sifl^^H
Donna Downs, Karen Ih^^^V^IP^H
Richards, Evan ^^^^\^^Spw^ ^^vp^L^ ^
Kittleman -photo by ^^M^^Mk r
Jim Garringer IH^mk
nXriiversitp '^ress
Back: John Inskeep,
Dan Jordan, Roger
Judd Front: Sharon
Ewbank, Sharon
Zerrien, Sharon
Hopkins --photo by
Drew Valpatic
Nelson Rediger, Ken
Smith, Becky Mc-
Phearson -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
74 cSl'H?
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Bulletin Boards and posters.
Signs and lamenation. Who
could ask for anything more? As
far as the education majors are
concerned, the ETC is like heaven
on earth. Actually it depends on
who you talk to and what project
they are working on. However,
the ETC is not only used by edu-
cation majors. For Youth Confer-
ence, discussion group leaders
used the back room for painting
their signs and making it exciting
for the highschoolers. The PA's
also use the ETC and the back
painting room for wing or floor
decorations. Anytime during the
spring or summer, PA's can be
found there using their creativity
and making fun things for the
up-coming year. So, next time
you have a project, the ETC is the
place to find all the art supplies
one could need.
-Nancy Forster
Left: The cutting boards in the ETC can
be very advantageous for group projects
and the like.
Bottom Left: Alicia Chubb uses the ETC
computers in the back room to finish up
a project.
/9S0
This nice young man
v^as the organist for
Taylor chapels in
1950. Traditions die
hard at this school.
Mr. Samuel Walter
•was not only an or-
ganist for chapel, but
also for concerts.
/9S^
Our very own Organ-
ist, Fred Shulze, as
seen in 1984. 15 years
ago, he was playing
the organ for the Lord
and for the masses of
students in chapel.
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End of an Era
^. ^o^^cUcfii. C^a^^c") ^enil*t., C^^un*fu!ut. a^ Icufla^
When G. Roselyn ("Rosie") Kerlin ('55) was elected to serve as Chairman of the
Taylor University Board of Trustees in 1996, her election was the end of an era. Though
Taylor University was started in 1846 as Fort Wayne Female College, one-hundred-fifty
years later, at the time of Taylor Sesquicentennial, there were four women on the
twenty-six member Taylor Board, an all time high, and there had never been a female
elected to serve as chairman. Having been a member of the board for twelve years,
Mrs. Kerlin, a former teacher, had served four years as Chairman of the TU. Academic
Affairs Committee, and had been secretary of the board. She was Vice-Chairman of
the Taylor Board when elected to be chairman. Taylor Board bylaws all three consecu-
tive years for the board
of her third year as chair-
board chairman had
During Mrs.
the Board there have been
million-dollar capital
The new Samuel Morris
after which the Samuel
was demolished. Con-
begin to prepare to select
University Fort Wayne,
ing how to begin to pre-
for Taylor after Dr. Jay
responsibilities in June,
from all TU constituen-
carried out in evaluating
21st Century. She ap-
Committee to select the
were established for the
to leading the board by
sion on issues of concern
by helping all members
voice and their input is
chairman. Upon completion
man the era of the first female
ended.
Kerlin's years as Chairman of
many challenges. The 74
campaign was brought about.
Hall was built, dedicated,
Morris Dorm built in the '60's
tinuous effort was given to
a new president for Taylor
Decisions were made regard-
pare to select a new president
Kesler transitions to different
2000. Procedures for input
cies were determined and
for leadership needs for the
pointed the Search and Screen
next president and protocols
committee. Her commitment
taking time for open discus-
has strengthened the board
recognize that they have a
valued. A woman of prayer.
leading by Biblical principles, she understands boardsmanship. Mrs. Kerlin has served
as Chairman of the TU Board with strength gained through hours of preparation and
communication. Her prayer is that memories of board work done in her era of leader-
ship will be considered as board work done with great integrity, by members able to
show respect and affection for each other while responding with Godly wisdom and
discernment to the challenges before them.
Pictured Above: Dr. G. Roselyn Kerlin, takes her place at the graduations ceremonies
during the 1999 Commencement.
76 oSi'd?;/
First Row: Mrs. G. Roselyn Kerlin, Dr. Beverly Brighty, Dr. Jay Kesler Second Row: Dr. William Pannell,
Mr. Richard Gygi, Dr. LaRita Boren Third Row: Mr. Ken Flanigan, Mr. Carl Moellering, Dr. Marshall
Welch Fourth Row: Mr. Paul Robbins, Dr. Paul Gentile, Mr. Paul Steiner Fifth Row: Mr. Roger Beaverson,
Dr. Carl Hassel, Dr. Sam Wolgemuth, Dr. John Home, Mr. Don Jacobson, Mr. Art Muselman Sixth Row: Mr.
Richard Russell, Dr. Fred Stockinger, Mr. Jerry Home Back Row: Mr. Paul Zurcher, Dr. Jim Woods, Mr. Ted
Brolund Not Pictured: Mr. R. David Boyer, Dr. Joseph Brain, Mrs. Marta Gabre-Tsadick, Mr. Robert Gilkison
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^ l0(^k back.
This was the new, old Sammy Morris
in 1959, when construction was just
finished.
Ring downs have always
been a big event for Taylor
women, even in 1968.
I
78 Alln,
Wengatz men enjoy playing various
sports out in the hallways. Here some
men are having fun with frisbee. i
Welcome Weekend PROBE excitement.
--photo by Lindsay Keyes
I
album.
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(Reflections
As you read this reflection, let it be just that, a
reflection of where you have been and where
you are going. If we allow ourselves to think
about each one of these questions, this could be
the best reflection we could ever imagine.
What was it like when your parents dropped
you off on the first day? What was your first DC
experience like? Who was the first person you
met at Taylor? Who was in your PROBE group?
What class brought a smile to your face because
you finally saw $18,000.00 /year paying off?
Who did you kiss in your years at Taylor? How
did you find a church to go to in the commu-
nity? How did Thanksgiving Break '95 feel
when you got home? How many roommates
have you had? When did God speak to you
here at Taylor? How many pick-a-dates did you
go on? Who sent you a note that brightened
your day? How many times did you see the
men of Morris run around in their underwear?
Who was a professor that gave you a gem of
wisdom? How many hours did you skip in
your time at Taylor? When was the first theo-
logical discussion you had at Taylor? How
many times did you hear the words "Kiss of
Peace?" How many times did you forget your
ID at the DC? Over what issues did you ques-
tion Taylor administration? How many people
will remember your impact? How many people
impacted you? How did it feel to come in as a
senior, knowing life was soon upon you? Did
you love someone at Taylor? Did you tell him or
her? Did you ever forget to groom properly?
Have you ever screamed, "I hate Taylor Univer-
sity?" Have you really experienced the good-
ness and ignited a fire of love for Jesus Christ?
My fellow classmates and friends, these are
your four years. I thank each of you who helped
me, loved me, fought with me, ran with me,
laughed with me, cried with me, prayed with
me, talked about me, disagreed with me, studied
with me and grew in Christ with me. Taylor
University and Class of 1999, 1 love you and will
cherish all you have given me.
Sincerely, Rob Geiger-Pergrem
Christine Abbott
James Alexander
Christie Almond
Jeremiah Altorfer
Bradley Amstutz
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Jennifer Andrew's
Charles Ankney
Kevin Anselmo
Evelyn Aponte
Tyson Aschliman
Bonnie Bacon
David Baldwin
Christina Baloski
Laura Bartlette
Vincent Dino Bartolome
Sara Bass
Laura Bayes
Lindy Beam
Michael Beardslee
Regan Beck
Robert Bell
Alisha Benson
Mindy Benteman
Beth Beres
Michael Bever
Anne Bliss
Meredith Boeve
Jason Bohm
Rebecca Bollinger
Joseph Bonura
Bradley Bramer
Michael Brandon
Daniel Brenneman
Sarah Brevvton
Aaron Brooks
Barak Bruerd
Peter Brummund
Todd Bruner
Janet Bryan
Chad Cabrera
Jaimie Campbell
Rachel Care>
Sarah Carothers
Charity Carpenter
Scott Case
Suzanne Chamberlin
Christopher Chiero
Angela Childs
Eric Childs
Amy Christner
Naomi Christophel
Joanna Cicero
Leslie Clarke
Matthew Coe
Jason Colley
Laurie Comiskey
Sarah Connor
Jonathan Coombs
Cari Coords
Viola Coulter
Abby Coutant
Nathalie Cotvells
Elizabeth Cranford
Rebecca Crithfleld
Heather Cummings
James Currie
Nathan Dager
Jeniffer Dake
Chad Dale
Karia Dallaire
Julie Dause
Carrie David
Andrew Davies
Amanda Davis
J. Ryan Delp
Linda Deneau
Rachel Denison
Joanna Depakakibo
Lauri Didonato
^t^UPlUP'h.i Curtis Diller
Bradley Divine
Top: Dave Mathews, Thaddis Jackson, Jason
Huitsing, Ben Irwin, Becky Niffin, Jen Hartzler.
Bottom: Cheri VanderPloeg, Rob Geiger, Dan
Bubar, Jon Sommer. -photo submitted by Jen Hartzler
Seniors, Libby Crawford and Julie Holdiman. It's
hard, they say, to be serious for a picture.
—photo submitted by Libby Crawford
IVfichael Donovan
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Rebecca Welscher looks longingl)' out the window, hoping
to surivive the near-death experience of giving blood.
^00k nxp
...I was hospitalized with a bleeding ulcer. At
23, that came as a big surprise. I lost 60% of my
blood because of the sucker. Hospital. Blood
transfusion. Blood tests. More blood transfu-
sions. ICU (Intensive Care Unit) overnight. More
tests the next day. More blood transfusions. The
rest is history.
As I reflect on the events I can't help but find
the spiritual link in it. I had no pain. Things hap-
pened quickly. I just "happened" to be home for
the weekend. It was spiritual because I saw God
in the people who were around me. My Ameri-
can parents, the doctors, the nurses, the secretar-
ies, all of them were showing me God through
their care.
I can't help but praise God as He orchestrated
the events—maybe to tell me to focus more on
Him, maybe to strengthen me, maybe to show
me I'm nothing without Him, maybe, probably
all of the above.
As a senior, I have a renewed interest and ex-
citement about graduation. The idea of coming
so close to death certainly puts life into perspec-
tive. What's important and what's not is clearer
now. And serving God with all my heart, with
all my mind, and all my soul will be what I will
do. ~ Vitaly Fraiiko
Jennifer Dorenbos
Christina Dulworth
Laurie Duniierton
Jennifer Edwards
Ryan Eernisse
Daniel Eggleston
Benjamin Eisner
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Alyssa Endres
Liana Eulberg
Kristin Fenn
Nicole Fennig
Julie Fickes
Derek Fisher
Jennifer Fisher
David Fleming
Joshua Folkerts
Andrew Forbes
Matthew Ford
Vitaly Franko
Lisa Franz
Jamie Fritz
Amber Fulton
Sarah Gamble
Andrew Gammons
Jennifer Gast
Nathan Gast
Travis Gaulden
Shelley Gault
Robert Geiger-Pergrem
Chrisanthi Georgopulos
Michelle Gibbs
Chrischona Gibson
Kevin Gipp
Emily Gottschalk
Brian Graber
Jill Graper
£jj|j David Gray
Franklin Gribble
Suzanne Gygi
Jason Hahnstadt
Kate Halgren
Todd Hall
mNathan Hamel
Jamie Hamilton
Lisa Hamlin
Janel M. Hart
Cory Hartman
Jennifer Hartzler
John Hasenmyer
Joshua Hatvn
Rob Haytvorth
Tiffany Heimbaugh
Sara Henley
Sarah Hershman
Gayle Hes§
Jennifer Hicks
Jay Hill
Stacy Hillman
Danielle Hinck
Julie Holdiman
Sarah Holt
Elizabeth Honett
Cara Hopkins
Carri Host
Tisha Hubbard
Emily Hubler
Jason Huitsing
Shannon Hunt
Teppei Ichikana
Benjamin Imin
Meredith Isgitt
Phillip Jackson
Timothy Jahr
Amy Jefferies
Andrew Jeffrey
Carrie Johnson
Clifton Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Matthew Johnson
IMichele Jordan
Seniors Becky Bollinger and Brad Bramer have a
little peek-a-boo fun at the bowling alley.
—photo sitbmitted by Bonnie Bacon
Back Row: Andrew Pfeiffer, Ben Oldham, Jeremy
Block Middle Row: Kellie O'Connell, Lori Nye,
Leslie Clarke Front Row: Caleb Moan and
Christie Almond. Murder suspects strike a pose
on the front steps of Sickler Hall.
—photo submitted by Caleb Moan
Robert Junna
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Hanging out in 206D Fairlane with seniors Kent
Salsbery, Jason Matthews and Rob Hayworth.
-photo submitted by Rob Hayworth.
SAC worker and senior Libby Crawford takes
tickets and counts money at a weekend 3-D
movie, -photo submitted by Libby Crawford.
Carol Kauffman
Elizabeth Kawakami
ChristopKer Keller
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Karen Kemp
James Kenfield
Julia Kennedy
Jordan Kesler
Loren Kimble
Sarah King
Joshua Kinlan
Gavin Kiser
Jennifer Kline
Staci Klutz
Susan Kramer
Amy Kraus
Jahmila Kuartei
Jawn Kunkle
Stephanie Kuroishi
Shannon Laketek
Nichole Lamielle
Andren Lampe
Robert Landau
Joya Landin
Rebekah Lanenga
Derek Lay
Christa Lee
Jonathan Lembright
k Bianca Lightbourne
Rachel Ligtenberg
Jill Linette
Susan Littleton
Christopher Locker
Michelle Long
Andrea Louckes
Brian Lovell
Lindsey Lund
Katie Lynch
Kristin Maggard
Kelly IMahoney
A. Marcus IVIalcolm
Anthony IVlanganello
IVlelanie IVlannix
Kathrvn IVIansell
Andrea Martin
Joel C. Martin
David Mathens
Jason Matthens
Elizabeth Mauldin
Angela Mazakis
Megan McCourt
Tami McDonald
Philip McFarland
Michael McGowan
Kristi McGriff
Dawn McNair
Keren McPhearson
Lesley Meece
Benjamin Metzger
Benjamin Miller
Lynnette Miller
Matthew Miller
Michael Miller
Ryan Miller
Ryan Mitchell
Caleb Moan
Jennifer Morgan
Joshua Mullen
Christopher Murphy
Sarah Nachtigal
Adam Nevins
Aaron Nichols
Joel Nichols
Andrew Nicholson
Rebecca Niffin
Alisha Niswander
KelUe O'Coimell
Angela Olinghouse
..tjLJ Katherine Olson
Seniors Julie Holdiman, Libby Crawford, Amy Perkins
and Cara Hopkins enjoy themselves at Taylor
University's Caribbean Night.
—photo submitted by Libby Crawford.
(Wessons
"A lesson learned, a loving God and things in
their own time. In nothing more do I trust. We
owe nothing, nothing is ours, not even love so
fierce it burns like baby stars. But this poverty is
our greatest gift. The weightlessness of us as
things around begin to shift."-Indigo Girls, Ev-
erything In Its Own Time
My final months at Taylor have brought a flood
of emotion that often seems to be entirely beyond
the expression of mere words...but occasionally
my hopeless thirst to express all that I am feeling
is quenched, when I stumble upon the poignant
poetry that reminds me I am not the first nor the
last to be in this place. It is a place torn between
reflection and anticipation, trust and fear, nostal-
gia and hope, comfort and the great unknown.
The years we've spent at Taylor are priceless
treasures to which we cannot cling, and it is pos-
sibly the wordless moments that teach us that the
most. It is then that we realize that the end of
our education is but the beginning of our
learning...and that our current poverty is perhaps
a mere glimpse of all we have yet to see.
—Clifton T. Johnson
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Jennifer Hartzler, Jason Huitsing and Becky
Niffin smile for the camera while on the T.S.O.
Executive Cabinet retreat.
—photo submitted by Jen Hartzler
Seniors Christie Almond, Tony Manganello and
Caleb Moan have some fun with a warped mir-
ror at Idyl Wyld Roller Skating Rink in Marion.
—photo submitted by Christie Almond
Amy Ostrander
Julia Ostrognai
Nathan Packer
Amy Parker
Raymond Parman
Nicholas Pastermack
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Emily Pattison
Brooks Penner
Amy Perkins
Shelley Peters
Andrew Pfeiffer
Kiersten Phillips
Heather Pickerell
Jennifer Pikaart
Jared Pike
DaYid Plate
Jennifer Pletcher
Heather Price
Kristin Proto
Holly Raatikka
Jonathan Rayer
John Rea
Erin Rediger
Bryan Reed
Abigail Reese
Daniel Rhodes
Bethany Rice
Brent Ringenberg
Ryan Ringenberg
Paul Ritchie
Christopher Robey
Cory Rodeheaver
Kathryn Roose
Amie Rose
Julie Rosema
Bradley Rowell
Wayne Rowley
Rebecca Rupp
Zachary Rupp
Rebekah Saddler
Dwayne Safer
Kent Salsbery
Amy Schaap
Ryan Schuiz
Matthew Schweingruber
Meredith Scott
Jonathan Sell
Ruth Seward
Tara Shellaharger
Delnyn Shrock
Joel Siebersma
Matthew Sink
Amy Smallwood
Jennifer Smith
Monica Smith
Katherine Snow
Jeremie Solak
Sally Solak
Joel Sommer
Jonathon Sommer
Ami Sparkman
Jacob Spenn
^^V^
Sarah Springer iMpHfaj
Kassandra Stahl
Tiffany Stahl
Eric Stalter
Edwin Stamper
Jennifer Stark
Erin Starner
Stephanie Stenger
^'
. Angela Stephenson
Brooke Swanson
Mark Sweeney
X
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Seniors Meredith Boeve and Sara Henley eating
crepes in France. These two were student teach-
ers in Germany and took a back-packing trip
around Europe.
—photo submitted by Sara Henley
A Fairlane Bible Study: Kent Salsbery, Jason
Matthews and Louis Ressler have some serious
bonding time together off campus.
—photo submitted by Rob Hayiuorth
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Kevin Taylor
Sharon Thomas
Kent Thompson
Troy Tiberi
Timothy Toll
IMari Tom
Jason Uhlrich
Jennifer Undernood
Steven Vander Wal
Jessica Vandermeulen
Cheryl Vanderploeg
Stephanie Voiland
Isaac Voss
Rebecca Wall
Jamie Warrick
Carolyn Webb
Sara Webb
Wendy Weeks
Zachary Welsheimer
Kyle Welty
Rebecca Wheeler
Robert Whisman
Jonathan Willey
Renee Williford
Kimberly Wilson
Benjamin Winters
Jason Wood
Matthew Wright
Amy Yoder
Erin Zimmerman
Romeo Zivoin
Q^unset
It's early morning. The sun is rising. As it
does, it casts an amazing array of colors through-
out the sky. I sit in awe of its beauty and wonder
what the sunset will look like. You can never tell
Kow a day will end by how it begins. In the same
way, I could never have imagined how my time
at Taylor would end by how it began.
As I look back there are two things that I could
always count on to see me through: friendship
and the Bell Tower. From roommates to fellow
PA's to Professors to the student development
staff, I have been richly blessed in the number of
3eople who are willing to love me, to rebuke me
and to hold me accountable.
How amazing it is to come to a place where
the professors not only teach but cry with you. A
3lace where they welcome you into their homes
as part of the family. A place where every 15 min-
utes there is a great chime of the Bell Tower, a
sound that reminded you that faith and learning
are not to be separated, and a sound that told of
God's constant love and presence.
As I wonder what my sunset will look like, I
also ponder what will serve as my Bell Tower
when I am away from Taylor University, and
what colors I have added to this campus.
—Jenijfer Lee Dake
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From the nervous jitters of Welcome Weekend
to the tearful goodbyes of graduation, this has
certainly been a year to remember. As we move
on into the next chapter of our lives, here are a
few things to remember about the 1998-99
school year.. .quote board-all mammy; brothers
upstairs; the blue room; fountain freebies; Carol
Ann; celebrate Black History Month; 10:00-
Wednesday night bowling; 85 Fazoli's
breadsticks...'nuff said; "A Smile for Kate"???;
Jess is NOT cute!; computer lab?; SR 107;
brother chair; movie room; open house? what
is that?; the prodigal brother floor-we love you,
brother Al!; Mefistofele=NAPPY!; front and
center in chapel; the Psych Panel; the only off
campus residence hall; room rearranging;
sleepovers; bathroom bonding; Tae Bo @ 4!; 4:00
AM curfew! ; "Kelly's corrupted my girls!" -
MJR; "I just wish God made [Kelly and Missy]
with volume buttons!" -Steve Austin...Thanks
for all the prayers, encouragement, memories,
friendships, and most of all...Swallow Luv! We
love you! Staci Klutz and Kel Jo
Top right; Back: Missy Chambless Row 2: Betsy Rew, Kate
Oates, Lanette Sommer, Laura Sergi, Melissa Reesman Row
1: Jes Kelley, Shawna VonBehren
Right: Back: Carrie Fields, Missy Chambless, Betsy Rew, Jes
Kelley, Daisy West, Lanette Sommer, Martha Wood, Sara
Jones Row 2: Rachel Yardy, Rebecca Hummel, Kirstie
Parker, Laura Sergi, Kate Oates, Shawna VonBehren, Leeann
Abney, Betsy Bailey Row 1: Lindy Fenlason, Staci Klutz,
Bethany Taylor, Sarah Eskew, Melissa Reesman
Leeaim Abney
Deborah Austin
Melissa Chambless
Sarah Eskew
Lindy Fenlason
Carrie Fields
Erica Giegler
Jessica Kelley
Staci Klutz
Katherine Oates
Kirstie Parker
Melissa Reesman
Betsy Rew
Laura Sergi
Molly Shaw
Lanette Sommer
Bethany Taylor
Shawna Von Behren
Sara Weinraub
Daisy West
Martha Wood
Rachel Yardy
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Swallow life is simple, yet unique. We need only three things
to survive: Simpson's, bowling, and a whole lotta' Swallow
Lovin'. This year will always be marked for us by the pro-
posal to change Swallow from a coed dorm to a girls' dorm.
We did everything possible to keep the "nest" from changing:
we wore our "Old School" shirts from Thanksgiving to Christ-
mas, we signed petitions, we wrote letters, we met with the
housing director, and we even went to Jay. The greatest thing
we did, however, was to give it to God as we met in the lounge
and prayed over the dorm and its future the night before the
big meeting was held. No matter what happens, we will al-
ways remember the people, the fun, the late nights, the week-
end trips, Beth "The Donut Lady," roller blading during warm
fall nights, waking up Steve and Deb numerous times as we
became rowdy playing card games, floor stomps for our sis-
ters, fumbles, hall retreats. Swallow Church, J-term Prayer and
Praises, watching "The Simpsons" after dinner, going bowl-
ing every Wednesday night, and just plain hanging out. -BM
Top left; Back: Joel Michels, Mike O'Hara, Kory Russel Row 2: Jacob Jones,
Lindy Fenlason, Steven Elwood, Brent Bolton Row 1: Efraim Pfeil, Jason
Hillier, Samuel Hartman
Left: L to R: Dan Eagleton, Jolin McConda, Christopher Taylor, Jason Hillier,
Brian Moriarty, Sam Hartman, Joshua Duncan, Nathan Epple
Jason Aquilla
Brent Bolton
Daniel Chiu
Aaron Debbink
Matthew Distasi
Joshua Duncan
Steven Elwood
Christopher Fauble
Erik Fritzsche
Lucas Hanna
Samuel Hartman
Steve Heerdt
Jason Hillier
Jacob Jones
Benjamin Mahan
Matthew Mahan
Matt Mastroine
John McConda
Joel Michels
Rodney Miller
Brian Moriarty
Robert Morris
Efraim Pfeil
Kory Russel
Nathaniel Savidge
Justin Scheiber
Christopher Schwab
Paul Steves
Christopher Taylor
Mark Woodring
Ryan Woods
Joshua Zimmerman
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Stained orange carpet. First East BEASTS,
Lynnie & Jorge, Tiny Tim, Myers-Briggs. There
are so many memories and stories behind each
face, each of which adds to the diversity of lEO.
Our many different backgrounds, personalities,
interests and perspectives on life show how each
one of our sisters are amazingly unique. But
even through our differences, smiles, laughter,
and hugs are contagious over here. God has
blessed this wing incredibly by bringing us to-
gether through the common bond of His love -
- love that will stay with us wherever we go,
even as far as Spain, Lithuania, Russia, Israel,
Kenya. Our hearts will always remember the
"good old days," when friends were a holler
away and First East was us. -Meghan Stevenson
Top Right: Back: Jocelyn Falck, Katie Porter, Mary Snow, Am-
ber Kastelny, Jennifer Platek, Lauren Hegner, Kate MacHarg,
Maggie Salladay Row 2: Amy Schultz, Megan Shauck Row
1: Tara McCoy, Missy Domsten, Keri Worcester, Brittany Lewis,
Liz Esclamado, Erin Miller, Desi Graber
Right: Back: Jessica Muehleisen, Desi Graber, Erin Miller, Mary
Snow, Jennifer Platek, Katie Porter, Liz Esclamado, Angela
Campbell Front: Tara McCoy, Allison Burnfield, Megan Bohm,
Laura Weaver, Laura Burket, Brooke May, Betsy Marcotte, Brit-
tany Lewis, April Rediger
Jennifer Bergens
Megan Bohm
Sarah Boring
Autumn Brady
Laura Burket
Angela Campbell
Catherine Cherono
Melissa Domsten
Courtney Elder
Elizabeth Esclamado
Jocelyn Falck
Desiree Graber
Lauren Hegner
Jamie Jorg
Amber Kosteln\'
Brittany Lewis
Kathertne MacHarg
Betsy Marcotte
Brooke May
Allison McCormick
Tara McCoy
Erin Miller
Jessica Muehleisen
Jennifer Platek
Kathryne Porter
April Rediger
Amy Schultz
Lindsey Scroder
Lynn Sievert
Mary Snow
Laura Wampach
Laura Weaver
Keri Worcester
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I became a part of First West Olson before I knew we were for-
merly known as "the black hole." In all honesty, I panicked (and
who wouldn't?). My only thoughts were, "Black hole? That
can't be good." But then we spent a weekend on a lake commit-
ting our year to vulnerability, honesty and sisterhood in our
Heavenly Father. The good (and bad) times began to
shine. ..shaving cream fights, taping the bathroom door shut and
crawling through the hole, pick-a-dates from hell, pick-a-date
screening, a live nativity scene, R.B.'s "Carmen Sandiego" and
"man on the hall," growing leg hair, Hawaiian beauties, our
single football win, sledding on DC trays, trash heaps: rooms
116 and 105, and our honorary wing member and friend Traci
Tiberi! Finally, special thanks to the following for making this
year unforgettable: T.A.B., Ned Flanders, Aretha,
Brenda's crush (C.H.), our nonexistent bro wing,
Billy Madison, "wanna get some food?," and for our
time spent kneeboarding with Robbie Stewart's dad.
"TTFN ladies!" - Krista Kier
Top Left: L to R: Megan Holman, Laura Bayes, Carol Hahnstadt,
Heather Stevens, Jessica Green, Audrey Liljestrand, Nicole Bragg,
Becky Plass, Angelia Lemke
Left: Back: Sarah Borgwardt, Heather Stevens, Carol Hahnstadt,
Laura Millner, Erin Syswerda, Melissa Palm, Nicole Bragg, Renee
Butterfield, Marie Yates, Amber Aulen, Janelle Millington, Sarah
Schoolcraft, Audrey Liljestrand, Jodi Brooks, Andrea Herring Front:
Krista Kier, Erin Sutton, Laura Bayes, Sarah Hunt
Amber Aulen
Laura Bayes
Erin Bitner
Sarah Borgwardt
Nicole Bragg
Jodi Brooks
Rachel Brumfield
Jessica Green
Abby Grinnell
Carol Hahnstadt
Elizabeth Hall
Andrea Herring
Megan Holman
Sarah Hunt
Krista Kier
Angelia Lemke
Kendra Lightfoot
Audrey Liljestrand
Jennifer Matthews
Janelle Millington
Laura Millner
Cynthia Norman
Melissa Palm
Havilah Pauley
Rebekah Plass
Sarah Schoolcraft
Julia Shelton
Heather Stevens
Heidi Stevens
Erin Sutton
Erin Syswerda
Anna Truelsen
Brooke Varwig
Brenda Vergara
Stephanie Watterson
Marie Yates
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Right: Weren't the 80's great?! Crimped and ready for our 80's pick-
a-date...
Bottom Right: Back: Jen McLean, Jen Norris, Heather Rogers, Kelly
Dickerson Row 5: Barbie Henderson, Kimberly Adams, Michelle
Noise, Beth Keller, Rhonda Bloss Row 4: Natasha Lutes, Cari Grigsby,
Carrie Hartzler, Emily Andrews, Christina Allen, Erin Deblander
Row 3: Amanda Corwin, Andrea Rea, Leah Gittlen, Jaclyn Miller,
ChrissieHeinechen, Debbie Douglass, Michelle Catt, Shaenna
Umpleby, Heidi Bromley Row 2: Rachel Crenshaw, Christy Freed,
Mindy Rupp, Carolyn Flick, Kim Michael, Michelle Toy, Britt Unger,
Julia Abbott Row 1: Jennifer Taylor, Kate Waterman, Kristin
Kloosterhouse, Beth Ellis, Andrea Goben, Rachel Lieberman, Kim
Proto
Dear 2EO, Many new freshmen and new faces appeared
on the wing this year. We've had a lot of fun together,
"the great awakening" for freshmen and most of Olson
and Wengatz, 80's crazy bowling, wing retreat, duckpin
bowling, dinners on the wing, Qiristmas with Jay, Christ-
mas morning (early) and much more. Both Kimberly and
I have enjoyed getting to know each one of you. You all
have made an impact in our lives. We are excited to see
what God has planned for next year; it will be amazing.
This year we wanted to be unified and we believe that
you all have helped us to be more unified. Thanks for all
of your encouraging faces and notes and smiles. We love
you very much! SECOND EAST BEAST!!! Smile, Chris-
tina Allen and Kimberly Adams
Julia Abbott
Kimberly Adams
Christina Allen
Emily Andrews
Rhonda Bloss
Heidi Bromley
Michelle Catt
Amanda Corwin
Rachel Crenshaw
Erin Deblander
Deborah Douglass
Carolyn Flick
Christy Freed
Leah Gittlen
Andrea Goben
Cari Grigsby
Carrie Hartzler
Christine Heinichen
Barbie Henderson
Elizabeth Keller
Kristen Kloosterhouse
Rachael Lieberman
Kimberly Michael
Jaclyn Miller
Jennifer Norris
Kimberly Proto
Andrea Rea
Heather Rogers
Mindy Rupp
Jacqueline Shireman
Jennifer Taylor
Michelle Toy
Shaenna Umpleby
Britt Unger
Kate Waterman
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"la-la-la, what?" zip-bong, the water torpedo,
kickboxing. "Shut up, he was trained." the abby.
neverending hay ride, marwa's cheerleading outfit,
tae bo. "You're it! no tag backs!" duct tape, towel
stealing, the quote wall, "innocent pillow stealing."
veggie tale marathon, sticky fingers, dixieland. "I
love my lips." skyconcert '98. the sheriff. "Martha,
just remember you're a lean, mean, sewing machine!"
the time capsule, life size reindeer. "This is Bob. NO."
7:20 prayer, the core, tupperware knives. Shawna.
give me some cha-klit. the ladder game, the
tupperware story, "shoot the moon." dc truth or dare-
"What are you looking at?" the dare game. "Who's
martha binns?" "Like white on rice, baby!" "Ahh-
ahh, ahh-ahh; look up here, look up here; HEY!" the
bank. "Be a flag-sucking wall." "Duh ... gus gus."
Top Left: Back: Heather Jaggers, Sherri Herlien, Christina Wierengo,
Elisabeth VanRyn Row 5: Rachael Line, Katie Proto, Desiree Caldwell,
Cathie Anderson, Anisa Erb, Susan Vander Sluis Row 4: Rebecca
Juncker, Lindsey Paulson, Jenni Arremony, Amanda Gunderson, Cynthia
Broberg, Nicole Stavis, Emily Chalfant, Desi Stutzman, Megan Saylor
Row 3: Katie Coronado, Kara Gordon,Heidi Seymour Row 2: Meredith
Sa\ lor, Christina Rutigliano, Rebecca Painter, Natalie Bernhardt, Martha
Binns, Amber McClure Row 1: Amy Rose.
Lett Second Center Olson unity...WE LOVE OUR WING!
Cathie Anderson
Jennifer Arremony
Natalie Bernhardt
Martha Binns
Cynthia Broberg
Desiree Caldwell
Emily Chalfant
Katherine Coronado
Anisa Erb
Kara Gordon
Amanda Gunderson
Sherri Herlien
Heather Jaggers
Rebecca Juncker
Rachael Line
Amber McClure
Rebecca Painter
Lindsey Paulson
Kathryn Proto
Christina Rutigliano
Megan Saylor
Meredith Saylor
Heidi Seymour
Nicole Stavis
Desiree Stutzman
Elisabeth Vanryn
Christina Wierengo
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- FASCINATING GIRLS -
Shaving cream fight, singing with sparklers,
getting dumped on with water, 3-legged
kickball, intramurals all in black, we love
WWIII, super girlie day, Indianapolis Ice Fans
of the Game, Chicken Dance with Elvis, Stomp
for Airband, wing bonding in Indy, Ken and
Beth Smith, "sweet blessed," wing
shirts...finally, 2x2 Noah's ark, our own "Christ-
mas morning," making gingerbread houses,
laughs, "ghetto," stain stick on doorknobs,
love, never working drinking fountain, gross
plugged back shower, tours, crazy bowling,
skinny dipping, wing aerobics, tuna, Backstreet
Boys, we love Jay and Walt!!, snowmen on the
Lake, sibling rivalry, group showers, guy talks.
Quiet Hours (or not), big trucks. Burger King
runs. ..friendship forever.
Brandy Aldred
Rachel Algorri
Jami Bach
Torrey Barger
Tiffany Bell
Loretta Bonura
Kate Bowman
Jennifer Campbell
Jacquelyn Gates
Heather Enyeart
Michelle Enyeart
Jodi Ferwerda
Amy Frederick
Sarah Freeman
Elizabeth Hamilton
Emily Hartman
Joe Ann Hervey
Amanda Hicks
Sarah HLnkle
Julie Huber
Erin Hutton
Taylor Laplante
Rachel Martin
Cortney Maxwell
Annette McDaniel
Jennifer Miller
Jamie Often
Sharon Roberts
Leeanne Rousseau
Melissa Shady
Allison Songer
Abbigayle Spoelman
Courtney Taylor
Jill Ten Harmse!
Lindsay Thomas
Jacqueline Timm
Jennifer Toll
Emily Vander Wilt
Alison Voorhies
Kate Weber
Back: Lindsay Thomas, Sarah Hinkle, Alison Voorhies Row 3: Rachel Algorri,
Michelle Enyeart, Kate Weber, Jodi Ferwerda, Amanda Hicks, Courtney Taylor,
Jacqueline Timm Row 2: Jacqui Gates, Jamie Often, Abby Spoelman Row 1:
Tiffany Bell, Emily Vander Wilt, Torrey Barger
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There is a time for everything, and a season for every.
activity under Third East Olson:
A time to be silly and a time to cry; a time to build new
friendships and a time to keep the old ones; a time to chal-
lenge and a time to support; a time to take out your Od-
yssey and a time to pray; a time to scream for no reason at
all and a time to study; a time to borrow clothes and a
time to bare it all; a time to put out Hershey Kisses and a
time to hang with the girls; a time to keep secrets and a
time to share; a time to sit in K, L, M and a time to sit in
the upper left side of the DC; a time to Fall Rendezvous
and a time to go to Lisa's; a time to miss Tiff and a time to
miss Leslie; a time to go overseas and a time to go across
campus; a time to hang out with our brother floor Sammy
II & hellip-oh wait, no; a time to go Matthews and a time
to go to Cracker Barrel; a time to keep traditions and a
time to build new ones. "This is the time to remember
cause it will not last forever."
Back: Karin Hayworth, Lisa Holderead, Becca Huffman, Kristen Ahrens,
Sarah Stearns, Michelle Gettman, Ruth Seward, Stephanie White, Lindsay
Marcy Row 3: Joy McNary, Christine Sterling, Julie Cooper, Leah Rukes,
Elizabeth Petroelje, Rebekah Burtness, Cheryl Hartong, Laura Lib Row 2:
Melanie Domsten, Kara Botdgi, Heidi Sieling, Kelli Sieling, Kelli Yordy,
Amanda Nelson, Amy Simon, Bethany Hodge, Sara Erickson, Mindelynn
Young, Grace White Row 1: Holly Weber, Shonda Augsburger, Cheri
Vander Ploeg, Tonya Strubhar, Kimberly Shumaker, Lora Erickson, Laura
Esclamado
Kristen Ahrens
Shonda Augsburger
Kara Bottiggi
Rebekah Burtness
Julie Cooper
Melanie Domsten
Laura Eib
Lora Erickson
Sara Erickson
Laura Esclamado
Michelle Gettman
Jennifer Greer
Cheryl Hartong
Karin Hayworth
Bethany Hodge
Lisa Holderead
Rebecca Huffman
Lindsay Marcy
Jov McNary
Amanda Nelson
Elizabeth Petroelje
Elayne Powell
Leah Rukes
Kimberly Shumaker
Heidi Sieling
Amy Simon
Jessica Smith
Sarah Steams
Christine Sterling
Tonya Strubhar
Tiffany Sutton
HoUy'Weber
Sarah West
Grace White
Stephanie White
Leslie Wood
KelK Yordy
Mindelyrm Young
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3CO - 17 freshmen, lounge girls, 70' s initiation, "Wait, this isn't
where we started from?," "Quiet hours? We have quiet
hours?!" "Do the double!," "Technical foul! Small group
leader!," Mondays @ 5:45, "1 apple, 2 apple, 3 apple...," wing
aerobics, "Peto? I think it's a kind of bread," 103b, the Rock,
intramural football, "No, no Nancy, no, no!,"
www.hampsterdance.com, Christmas morning, Sammy II?,
Abercrombie, "Strugs," "Can you believe we're in charge?,"
Quality girls!
Right: Ashley Lund and Heather
Chase having a little cracker fun!
Right: Back: Kellie Addison, Sarah Felix,
Bethany Suriano, Jenn Mangurten,
Amanda Giloy, Melissa Hubley, Catherine
Alexander, Heather Stevens, Sara Secttor.
Row 3: Stephanie Peto, Julie Charles,
Rebecca Rumsey, Kelly Beitzel, Ashley
Lund, Cristy Hamlin, Michelle Long. Row
2: Heather Chase, Erin Diffin, Rachel
Lesser, Lynn Schroeder, Abbie Blackshire.
Row 1: Nancy Forster, Janessa Futrell,
Adrienne Lehman, Bethany Derosa, Sarah
Mosley, Sarah Jones.
Kelli Addison
Catherine Alexander
Kelly Beitzel
Abigail Blackshire
Julie Charles
Heather Chase
Bethany Derosa
Erin Diffin
Sarah Felix
Nancy Forster
Janessa Futrell
Amanda Giloy
Christy Hamlin
Siby Hill
Melissa Hubley
Sarah Jones
Loridawn Klotz
Adrienne Lehman
Rachel Lesser
Ashley Lund
Jennifer Mangurten
Stephanie Peto
Amy Rebandt
Rebecca Rumsey
Lynn Schroeder
Sara Secttor
Heather Stephens
Bethany Suriano
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To our wonderful girls,
You guys are the best! Thank you for a
wonderful year. Each one of you has
contributed so much to the wi?ig, and it
would not have been the same without
each and every one ofyou. You will al-
ways have a special place in our hearts.
Love, Stephanie Hinkle and
Jaillene Erickson
Phil. 1:3 "I thank my God every time I
remember you!"
Left: Back: Regan Hunt,
Candy Kemp, Megan
Garmers, Kimberly Beesley,
Jaillene Erickson, Karen
McCabe, Natissa Kultan.
Row 2: Kristin Hines Row 1:
Jill Terry, Jen Kent, Tonya
Nuznov, Rebecca Gagnon.
Tae-bo madness, Down with the
pickles, up with Jesus! 2 broken
showers, "are we ever going to get
t-shirts?!" Sky concert, do-si-do to
our hearts' content, late night listen-
ing to the sounds of three piece
chicken dinner and the Reed/
Mullen hour, Intramurals, an over-
enthusiastic brother wing - SEW,
bonding, late night talks, dinners at
the DC, 90210, Party of Five and ER,
Chapel in the balcony,
Airband...what was ICC smoking?
WE ROCKED!
Top Left: L to R: Stephanie Hinkle,
Amanda Cullen, Caroline Behnken, Jen
Kent, Kristy Reed, Melinda Simpson.
Kimberley Barve
Kimberly Beesley
Caroline Behnken
Mary BoUiuis
Kelli Bowers
Amanda Brown
Alicia Chubb
Rachel Clark
Kristin Crone
Amanda Cullen
Kendra Cunningham
Jaillene Erickson
Rebecca Gagnon
Claudia Gallup
Megan Garmers
Megan Halgren
Kristin Hines
Stephanie Hinkle
Regan Hunt
Katharine Johnson
Candace Kemp
Jennifer Kent
Natissa Kultan
Adrienne Lehner
Karen McCabe
Christine McClanathan
Jill Mueller
Julie Nor
Tonya Nuznov
Kristy Reed
Amanda Schaffer
Sarah Shoesmith
Melinda Simpson
Karin Staffin
Rebecca Stevens
Kathleen Taylor
Jill Terry
Lindsey Vanderwoude
Christine Whitney
Bethany Wiseman
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of Streneth. Seeking *-^Cellar English: Women g ,
God's Face, Resting in Him
1998-99
Memories: Couple of things...! Tubing down the
river.. .keep moving! Fall Retreat: George and the
Life Savers pillowcase (wanna cookie?) October
31. ..a trip to??? Thanksgiving feast, Christmas
with the Loys, Sink 3: I can't believe it just fell
off the wall! (Watch out for porcelain shrapnel...)
J-term...(Monet, is it too late to drop the class?)
Happy Valentine's Day, Late night trips to Wal-
Mart, Gangsta's Paradise, Black and White,
Duckpin Bowling Formal, finals week. ..Dirty
Dancing. ..again?!?!
Lots of memories. ..Lots of laughs!
What a blessing it has been to live in Cellar!
Back: Jenni Olson, Rebecca Riggs, Erin Pickett, Julie Mathiasen. Row 6: Chris-
tina Dulworth, Adrienne Brooks, Julie Lutkevich, Sherry Hawkins, Martha Green
Row 5: Heather Lorimor, Deanna Grimstead, Amy King, Anne Catron, Kristi
Ackley, Erica Schneeweiss. Row 4: Jana Blazek, Melissa Mange, Aynsley Small
Row 3: Heather Pritchard, Katie Mishler, Yolanda Deleveaux Row 2: Dawn
New, Viola Coulter Row 1: Sarah Willhoite
Gathering around the Christmas Tree on "Christmas Morning", Back: Melissa
Mange, Erin Pickett, Katie Mishler, Heather Pritchard, Rebecca Riggs, Anne
Catron Row 2: Kirsten Knowles, Martha Green, Ashley Armbruster, Aynsley
Small, Kristi Ackley, Sarah Willhoite Row 1: Deanna Grimstead, Sherry Hawkins,
Erica Schneeweiss
Ashley Armbruster
A. Jana Blazek
Adrienne Brooks
Anne Catron
Cynthia Craft
Yolanda Deleveaux
Martha Green
Deanna Grimstead
Sherry Hawkins
Amy King
Kirsten Knowle>
Jill Laughlm
Heather Lorimor
Julie Lutkevich
Melissa Mange
Julie Mathiasen
Kathryn Mishler
Dawn New
Jennifer Olson
Erin Pickett
Heather Pritchard
Rebacca Riggs
Erica Schneeweiss
Aynsley Small
Sarah Willhoite
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On the English Hall road trip, one of the stops is
Harbor Springs, Michigan. Although even we
First-Northerners are not sure exactly where that
is, we are certain of one thing: we know how to
laugh and live it up! Who else goes sledding in
laundry baskets or hosts parties in the bathroom?
Who else loves to worship God "Jump,Jive an
Wailin'?" And who loves broccoli and speaking
our second language, "Russian-Tchinese" more
than we do? We certainly have the best Tuesday
night study breaks and the most fun attempting
to serenade the Brotherhood. But perhaps our
most treasured characteristics are our ability to
sunbathe in a suite and convince Rick Muthiah to
be Santa at our Christmas open house.
Despite our lack of geographical knowledge of
Michigan, we First-Northerners have created an
identity all our own and thank God for the bless-
ing of dear friends.
Back: Vicki Siegrist, Stacy Hull, Karin Knapp, Jessica Hamlett Row
3: Lisa Johnson, Jessica Iwasko, Bethany Baldwin, Alissa Booth,
Cheryl Hoppe Row 2: Erin Gividen, Leigh Vanharn, Heather
Gillespie, Courtney Conroy, Julie Dause, Amber Bourne, Robin
Allison Row 1: Katye Bennett, Anne Marie Holwerda, Cathy
Stanley, Charlotte Johnston
Back: Cheryl Hoppe, Julie Dause, Karin Knapp, Kenny Overton,
Ryan Zeeb, Aaron Peg, Michael Wilhoit, Joe Cicero, Paul Wagner,
Matt Prentice, Luke Tatone, Heather Gillespie, Barrett Thomas
Row 2: Matt DiStasi, Robin Allison, Kate Bowman, Courtney
Conroy, Sara Stuart, Erin Gividen, Amber Bourne, Katye Bennett
Row 1: Rob Gray, Charlotte Johnston, Alissa Booth, James
Mikolajczyk, Vicki Siegrist
Robin Allison
Bethany Baldwin
Katharine Bennett
AUssa Booth
Amber Bourne
Courtney Conroy
Heather Gillespie
Erin Gividen
Jessica Hamlett
Anne Holwerda
Cheryl Hoppe
Stacy Hull
Jessica Iwasko
Charlotte Johnston
Korrtne Kerr
Karin Knapp
Vicki Siegrist
Catherine Stanley
Leigh Vanharn
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To the Beautiful \Nomen of First South,
For the past four years we've lived on First South
and we'd just like to thank all of you for making
our last year one of the best. It has been a joy hear-
ing the sounds of barking MadDawgs, loud music
and contagious laughter. The smell of ramen
noodles and popcorn will always trigger warm
memories.
The sights of scattered magazines, full moons, and
Kathie Lee will forever be ingrained on our minds.
Never forget the long-awaited ring down, and al-
ways remember to "FIGHT NAKED.
"
Thank you all so much for your patience, love,
prayer, support, and most importantly your friendship. We will
treasure these memories always and we wish you the best.
Love, Bonnie Bacon and Jaimie Campbell
Back: Melissa Loss, Jaimie Campbell, Christina Ladd, Michelle Scott, Bonnie Bacon,
Connie Sparks, Jennifer Pak Row 3: Jaime Holzworth, Heather Henning, Emily
Lewellen, Christel Deal, Dana Wilson, Heidi Harbin Row 2: Joy Santos, Jessica Peil,
Katya Goova, Aren Sommer, Ellen Sweeris, Jessica Thompson, Elizabeth Moody Row
1: Stacey Welti, Kim Varner, Vinita Solomon, Tara Hodapp, Stacy Shearer, Alexandrea
Gatis, Sara Lemke, Amy Merrell
James Dean and Kathie Lee...How'd she get in our bathroom???
Christel Deal
Katherine Forbes
Alexandrea Gatis
Katya Goova
Heidi Harbin
Heather Henning
Tara Hodapp
Jaime Holzworth
Anne Konkler
Christine Ladd
Sara Lemke
Emily Lewellen
Melissa Loss
Amy Merrell
Elizabeth Moody
Jennifer Pak
Jessica Peil
Joy Santos
Michelle Scott
Stacy Shearer
Vinita Solomon
Aren Sommer
Connie Sparks
Ellen Sweeris
Jessica Thompson
Jody Thompson
Devon Trevarrow
Kimberly Varner
Stacey Welti
Dana Wilson
SAIS^
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We Have. .
.
Pedi our 2 lb.. Fearless leader.
And Kent, her roommate, the cheerleader.
Miss Maple is our math major.
And Rachel laughs in the face of danger.
LeAnne is the real honest one.
While Amanda's smile shines like the sun.
Jill is quiet, but loves to drive fast.
Everyone wants Faith's massages to last.
Nikki and Nell love the boys.
While Betsy and Molly make little noise.
There is Tamara, who is always in a craze.
While ER puts Sarah in a daze.
Peak and Brittany are our basketball stars.
While Deanna and Chewbacca will go far.
Leandra seems to always be happy.
While Stacey and Laura are kind of sappy.
We have Nikki who knows how to farm.
And Kim, our DC, keeps us from harm.
This is our wing from New York City,
If you're not one of us, "O WHAT A PITY!"
Back: Chewbacca, Jen Peak, Deanna Trump, Rachel Ligtenberg,
Susan Kent Row 3: Molly Williams, Amanda Patty, Laura
Pedemonti, Nikki Smith, Laura Elliott, Faith Kinnebrew Row 2:
Sarali Poff, Leandra Phillips, Leanne Holdman, Betsy Swart, Kim
Smith Row 1: Stacey Fuller, Brittany Miller, Nikki Stalter, Tamara
Leatherby, Jill Ogline, Hilary Scott
Back: Hilary Scott, Jen Peak Row 3: Amanda Patty, Molly Will-
iams, Kim Smith, Laura Pedemonti, Leanne Holdman, Nikki Stalter
Row 2: Susan Kramer, Sarah Poff, Jill Ogline Row 1: Faith
Kinnebrew, Stacey Fuller, Deanna Trump, Brittany Miller
Kathryn Bolton
Stacey Fuller
Amy Hauschildt
Leanne Holdman
Susan Kent
Faitfi Kinnebrew
Nell Larson
Tamara Leatherby
Brittany Miller
Jill Ogline
Amanda Patty
lennifer Peak
Laura Pedemonti
Leandra Phillips
Sarah Poff
Hilary Scott
Nikole Smith
Betsy Swart
Deanna Trump
Molly Williams
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"I'd like to call up, once again, 2nd Center English,"
was our main theme this year with an incredible
six ring downs. Many memories were created as
we traveled to Indy for Christmas, carved pump-
kins on a farm, experienced Fred and Wilma on our
bowling pick-a-date, and successfully made Bruno
our "Latin King" for Airband. With many of 2nd
Center moving off next year, it won't ever be the
same. Nonetheless, as sisters in Christ, God has
burned these memories into our hearts. And who
knows, when we meet again in His Kingdom, and
are standing around in His light, He just might say,
"I'd like to call up, once again, 2nd Center English.
"
-Jilli Noah
Back: Thelma Wells, Kristen Catalano, Elizabeth Manthei. Row 6:
Kristin Bryant, Helen Everhart Row 5: Karen Wedan, Gretchen
Krumm, Tara McKee, Lynn Zobrist Row 4: Kirsten Brown, Allison
Isler, Sybil Dawahare, Lana Habegger, Sandra Hubley Row 3:
Nichole Marshall, Stephanie Vandenberg Row 2: Christy Shrieve,
Joy Larson, Molly Pangborn Row 1: Christy Kreikebaum, Jill
Nalywaiko, Sara Stoller
L to R: Jilli Noah, Jennifer Frank, Fawn Pressler, Gretchen Hart
proudly display their engagement rings and their excitement (six
ring downs on one wing? Wow).
Leanne Alt
Kirsten Brown
Kristen Catalano
Sybil Dawahare
Helen Everhart
Lana Habegger
Gretchen Hart
Sandra Hubley
Allison Isler
Tara Kosinski
Christy Kreikebaum
Gretchen Krumm
Joy Larson
Elizabeth Manthei
Nichole Marshall
Jill Nalywaiko
Jilli Noah
Katie Pangborn
Molly Pangborn
Christy Shrieve
Sara Stoller
Lisa Sweeney
Stephanie Vandenberg
Karen Wedan
Thelma Wells
Jennifer Zeak
Lynn Zobrist
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"This apple juice tastes funny." -Laura
"That's because it's grape juice." -Tiffanie
"That's it! I'm moving to Second Center!"
"What's 18? We can fit one more!"
"Drive in the ocean much, Jo?"
"Key to football intramurals: Spin around vio-
lently." -Linnea
"2E huh!"
"James Dean "random" Pick-a-Date"
"Strike an emotion"
"How's that train wreck game?"
"Are You That Somebody?"
"Let's just leave him out of this."
"S.A.S.H.A."
"M.LT."
Back: Jennifer Wood, Betsy McWhorter, Linnea
Goddard, Ginnie Wiseheart, Amy Meinert,
Stephanie Webber, Fawn Pressler, Megan
Chambers, Martha Burrus, Tiffanie Klud
Front: Cheryl Cox, Abbi Rundus, Cathleen
Sopcisak, Laura Newton, Kara Seifert, Joanna
Castro, Kristen Kempf, Tara Allison, Rachel
Zerkle
Second South English women truly enjoy
spending time with their wing hook-up.
Dr. John Moore.
Tara Allison
Martha Burrus
Joanna Castro
Cheryl Cox
Tanesha Eldridge
Linnea Goddard
Callie Kaphaem
Kristen Kempf
Tiffanie Klud
Betsy McWhorter
Amy Meinert
Amanda Nagel
Laura Newton
Fawn Pressler
Heather Rattray
Abbi Rundus
Kara Seifert
Cathleen Sopcisak
Stephanie Webber
Virginia Wiseheart
Jennifer Wood
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5 it mean to be a part of 3NE? Living among 24 w^What does
of the most amazing women on campus. Lots of hugs
and backrubs. Being a "player" on the football team. To
"Keep on Dancing" with the Brady Bunch. Having the
awesome men of Second East for a brother wing, bowl-
ing bets, and the secret turkey gift exchange. Small
groups, prayer partners and spiritual growth. Morning
meditation with Marge. Challenging each other as sis-
ters in the Lord. The 80's Jr. High Sleepover, birthday
parties, and Broomball. Sara singing in the shower and
everywhere else. Prayer and praise in the Health Center
followed by wing flu shots. Shank and Kelly's pranks.
The Christmas pick-a-date, mall security and fun at
Rose's. Freezing in English and curling our hair to get
warm. The Block Party pick-a-date and coming to see
what "man of God" really means. Joining together in
prayer for Jaime's surgery and recovery. Twenty-four-
hour prayer vigils and nightly prayer. Coming to see
what really matters. Accountability. Growth. Friend-
ships that will last forever. Seeing God's faithfulness and
grace. Seeking to become set apart in our love for Christ
and for each other. Learning what it truly means to be
blessed and knowing that "this is just the start of a beau-
tiful friendship."
Back: Janel Hart, Brienne Van Conant, Laura Mullen, Natasha Krochina,
Christina Hart, Katy Gustafson, Sarah Winnie, Tabitha Mainger, Laura We-
ber Row 3: Michelle Steffes, Lisa Sula, Melissa Holtje, Emily Engelbert,
Brandi Jensen Row 2: Allison Stevens, Kelly Mahoney, Elissa Brooks,
Amanda Shank, Rose Rousopoulos Row 1 : Brittany Huyser, Kristin Bosnian
Back: Tabitha Mainger, Sarah Winnie, Kelly Mahoney Row 2: Marge
Peterson, Amanda Shank, Michelle Palangattil, Melissa Holtje Row 1:
Kristin Bosman, Brandi Jensen, Rose Rousopoulos
Kristin Bosman
Elissa Brooks
Emily Engelbert
Kathryn Gustafson
Christina Hart
Melissa Holtje
Brandi Jensen
Natasha Krochina
Tabitha Mainger
Rachael Neier
Michelle Palangattil
Margaret Peterson
Heatlier Rosman
Rose Rousopoulos
Allison Stevens
Brienne Van Conant
Grace VVaweru
Laura Weber
Sarah Winnie
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Though a center wing is the most spread out wing in
English, 3rd Center transcended the seeming miles of
hallway between our suites to truly bond. Made up of
perhaps the most diverse majors at TU - we've got En-
glish majors. Biology majors. Chemistry majors, Bible
majors. Art majors. Music majors, Spanish majors. Chris-
tian Ed majors, heck, we even have a licensed hair-
dresser! - we gelled our personalities into an awesome
wing. Sweet times have been spent with the quality
women of 3rd Center and even after we've gone many
different ways next year, we will once again transcend
the space between us, remaining great friends and sis-
ters. 'Samantha Schley
Back: Molly Taylor, Jen Berry, Laura Wilder, Kristy
Sterling Row 2: Martha Blackford, Carol Kauffman,
Susan Beebe Row 1: Kim Weston, Cindy Robinson,
Leslie Clarke, Allison Pizzi find a large variety of
colors of bowling balls.
Back: Cindy Robinson Row 3: Leslie Clarke, Laura
Wilder, Mercy Kumar, Sam Schley, Tammy Lykins,
Christy Christophel Row 2: Laura Rosenwinkel,
Amy Warner, Lori Nye Row 1: Allison Pizzi, Sarah
Culp, Kristy Sterling, Kim Weston, Carol Kauffman,
Martha Blackford, Molly Taylor
Susan Beebe
Martha Blackford
Christy Qiristophel
Erin Hasler
Maria Hoskins
Mercy Kumar
Tammy Lykins
Melanie Main
Amanda Miller
Lori Nye
Allison Pizzi
Angela Reed
Lucinda Robinson
Laura Rosenwinkel
Samantha Schley
Kristy Sterling
Molly Taylor
Amy Warner
Kimberly Weston
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So mam/ girls in one great place, Each wiih such a beautiful
face. We all love Nelson a whole lot, for fashion tips...just
ask Pott; Becky is quite the artist, while Joni has never
been kissed; Charissa has, we all know that, so, what
are you saying. Pumpkin is fat? "It's all fun and games,"
Amber said, and soon Krystal will be wed; Kristin's time
for Ramen is midnight, watching Steph play volleyball
is a delight; Alison's man moved to Upland for her, and
there's nothing quite like Karin's tour; Megan knows
every guy on campus, and having Kacsur's care around
is a plus; the cutest thing is Emily and sweet boy, while
Kiki's smile we all enjoy; Karen is quite the soccer buff,
while Emily P. is so stinkin' tough; the sweet thing from
Mexico is Boss Hog, someday I hope Shelley's hubby
eats a corn dog; Amanda is our own little Puerto Rican, and Virginia
came back from J-term with a tan; Kim Baker is a cutie from head to
toe, while Becca has a deep love for Mexico; a hospital trip for Kaitlyn
and a broken bone, and Mindy's softball talent is widely known; Sa-
rah W.'s great smile you can't ignore, and we're so glad we got Aly
from 2nd floor; and I'll tell you one more thing, Rachel is an honor-
ary member of our wing; so many wonderful things each girl brings
to just a great wing; and to each other we will cling. So for one last
time we will be the 1998-99 3SE!
Back: Kim Baker, Sarah Potter, Shelley Stonecipher, Joni Calderwood Front: Karin
Durtsche, Megan Clark proudly show off their wing shirts.
Women of 3SE give Santa Some lovin'! Back: Kim Baker, Joni Calderwood, Shelley
Stonecipher Row 4: Kara Gratz, Karin Durtsche, Amber Francis Row 3: Kristen
Westerfield, Sarah Culp, Santa Claus, Hillary Boss Row 2: Emily Richmond, Alison
Mathews, Stephanie Teeters Row 1 : Megan Clark
Kaitlin Allen
Kimberly Baker
Hillary Boss
Joan Calderwood
Megan Clark
Karin Durtsche
Emily Farray
Amber Francis
Kara Gratz
Rebekah Greenhoe
Alison Mathews
Rebecca Moore
Krystal Murphy
Sarah Nelson
Sarah Potter
Emily Richmond
Virginia Spencer
Shelley Stonecipher
Stephanie Teeters
Kristin Westerfield
Sarah Winterholter
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Scenes from Center Suite:
Somebody singing
Somebody watching a movie
Things hanging from the ceiling
Scenes from the Big Suite:
Late night studiers
T sleeping
Scenes from the Pseudo Suite:
Roses
Scenes from the Window Suite:
Paintings and drawings on the floor
Sounds of the Jerry Springer Show
Scenes from the Sports /Trash Suite:
Inflatable furniture
Sports Illustrated on the walls
Back: Krista Vannoy Row 4: Lesley Garvin, Kristen Fenn, Robin
Miller Row 3: Whitney Cross, Rebecca Degeyter, Jackie Nyberg,
Carrie Zuhlke, Christy Pierce Row 2: Michelle Hershberger,
Liz Maqsud Row 1: Alysha Aalbregtse, Dotty Plummer, Holly
Buda.
Back: Emily Watson, Krista Walkes, Ashley Clark, Krista Vannoy
Row 4: Lesley Garvin, Caroline Stringfellow, Holly Buda,
Kristina Ammerman, Jen Hess Row 3: Jess Cook, Whitney
Cross, Jill Hess, Robin Miller, Christy Pierce, Keva Taylor, Jessi
Hammond Row 2: Jackie Nyberg, Jen Lewchuk, Michelle
Hershberger, Amanda Knight, Deborah Shenk, Missy Kaminski
Row 1: Liz Mac]sud, Trina Godshall, Tiffany Stahl, Alysha
Aalbregtse, Rebecca Degeyter, Katie Harm, Carrie Zuhlke
Alysha Aalbregtse
Kristina Ammerman
Holly Buda
Ashley Clark
Whitney Cross
Rebecca Degeyter
Katrina Godshall
Jessica Hammond
Kathryn Harm
Michelle Hershberger
Jennifer Hess
Jill Hess
Jana Hoisington
Melissa Kaminski
Jennifer Lewchuk
Elizabeth Maqsud
Robin Miller
Jaclyn Nyberg
Dorothy Plummer
Athena Scholl
Deborah Shenk
Melissa Simms
Caroline Stringfellow
Keva Taylor
Krista Vannoy
Krista Walkes
Emily Wilson
Carrie Zuhlke
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I'm about to finish my third and final year as what my friend
Joel deemed a "Triple-G," long ago. I have to say life here
on the "G-side" just keeps getting better and better. From
the moment our 14 explosive freshman sunk their spoons
into that carton of Breyer 's mint chocolate chip, 1 knew that
this year was going to be amazing. I had no idea. I remem-
ber seventeen upperclassmen parading our freshman down
to the prayer deck that first week, kneeling at their feet,
only to have our towels taken from us and to find them at
o(/r feet. We've been serving each other ever since. Canoe
trips and hay rides, Christmas parties and SNL cheers, line
dancing at midnight in the YWCA gym and Fazoli's din-
ners. SDP's and "study breaks." We've laughed and cried
our ways through it all together. These 32 women from all
over the world (Alaska, Hawaii, California, Florida, En-
gland, Hungary, Turkey, Brazil, Paraguay, Colorado, and
everywhere else in between) have come together in a way
that only sisters in Christ can. 3G...Taylor's best kept se-
cret. -Heather Coaster
Back: Lisa Andreasen, Lori Jackson, Lindsey Funsten, Leah Klein,
Debbie Veen Row 4: Tami McDonald, Valerie Allen, Michelle Th-
ompson, Rebekah Stratton, Lynn Kenny, Sarah Phillips, Veronica Loss
Row 3: Heather Coaster, Susan VanHouten, Suzanne Page, Becca
Speicher, Suzanne Johnson, Michelle Sessoms, Cheryl-Lynn Cardinal
Row 2: Amber Moots, Becca Keltner, Tracy Hale Row 1: Bekah
Doerksen, Christina Rifka, Liz Cardy, Janelle Gomes, Amie Rose, Kristi
Mcllvain
Back: Stephanie Dekorne, Janie and Jay Kesler, Tracy Hale, Valerie Allen, Lisa
Andreasen Row 2: Cheryl-Lynn Cardinal, Heather Coaster, Bekah Doerksen,
Janelle Gomes, Suzanna Page, Michelle Sessoms Row 1: Julie Cooper, Lindsey
Funsten, Sarah Phillips
Lisa Andreasen
Cheryl-Lynn Cardinal
Elizabeth Cardy
Heather Coaster
Stephanie Dekorne
Rebekah Doerksen
Lindsey Funsten
Janelle Gomes
Tracy Hale
Lori Jackson
Suzanne Johnson
Lynn Keimy
Amanda Knight
Veronica Loss
Kristi Mcllvain
Amber Moots
Suzanne Page
Sarah Phillips
Christina Rifka
Michelle Thompson
Deborah Veen
Jennifer Walters
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This year has been a great year for FOSO (Fourth Gerig). Since
we had a lot of upperclassmen voluntarily remain on the floor
this year, the floor unity was incredible. There is a small num-
ber of freshmen, so we s—eniors had an easy time of making
them welcome and getting them caught up on floor traditions
and legends. FOSO had its 2nd annual 100-foot slip-n-slide
(the only good reason for the hill behind Gerig). We retreated
into the woods in McHenry, IL, and learned Justin's fixation
for fire. There were also cool pick-a-dates, including the an-
nual Circus date, and many deep conversations about life and
love, although probably more about love. I've spent all four
years up on Fourth Gerig, and it's a wonderful place. Thanks
to Lori Bedi and all the guys who through the years have given
me advice and put up with me. May 6:30 PM on Fox always
hold a special place in our hearts and may James never choke
on his food during 3-minute meals. -Josh Haum
Back: Travis Gaulden, Jonathan Rodriguez, Brent Gerig, Isaac Carleton, Alan
Ball, John Paasonen, Drew Bierlein, Brian Armes, James Burdine, Shawn
Alspaugh, Dave Larson, Dave Aukerman, Jon Matheson, Dan Gerhart,
Wayne Rowley Row 2: Chaz Self, Jeff Luginbill, Ben Moore, Randy Kist,
Matt Sjoberg, Jesse Esbeck, Cliff Robbiiis, Mike Beardslee, Owen Cooper
Row 1: Justin ORourke, Dave Fussle, Jason Hahnstadt
Rob Albanese, Josh Hawn, Jon Matheson, Dave Larson, Justin ORourke,
Brian Armes sprawl out across a two person couch, which all six of them
have managed to fit so nicely on.
(^.
€% 'O (^ Shawn AlspaughBrian ArmesDavid Aukerman
Alan Ball
Abram Bicksler
Andrew Bierlein
Isaac Carleton
Douglas Carr
Jesse Esbeck
David Fussle
Brent Gerig
Randall Kist
Jeffrey Luginbill
Jolin Paasonen
Cliff Robbins
Matthew Sjoberg
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So I'm kneeling down on a stage. It's very dark, and
it's also a little drafty (because I'm wearing a dress). I
wonder, in this moment, why I'm wearing a mini-skirt
and about to dance in front of the whole school. I look
around me and see 30 other guys also crouched down,
wearing dresses, about to perform "It's a Hard Knock
Life." There's safety in numbers, and that's what makes
1st East different from any other wing. But it's more
than dancing around like fairies. It's Eastapalooza, the
Fat Man Bounce, Register Ball, sitting together in
chapel, breakfast, lunch, and dinner. It's fellowship. It's
trust. It's love. So I'm kneeling on a stage. It's very dark
and drafty, and I'm wearing a dress. And I look around
and see 30 other guys doing the same thing. Guys I've
played football and soap soccer with, who've touched
my heart in ways that can't be fully described. And I'm
joyful. It's all about love on First East. -Josh Maggard
Micah Barcalow
Justin Belgiano
Robert Bley
Jordan Bradish
John Clark
Frederick Clavbrook
Timothy Constable
Robert Cosgrove
Jonathan Cruse
Benjamin Dean
Gregory Delich
Jeremiah Dys
Joshua Eastbum
Brandon Eggleston
Shawn Filson
Andrew Flink
Jason Gardner
J. Nicholas Goad
David Hayhurst
Andrew Hoch
Aaron Konopka
Joshua Maggard
Joshua McAteer
William McElhaney
Matt Mendham
Matthew Mendham
Jonathan Meneely
Jacob Gehrig
Matthew Oquist
Brian Peters
Kyle Romine
Joshua Rugema
Matthew Stephens
Joshua Vander
Back: Kyle Romine, Jordan Bradish, Micah Barcalow, James Currie, Ben Hess,
Dave Hayhurst, Justin Belgiano, Josh Eastbum, Brian Peters, John Clark, Josh
McAteer, Jeremy Dys, Ben Dean Row 3: Billy Claybrook, Josh Vander Meer,
Aaron Konopka, Tim Constable, Jacob Gehrig, Andy Flink, Ryan Ringenberg
Row 2: Matt Mendham, Jonni Cruse, Cory Rodeheaver, Nick Goad, Josh
Maggard, Shawn Filson, Jay Tower, Matt Oquist, Matt Stevens Row 1: Andy
Meneely, Andy Hocli, Jared Pike, Josh Rugema, Brandon Eggleston, Robert
Cosgrove, Bill McElhaney
if^i^^ '.^^
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3ack: Chris Palmer, Virgil Hughes, Greg Pulley, J.R. Briggs, Jay Kesler, Jeff
4ager, Neal Stamper, Joel Martin Front: Justin Johnson, Jason O'Kane,
3reg Yatooma, Dan Bubar
'^'^,»'
Some people think Phurst West is a place where the lights
never go off and someone is always up until the wee hours
of the night looking for a good time. ..That's not really
true. Some may picture Phurst West as the epitome of
etiquette and finery, exuding nobility and class with just
a dash of rogueish disregard. ..More or less that's inaccu-
rate. Others envision Phurst West as a wing full of savvy,
motivated scholars and athletes looking to excel past the
common boundaries of man's exploits into a new and
glorious future. ..That's not quite right either. Still others
think of us as suave Casanovas making women swoon
and then sweeping them off their feet...That would be
false. Basically we think of ourselves as a bunch of
guys looking for women. -Kirk Robmson
l^^MiM^
Ryan Amon
Scott Bentson
Matthew Blandin
David Borowicz
J.R. Bnggs
Daniel Bubar
Matthew Conrad
Barry Dupuy
Phillip Gallagher
Benjamin Godfrey
Nathan Granitz
Jeffrey Hager
Nichoia.s Hopkins
Virgil Hughes
Justin Jolinson
Matthew Johnson
Justin Kish
Simeon Koh
Ryan Linenger
Joshua McMuUen
Michael Merritt
Christopher Palmer
Ryan Peterson
Derek Phillips
Gregory Pulley
Robert Reiter
Nathan Roth
Matthew Schaffner
Tyler Shedd
Joshua Sooy
Derrek Wanty
Gregory Yatooma
Kevin Zimmerman
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Besides the usual activities of the Mr. Wengatz Competition,
the Dairy Challenge, the Grassy Knoll, naked poster sliding,
and Lora-isms, we provide the following quotes from 1998-1999.
"A mom and a daughter can be twins!"
Peter Zondervan explaining genetics
"Who let the monkeys in here?"
David Robinson talking in his sleep (in a room devoid of
monkeys)
"It's lamb! Respect your meat!"
Brad Shank correcting the wing vegetarian Dave
Coons
"C's bring degrees."
Charles Ankney's guide to success
"Get your water warm and moist."
Jason Cussen directing friends on spitting preparation
"God is freakin' rad!"
Mike Paull testifying to the Lord's goodness
L to R: Rose Rousopoulos, Mark Lora, Brandi Jensen, Matt
Rohrs quickly learn what pick-a-dates at Taylor are all
about.
Second East Wengatz pick-a-date: go-karting in Anderson.
Benjamin Ballard
David Coons
Jason Cussen
Gary Goris
Andrew Hegner
Ryan Hosley
Timothy Knipp
Mark Lora
Gregory Mathews
Daniel Needs
Trey O'Neal
James Palm
Michael Paull
Andrew Piatt
Matthew Rohrs
Ryan Rykse
Kevin Salsbery
Peter Schreur
Jeffrey Steiner
Darren Youngstrom
Peter Zondervan
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Despite the loss of the one and only "Rob Cobb," 2nd
Center somehow managed to continue moving for-
ward. And this is how we did it...
...disco bowling, the return of Keller's #2, Dr. Source,
the drive for intramural football glory, the beating of
Tim, Linder's grocery run, the Tall Kid, Monopoly, the
beating of Tim, our own Jesse "the body," Nut Zach,
The Shrine, Blue Jean Shorts, 2C in the buff, our be-
loved sisters, quiet hours. Homecoming Rep's, the
beating of Tim, a Bish sighting, "Busta Move," Tommy
who?, and of course, the unforgettable Raygun ridin'
the pony!
L to R: Stuart Davis, Josh Maybee, Jon Horsey, Jerod
Cornelius, Ed Cyzewski enjoy some "wing-bonding"
time wliile bringiiig back memories of childhood roller-
I skating.
Back: Adam Bemiett,Tim Koons, Tommy Martin, Tad
Aschliman, Aaron Schreiner, Eric Benson, Derrick
Barnes, Jeremy Shea, Josh Woods, Chris Keller, Bryan
Linder, John Rayer, Ty Shellabarger, Andrew Timbie,
Nate Kinee Row 2: John Duncan, Zach Rupp, Josh
Maybee, Geoff Hoffmann, Chris Femiig, Ed Cyzewski,
Jesse Joyner Front; Jerod Cornelius
Tad Aschliman
Adam Beraiett
Eric Bentson
Aaron Bisheimer
Jerod Cornelius
Edward Cyzewski
Stuart Davis
Jonathan Duncan
Christopher Fennig
Geoffrey Hoffmann
Jonathan Horsey
Jeffrey Huitsing
Jesse Joyner
Nathan Kinnee
Timothy Koons
Bryan Linder
Josh Mabie
Thomas Martin
Jeremy Schea
Aaron Schreiner
Ty Shellabarger
Andrew Timbie
David Voss
Joshua Woods
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The Gathering: frogs on faces, skull face, the
mole, duct tape tuxedo, back-to-back soccer
champs, flooded bathroom /raw sewage (pa-
per towels-yeah, right!), Austin Powers
airband, punt the possum, tonight we ride,
Gwar, Conan....NeeeeeHaaaaw, The Mullet,
Gold Bond, naked Monopoly, ACE Hardware
(the Amish paradise), Tokyo style, Voltron,
Metzger's Video Rental, Italian Stallion, Head,
ramenators, the J-term that flowed with milk
and honey. Second West abides. Biles and Bates
back on the wing, 4-wheeling at Salsberry's,
K-hill: "We're just retarded together."
Back: Brian White, Griffin Ott, Isaac Voss, Andy Hanson,Eric Salsbery, Jon
Pmitt, Bryan Kenney, Tim Metzger, Drew Moser, John Coombs, Kyle Mar-
tin, Scott Cahill, Dave Weir, Troy Tiberi, Dave Perkins Front: Chad Kubly,
Jon HoUingshead, Tyson Aschliman, Justin Berger, Mike Wilhoit, Tony
Datillio, Loren Kimble, Seth Rash, Dan Jacobson
Back: Matt Brandenberger, Seth Rash, Loren Kimble, Eric Salsbery, Jon
Pruitt, Dave Perkins, Bryan Kenney, Scott Cahill, Chad Kubly, Troy Tiberi,
Matt Zeeb Row 2: Jon HoUingshead, Drew Moser, Justin Berger, Rusty,
Kyle Martin, Matt Lian, Tony Dattilio Row 1: Dan Jacobson, Dave Weir
Andrew Barnes
Justin Berger
Matthew Brandenberger
Russell Bray
Scott Cahill
Anthony Dattilio
Andrew Hanson
Jon HoUingshead
Matt Hutchinson
Bryan Kenney
Chadwick Kubly
Kyle Martin
Timothy Metzger
Mark Mohrlang
John Molineux
Aaron Moore
Drew Moser
Griffin Ott
David Perkins
Jonathcin Pruitt
Seth Rash
Eric Salsbery
Michael Spinelli
David Weir
Brian White
Michael Wilhoit
Matthew Zeeb
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Words to live by. "...I am not educated, but I do read
books....Here is [a quote] I found as I was reading...this quote
is about a young man....He had married a beautiful girl, and
they had a lovely daughter, and then suddenly she died, and
this is what he wrote. ...'She was beautiful in face and form
and lovelier still in spirit. As a flower she grew and as a fair
young flower she died. ...None ever knew her who did not
love and revere her....When she had just become a mother...by
a strange and terrible fate death came to her. And when [she]
died, the light went from my life forever.' he thought the light
had gone from his life forever-but he went on....And as I leave,
let me say, that is an example I think all of us should remem-
ber. We think sometimes when things happen that don't go
the right way.. .that all is ended. Not true. It is only a
beginning...because the greatness comes not when things go
always good for you, but...only if you have been in the deep-
est valley, can you ever know liow magnificent it is to be on
the highest mountain."
-f)-om Richard Nixon's Farewell Address, August 9, 1974
Tough guys - Third East intramurals.
Back: Mike Schueler, Chad Burton, Matt Courtney, Mark Feldmann, Mike Green,
Justin Woodward, Shawn Miller, Eric Gillett, Daniel Wallace, Joel Newton, Adam
Fennig, Walker Cosgrove, Jason Beutler, Peter Von Tobel, Adam Davis, James Allen,
Craig Jaggers, Andrew Simons, Josh Vida, Steve Stahr, Josh Goad, Davis Evans.
Front: Andy Davis, Jamie Ostrander, Vinnie Manganello, Aaron Nichols.
James Allen
Joshua Brown
Chad Burton
Walker Cosgrove
Matthew Courtney
Adam Davis
Andrew Davis
Davis Evans
Mark Feldmann
Adam Fennig
Jeremy Flynn
Eric Gillett
Joshua Goad
Michael Green
Craig Jaggers
Vincent Manganello
Daniel Martin
Shawn Miller
James Ostrander
Donald Rosenow
Michael Schueler
Andrew Simons
Steven Stahr
Mark Stalcup
Josh Uecker
Joshua Vida
Peter Von Tobel
Justin Woodward
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Good memories - that's what we're about on 3CW:
Radio Shack is king; Danville, Indiana - a place so close,
yet so far from our grasp; treadmills are not spoken of,
especially by Sam; "The Lizard" lives!!!; "Crazy" Main
and Jerry - paintball pros; Heck, Walter, and NBA Live;
Delphi Basketball rules!; too bad about the Romeo Fire
Department; Sometime Tuesday; Dead deer war; Fare-
well to Book, Doc, Shelley, and Youngstrom - perma-
nent fixtures in "Outhouse" lore; Indiana National
Guard - Go Guard!; honorary member of 3CW - the
always exciting and animate Dr. Winquist.
Back: Toby Mackza, Jon Lepage, Aaron Lerch, Matt Walter, Lucas
Mouttet, Greg Hall, Zack Pelham Front: Jon Tripple, Lucas
Abernathy, Peter Heck, Kent Salsbery, Jon Fall, Scott Rustulka,
Jason Matthews, Chris Cuthbert, Chris Main, Dinty Musk
Back: Todd Ragg, Chad Shelley, Aaron Williamson, Josh Speas,
Peter Heck, Mike Gorsuch, Brad Bollman, Lucas Abernathy,
Jonathan Fall, Chris Cuthbert, Lucas Mouttet, Zack Pelham, Pe-
ter Hopkins Front: Jimmy Stewart, Joe Altorfer, Matt Severns,
Dinty Musk, Aaron Lerch, Matt Walter
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Lucas Abernathy
Joseph Altorfer
Bradley Bollman
Todd Bragg
William Gaines
Michael Gorsuch
Gregory Hall
Peter Heck
Peter Hopkins
Samuel Jones
Jonathan Lepage
Dinty Musk
Zachary Pelham
Scott Rustulka
Matthew Se\'erns
Chad Shelle>-
Sammy Siratei
James Stewart
Jonathan Tripple
Matthew Walter
Aaron Williamson
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Third West. What is there to say? A reformed wing
or the same old thing? How about both? Holding
firm to our legendary past, but with a vision for the
future. What is it? Only God and those He has re-
vealed it to, know . Sure, we have our share of rough
edges, but what do you expect from a wing like no
other? With 37 unique guys, we have much to offer:
football brutes, baseball studs, cowboys, pranks,
trucks, bigger trucks, boxer chapel, the best showers,
facial hair, muscles, guitars, men chiseled out of gran-
ite, the jackalope - a testimony to our great open
houses. Third West Files, and "boots and chaps and
cowboy hats." What more would you expect from 16
seniors investing in the future of Third West? To all
who doubt, we say loud and clear -
THE TRADITION CONTINUES!!!
Speciman, Li'l Norri, Purple, the BMOC, KT, Kid Prod, Freaky,
Willy, Aspercrombie
Saint, Hole, Stalt, Aspercrombie, Li'l Norri, Mike Miller, Big
Daddy Krinn, Hammer, Willy KT, Schmuck, V-Wall, Turtle, Bone,
Diggity Hannah, Loms, Courter, Raptor, Kid Prod, Ace, BMOC,
Fro, Crazy, Dennis, Speciman, Witmer
Benjamin Asper
Matt Barcalow
Jason Courter
Andrew Fennig
Eric Freckman
Dustin Garrison
Adam Fianna
Justin Heth
Troy Krinn
Nathan Norris
Ryan Smucker
Chad Wilt
Adam Witmer
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Quotes :
"Spin this!" -Mitch and the other straight guys
"Just Don't" -Powers
"Beauty Thy Name is T" -Hot Tub
"Meotchchachachachachacha..." -Sweet Phil
"Laser Guy" -1st Berg at MHS football
"I'm a Riverrat, Too Bad 4 U" -Chief Woopsomea
"Football" -BHONE Intramurals
"Waga, Waga, Waga!" -C-ya
"I'm not going to Nair my armpits, that's dumb!" -Jimmy
Statistics :
Most times seen in public wearing a skirt:
Sweet Phil - 1, Rodeo - 2, Sonnenberg -
1
Most guys dyeing their hair blonde: 10
Most Fazoli's breadsticks consumed by nine guys: 116
Most Fazoli's breadsticks consumed by an individual:
Aoun - 18, Conan - 18
Tallest First Berger: Tall Bob - 11.1 breadsticks
Closest attempt to White Man's Bowling Record: Sweet
Phil - 214
Back: Michael Thies, David Kauffnian, Phil Johnson, Bob Bryant, Josh
Price. Row 3: John Aoun, Jeff Kolb, Thomas Morelock, Chris Murphy,
Brad Amstutz, Jason Siemers, Row 2: Robert Walther, Derek Rust,
Josh Mishler, Drew Valpatic, Aaron Beadner, Chris Hager, Joel
Sonnenberg, Jason Isenberg. Row 1: Aaron Brooks, David James, Adam
Gee, Jacob Sperm, Justin Michels, Aaron Mowery, Isaac Micheals.
Nicknames : Tall Bob, Rodeo, Drive Thru, Gee..., Beads,
Thies' s Piece, Vit-Dog, Mother Spin, Spenngalli, Tommy
Boy, Action
Activities : "Spares and Prayers," The Birthday Spank-
ing Machine (Lucky #7), The Trojanes (Thies and Beads),
The Monsoon ridden Apple Festival, Chuck E. Cheese/
Meijer Pick-a-date, Worst Formal ever - "Crack this!,"
And that which is our business...
Brian Anders
Aaron Beadner
Robert Bryant
Adam Gee
Matthew Heitz
Quinn Hirschy
Nathan Hulfish
Jason Isenberg
David James
J. Philip Johnson
David Kauffman
Austin Klein
Isaac Micheals
Justin Michels
Joshua Mishler
Christopher Mitchell
Thomas Morelock
James Mowery
John Nussbaum
Joshua Price
Derek Rust
Christopher Seah
Jason Siemers
Joel Sonnenberg
Matthew Taylor
Michael Thies
Andrew Valpatic
Robert Walther
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Back: Scott Shepherd, Craig Childs, Andy Williames, Brondall
Huntsinger, Ed Diffin, Jonathan Kanuchok, Mark Della-Croce,
Michael Dowden, Derek Deaver, Tim Klein, Chris Torrance, Josh
Peters, Joel Hunter, Joe Gurak, Joe Joplin Row 2: Andy Cook,
Matt Roeber, Dave Bradford, Rylan Kahly, Ryan Benbow, Jason
Fletcher, Dale Gruver, Wes Covert, Kelly Jones, Kevin Biederman,
Dave Allison, Josh Kuntz, Willie Vega Row 1: Brian Nix, Chris
Masek, Tom Johnson, Jeremy Block, Daniel Taylor, Adam
Kanuchok, Ben Flagel, Robert Junna, Noel Balasingham
Ahhhh yes. Another year is drawling to a close and
Sigma Beta is once more surrounded with the core of the
manly men. Amongst these men are those who have to
leave. ..not like you have to twist their arms. But our good
comrades in arms Fisher, Egg, Locker, Beav and Rylan are
ready to fly the coop, and with a rather successful year of
um..oh runs to Burger King and Little Caesars, Sigma Beta
Fast, the second annual Ribs-n-wrestling(TM) and the in-
credible fixation to the superb bowling at Crest Lanes....This
not to mention the slew of pick-a-dates and the lucurious
Floor banquet that is still to come. Sigma Beta is a floor
with attitude, moxie and a fine taste for corn syrup-based
beverages.To carry on the tradition are the infamous Sack,
Fletch, Kiwi, Crazy Dale, Knee Pads, Princess, Sven, Word
on the Street Anders, Bro, Big Chuck, Kuntz, Apu, Noel,
Barnes, Little Joe, Benbow, Slim Tim, Big Williw Style,
Dowden, Scott, Flanders, the Comp, Sci. Room (Luke,
Marky Mark, Daniel...), Joe, Joel, the Daddy, Tom, Kelly,
Davey, Mc-V, Junna, Nix, Mr. Ed (the laughing boy), Flagel,
Block and the Deav. They, along with the seniors, left the
1998-99 year with an incredible mark not only on the cam-
pus itself, but also on the wide cornfields of Indiana never
to return to normalcy again... -Matt Roeber
David Allison
Eric Barnes
Kevin Biederman
Jeremy Block
David Bradford
Craig Childs
Andrew Cook
Wesley Covert
Derek Deaver
Edward Diffin
Michael Dowden
Benjamin Flagel
Jason Fletcher
Dale Gru\er
Joel Hunter
Brondall Huntsinger
Brian Hutcherson
Thomas Johnson
Joseph Joplin
Adam Kanuchok
Jonathan Kanuchok
Timothy Klein
Joshua Kuntz
Christopher Masek
Anders Morley
Brian Nix
Joshua Peters
Jesse Joe Puttananickal
Matthew Roeber
William Vega
Andrew Williames
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Behind the door leading to Third Berg lies a world un-
known to many. A long stretch of hallway where 48 girls
with 48 unique personalities live together, work together
and play together. A place where on any given night you
will find people playing Euchre in the "quad", Chris talk-
ing on the phone for hours outside her door, the six soon-to-
be-married girls discussing wedding plans and looking
through bridal magazines, a group in the study lounge with
books in hand, girls walking around half-dressed looking
for clothes to borrow, and people yelling and running up
and down the hall. Many of us are as different as night and
day. But I believe we have all come to appreciate each other
for who we are as people and as sister's in Christ. And I
know that if I needed to talk, no matter which of the 21 rooms
I chose to go to, there would always be a listening ear and
an open door waiting for me. -Abby McLaughlin
Sonnet Alsworth
Elizabeth Amos
Heidi Anderson
Joylane Bartron
Jeanelle Beam
Debra Bedor
Jennifer Bloom
Jennifer Bolin
Deborah Butler
Hannah Dainty
Alisa Davis
Mark Della-Croce
Jennifer Dewit
Megan Engstrom
Gloria Essenburg
Christine Foote
Jennifer Fosnaugh
April Gann
Jennifer Golden
Sarah Hayhurst
Kenya Head
Jeanette Hensley
Jana Hunt
Julie Kephart
Lindsay Keyes
Tricia Kortz
Robin Lockridge
Shannon McCauley
Alicia McConnell
Abby McLaughlin
Kristine Meginness
Emily Moulton
'
Jill Olson
Erin Pashley
Terri Pickens
Jennie Poppen
Noel Randel
Karissa Romine
Christine Skorburg
Julie Sterner
Latonya Taylor
Sheryl Thrush
Jami Wells
Tara Woodrum
Back Row: Jana Hunt, Julie Sterner, Beth Nelson, Christine Foote, Jennifer Bloom, Missv
Robinson, Robin Lockridge, Danielle Heed, Christina Baloski, Julie Kephart, Tara Woodrum,
Erin Braham, Jenn Golden 3rd Row: Emily Moulton, Elizabeth Davies, Deb Butler, Joylane
Bartron, Jeanette Hensley, Karissa Romine, Jen Fosnaugh, Debbie Bedor, Alicia McConnell,
Jennifer Bolin, Jenny DeWit, LaTonya Taylor 2nd Row: Sarah Hayhurst, Sonnet Alsworth,
Melanie Mannix, Jeanelle Beam, Shannon McCauley, Noel Randel, Jill Olson 1st Row: Sheryl
Thrush, Terri Pickens, Lindsay Keyes, Megan Engstrom, April Gann, Abby McLaughlin, Trish .
Kortz, Elizabeth Amos, Heidi Anderson, Erin Pashley
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REASONS TO:
13. She's All That
12. We want a date with the snake
11. Life stops for 90210 and Party ofFive
10. 80's Night all year long
9. Cheerleading camp
8. Most Improved Singer: Emily Tipton
7. We're "Pick-a-dating"
6. Oh my gosh Will's choking
5. The Comedy Duo: Erin L. (assist) and Sarah
(goal)
4. Is it Char or charred?
3. "I luant a date doivn"
2. Effie saves us all
mrth (^erawall
^/ Back: S
1. It's a WoofDay
112. We do come out of our rooms
arah Leistner, Emily Tipton,
Cheryl Neuhaus, Amelia Bamett, Melissa
Robertson, Heidi Hasbrouck, Claire
Balsbaugh, Danielle Essig, Heidi
Armstrong. Row 4: Monique Fisher,
Stephanie Bugno, Mary Heather Connor,
Marie Murphy, Stephanie Dunn, Julia
Poppen, Tiffany Glingle, 4th's Greatest
Gal, Bri Shilling, Natalie Cook, Jessa
Turner, Jennifer Craton, Sara Odam,
Hannah Hemphill. Row 3: Alison
Schweiss, Heather VanMeter, Amy Croft,
Anica Yoder, Heather Reimer, Rebekah
Taylor, Cheryl Olson, Rachel Goeking,
Erika Cook, Beth Stahl. Row 2: Joanna
Cicero, Alina Bond, Angela
Swartzendruber, Amber Rush, Jill Foote,
Heather Swinger, Angela Gordon,
Charlotta Bradstreet. Front: Erin
Lastoria, Erin Amerson, Sara Coggins.
Erin Amerson
Heidi Armstrong
Claire Balsbaugh
Amelia Barnett
Amy Blackburn
Alina Bond
Charlotte Bradstreet
Stephanie Bugno
Sara Coggins
Mary Connor
Erika Cook
Natalie Cook
Jennifer Craton
Amy Croft
Danielle Essig
Monique Fisher
Jill Foote
Tiffany Glingle
Rachel Goeking
Angela Gordon
Heidi Hasbrouck
Marissa Kostekiy
Erin Lastoria
Sarah Leistner
Carrie Lenz
Marie Murphy
Cheryl Neuhaus
Sara Odam
Cheryl Olson
Julia Poppen
Heather Reimer
Melissa Robertson
Ariana Rosado
Amber Rush
Alison Schweiss
Brianne Shilling
Beth Stahl
Angela Swartzendruber
Heather Swinger
Rebekah Taylor
Emily Tipton
Jessaca Turner
Heather Vanmeter
Elarna Wolfe
Anica Yoder
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Though the discrepancies of haste were seen in
the building of our new home, our relaxed demeanor
allows us to accept it as our new stead.
For Foundation, in our virgin year, we find that
180 dollars is way too much to pay for a watch. Mitchell,
we miss having Roger Jenkinson on the floor. Three times
a lady, we find ourselves inundated with wome... oh wait,
this is Foundation. We're too lazy to get off the couch,
plain and simple, unless Ultimate beckons. So to close,
yeah dogg, the shower shorts live on.
"What's up white boy?!" Kip Rop
"Burkeholder, did OSU sweep lU this year?" Jordan
Kesler
"Yeah, dogg - What?! 180 bucks?? Who's Jamal?" Bob
Kolstad
L to R: Ben Stutzman, Kevin Platte, Andy Jacques. Is modeling in
your future, Platte?
Back: Andrew Cecil, Shaun Casbarro, Nate Packer, Rob Gray, Chad
Cabrera, Alex Mounts, Jon Thorson, Mark Mitchell, Matt Bellito Row
5: Chris Corwin, Ben Stutzman, Ike Welsh, Seth Anderson, Kenny
Overton, Kevin Platte, Andy Albert, Jeffrey Larson, Joel Top Row 4:
Aaron Mayes, Rob Gausmann, David Martinez, Dave Rinn, Joel
Mejeur, Kris Johnson, Scott Blackford, Cody Chaney Jeremy Rob-
erts, Daniel Hernandez Row 3: Ben Oldham, Chuck Hackney An-
drew Krause, Steve Mills, Tyson Jones. Row 2: Ben Jeffrey, Scott
McDermid, Jordan Kesler, Andy Jacques Row 1: Kip Rop.
Scott Albert
Seth Anderson
Matt Bellito
Scott Blackford
Drew Burkholder
Shaun Casbarro
Andrew Cecil
Christopher Corwin
Matthew Durbois
Robert Gausmann
Robert Gray
Charles Hackney
Trent Jackson
Andrew Jacques
Benjamin Jeffrey
Robert Kolstad
Andrew Krause
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Who knew 11 A.M. could be the time for both
awakening and entering sweet slumber? Flags of
countries conquered in the hallway? "Like Bruce, I
wanna be, I wanna be?" Video game commentary
in foreign tongues spilling into the halls? The stage?
Copious amounts of folk music at any and all hours?
FIFA lounge? Dire Straits at ear-shattering volume
in the shower? The Competition? Where else could
you be but Sou\h Foundation?
From first-year freshman to four-year Morris
men, to guys that never leave college, we are the men
of South Foundation - diverse, small but mighty, we
stand together. The Bruce, Cuz, Jax, T-Rex, Anvil,
Chaddy, Pickle, The Spaniard, Perry, Max, Squatty,
The Pilgrim, Mayes, Vic, and of course (the elusive
and adopted) Welty - we all sing, "Viva la FlFAl"
Kenny Overton, Seth Anderson, Ike Welsh, Mark Mitchell, and
Dave Rinn pose for a picture in front of the new (improved?)
Sammy Morris Hall.
Back: Andy Jacques, Janie and Jay Kesler, Aaron Mayes, Chris
Corwin Front: Scott McDermid, Shaun Casbarro, Rob Gray, Ben
Stutzman
:^>^
Aaron Mayes
Scott McDermid
Stephen Mills
Alexander Mounts
Benjamin Oldham
Kenneth Overton
Kevin Platte
David Rirm
Jeremy Roberts
Ben Stutzman
Joel Top
Trever Vander Horst
Isaac Welsh
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Another year has passed on Sammy II, and a
lot of things have changed. Losing the group showers
was rough, but I think we all agree that the hot tub
made up for it. We have about twice as many guys,
but at least there are the same number of toilets. And
the serious lack of drywall has made time capsules all
but impossible. Despite all the changes this year,
Sammy II has managed to retain what has made it a
great place to live: unity mixed with a good dose of
apathy. Sure, you can count on getting fumbled when
you get caught wearing your ID in your hat. The
happy-fun game will always mean an unsuspecting
freshman in the fountain. And don't even think you
can get away with an "innocent back rub" in the Mor-
ris lounge. Oh yes, the bunny will find out.
So now that the transition has been made, life
on Sammy II will continue as normal. Whatever that
is. New freshmen will arrive, stories about the gradu-
ated seniors will be told, and, in an ironic twist, the
bitter juniors will move on to be the floor leaders. So
even after the northern section crumbles to the ground
in about 10 years, Sammy II will still be around. Only
slightly better than jail, but we will always be around.
-Andy Soell
Thomas Bamford
Eric Bitner
Matthew Blume
Benjamin Canida
Matthew Chapin
Jen-Hao Chen
Eric Davis
Daniel Debruyn
Andrew Draper
Aaron Duke
Craig Evans
John Fellowes
Cameron Gaither
Joel Gates
Andrew Griffis
Matthew Guilford
Brad Habegger
Mark Hansen
Randy Hartman
David Tula
James Juarez
Daniel Kakish
Wesley Kent
Ryan Lambert
Jeremiah Lutter
Michael Magnussen
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On adjacent page:
Top photo: L to R Chad VanHill, Marcus Malcolm, Cinch Guilford, Josh On this page:
Matko, Chad Olsen.
Left photo: Here were are, in all our Sammy II glory.
Bottom Photo: Chad Olsen and Chad VanHill square off in a fierce paper,
rock, scissors match. Spectators watch in anticipation and silence to see Right photo: Ryan Schulz and Kevin Johnson performing at
who the winner will be. I's Night, -photo submitted by Eric Bitner
Paul Wagner
Timothy Walter
Joshua Wilson
Eric Worm
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the (brotherhood^
Kevin Johnson and Kevin Flaherty prepare
for performing "The Champion" by Carman
in Airband '98.
Back: Ryan Leavitt, Ryan Jefferies, Nathan Tucker, Joel Wilson, Ben Merrill,
Kurt Reppart, Joe Cicero Row 4: Luke Tatone, Ryan Zeeb, Jeb Rice, Ted
Barnett, Tim Hoeflinger, Ryan Drew, Jeff Miller, Brian Graber, Brad Dillon,
Ted Easterly, Brad Burnfield, Stavros, Byron Turnage, Adam Lynch, K-
DEF, Andy Lampe, Adam Nevins, Bruno Montero, Jeremy Heavey, Greg
Deardorff, Snake, Munyow, Tim Hardin Row 3: Andres Cabezas, Todd
Bruner, Andy Jeffrey, Drew Broucek, Dan Mostad, Chris Kent, Matt Ford,
Joel Bruerd, Jeff Blosser, Kyle Whipple, Andy Gammons, Gavin Kiser,
Bobby, Eric Codding, Jon Foster, Sean Mansell Row 1 : Josh Sandoz, Mike
Sandelin, Ghost, Drew Billups, Mark Bettenhausen, Caleb Moan, Ben
Stauffer, James "My-I-Like-Chicks" Front and Center: Jay Kesler.
Mark Anselmo
James Bamett
Mark Bettenhausen
Andrew Broucek
Joel Bruerd
Paris Bryan
Bradley Burnfield
Andres Cabezas
Joseph Cicero
Brent Cline
Gregory Deardorff
Bradley Dillon
Ryan Drew
Theodore Easterly
Kevin Flaherty
Jonathan Foster
Steven Gavette
Timothy Hardin
Stephen Haynes
Jeremy Heavey
Timothy Hoeflinger
Ryan Jefferies
Christopher Kent
Joshua Kijanko
Ryan Leavitt
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the (brotherhood
Another year has dissolved into memory, and the
Brotherhood continues to (verb) without any inten-
tion of slowing down. The administration
(adverb) thought a new dorm could alter the irre-
pressible (noun) of Broho members, but we have
proved old habits die hard. We still (verb) other
people in the DC, (verb) professors in the
classroom, all the while making Taylor's campus a little
more (adjective) .
So to all those who (verb) us, we apologize, and to
those who (verb) us, just remember we'll be back
next year. But to those Broho members not returning
for one more round, we remind you that your (noun)
will always be in our hearts and minds. (verb) the
real world, and never forget the (adjective) anthem
(noun) " Honorof a generation.... "All you need is
the Phubbbbs and laugh out loud..
L to R: Erik Roe, Steve Rousopulos, Andy Lampe, Jeff Blosser,
Brad Dillon, Ryan Drew, ICY, Brad Burnfield, Ben Stauffer,
Bruno Montero, Matt Prentice, Mark Bettenhausen,
KimVarner, Amanda Nagel
Intramural football...and a serenade? Maybe - on the Broth-
erhood, that is.
Adam Lynch
Sean Mansell
Mark McCoy
Benjamin Merrill
James Mikolajczyk
Bruno Montero
Kurt Morris
Daniel Mostad
Aaron Pegg
Matthew Prentice
Kurt Reppart
Jeb Rice
Colin Robertson
Erik Roe
Steven Rousopoulos
Michael Southwell
Benjamin Stauffer
Lucas Tatone
Geoffrey Taylor
Byron Turnage
Paul Turner
Kyle Whipple
Joel Wilson
Ryan Zeeb
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Pieces of Memory:
Even with the increase in guys, there was
always plenty of room in our section in chapel...
Dave's poetry inspired us all... Floor additions:
Command and Conquer, Risk, Lounge Sports
(baseball, soccer. Lacrosse, Angling), Yahtzee...
"Hilled"... Noel's new definition of "supper from
a sack..." Christmas in the Jungle and singing the
National Anthem while we cleaned up the larg-
est mess any of us have ever seen... Being
trampled by the Tiffin football team during To-
day football... the sad passing of BBH... Nate
Dog's promising career in the NWO... the 'Ville...
the bone crunching, sweaty siege that is Monster
truck... the Boink continues... M*A*S*H showers...
Snaggletooth's smile... the Human
Concordance. ..Smit's Happens... Josh Hershey,
a.k.a. Red Sting... Who's on Brendan's couch?...
The triumvirate of split personalities: little Hetter,
little Robabo, and little Chai...
Good luck PH, BFF - Tony Manganello
"We watched your crap for 30 minutes, now sit
down!" -Brendan Lee
Nathan Becker
Christopher Bierdeman
Jeffrey Boutwell
Kurt Brodbeck
Ronald Gates
Ryan Chivington
Michael Corrente
David Cruse
Jeffrey Dekruyter
Grant Dess
Sean Eden
Jonathan Elifson
Edward Firm
Seth Flanary
Bryan Flora
Matthew Gibson
Kyle Gould
Beau Graf
Joshua Hershey
Christopher Hill
Matthew Hunt
Andrew Keller
Steven Klipp
Matthew Laughlin
Brendan Lee
Robert Livingston
Taylathon '99 Participants. ..Penthouse was well repre-
sented.
Back: Jeff DeKruyter, Bryan Flora, Steve Wardle, Chad
Oldham, Greg Storrs. Front: Adam Lusk, Chris Hill, Steve
Klipp, Chad Wilt, Rob Livingston.
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Penthouse
Below: A giant fumble in the hallway. Is everyone all right?
Top Left: L to R: David Schubert, Nicholas Runyon, a friend who's
name is nowhere to be found, Eric Nurmi, Kurt Brodbeck.
Left: Are those Greek gods or Penthouse men in togas? You de-
cide.
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It's not easy to summarize what living off cam-
pus is like. For some of us, it means dealing with loud
neighbors who live above, below or beside us. It means
being driven to banging on the ceilings or walls to shut
people up. Or it means having your parking space, al-
though specifically designated for your use, taken by an
inconsiderate neighbor or neighbor's visitor.
For others, it means being the inconsiderate neigh-
bor. Although those of us who live in houses may try to
peaceably integrate into our neighborhoods, sometimes
our meanings of peace don't equate with those of the
town residents.
But whether we live in a house, an apartment or
maybe even a trailer, I don't know, all of us share one
bond ~ getting to experience a sense of freedom and in-
dependence with the very people who keep us from be-
having maturly We have fun with only self-discretion
to monitor our quiet hours and open house policies (while
abiding by the LTC, of course).
We get to grasp a little bit of the real world, while
still somewhat attached to the bubble.
-Jessica M. Barnes
Amy Perkins, Becky Bollinger and Cara
Hopkins pose for a quick snap as they get
ready for the day.
James Kutnow kisses a praying mantis.
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Jessica Barnes
Brian Bickel
Katie Bradford
Kathryn Chandler
Leigh Arme Dexheimer
Leeann Digman
Johanna Eisenbraun
Tara Ernest
Heidi Feenstra
Katie Fetter
Sandra Fyffe
Lisa Gale
Michelle Haywood
Frederick Heath
William Heath
Allison Heiser
Trina Helderman
Patterson Hicks
Melinda Horsey
Holly Jaeger
Sonja Jost
Ada Keesling
Kristi Kemp
Cynthia Kowles
Jubilee Kuarfei
Danielle Leas
Lisha McKinley
Betsy Merrell
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Below: Kellie O'Connell, Sara Henley, and Christie Almond. ..3
roomies in a pod. Delta 2E was their home this year.
Top lett:Libby Crawford and Elizabeth Eisner play dress-up with
sunglasses.
Left: Jon Sommer, Rob Hayworth, Vince Bartolome, Cheri Vander
Ploeg, Jamie Hamilton, and Heather Williams pose for a shot in
Fairlane Apartments' 206D.
mii^:
Alissa Morales
James Moulton
Stephanie Moulton
Laura Mullen
Matthew Murray
Erin Olson
Kenneth Otterby
Keith Parker
Heather Powell
Sarah Reusser
Amy Rose
Laura Rupp
Karen Shrieve
Natalie Sizikova
.Anwar Smith
Erin Stair
Michelle Steffes
Kira Stoltenberg
Lori Weber
Abby Widner
Meredith Wolfe
Aaron Wolfgang
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^n the he^nnin^TT^
L to R: Penthouse men. Matt Johnson, Jake Finn, Steve
Morley, Grant Dess, and Ryan Delp
L to R: Sleepy Brotherhood gents, Todd "Probey" Bruner, Brad "Jack-
pot" Burnfield, Jeff "Chopper" Miller, and Brad "Kramer" Dillon
Foundation's antler boys...
Back: Shaun Casbarro, Ben Stutzman, Kyle Welty, Trever
Vander Horst Front: Aaron Mayes, Scott McDermid, Rob
Gray, Alex Mounts
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Foundation PA Andy Jacques showing us all what's up.
The Second Annual Thanksgiving @ Taco Bell on the Brother-
hood. Front to back: Todd Bruner, Drew Billups, Ben Stauffer,
Louis Ressler, The Pope, Luke Tatone, Dan Mostad, Aaron Pegg,
The Snake, Ben Merrill, Mike Southwell, Adam Lynch, Steve
Haynes, Brad Dillon, Matt Prentice, Sean Mansell, Brad
Burnfield, Go Timmy (Hoeflinger), Robert Astrofox, Ben Calfee,
Stavros, Andres Cabezas, Rob Kowalski, Erik Roe, Ryan Leavitt,
Mark Anselmo, Jeff Miller, Greg Deardorff, Brian Graber, Jeff
Blosser, Mark Bettenhausen, Kurt Morris, Ryan Drew, Geoff
Taylor, Jeremy Heavey, Ryan Zeeb, Mike Sandelin, Pete
"Smooth" Lessing, Caiden Withey, James "My-I-Like-Chicks",
Steve Gavette, Ted "Theodore" Barnett, Chris Kent, Kyle
Whipple, Joe Cicero.
L to R: Tim Pritchard, Eric Inman, Dave Schubert, Nate Becker,
Mike McBride, Aaron Young, Noel Powell, George Leonard, Tom
Roberds, Chad Oldham, Greg Storrs
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^ 100k back.
The Philos during one of their
rush day activities, in conjunc-
tion with their theme of
"Highway to Happiness."
The Pi Eta Chi Kappa Society's
main event for the year; Chi
Kappa Rush Week Chapel.
f1^: ^^
The Underwater Basket
Weavers(??) were obviously
a popular group back in the
day.
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Jeremie Solak and Geoff Hoffmann
ponder the eternal mystery of computers
in the Jounalism Lab. -photo by Eric Davis
clubs and ^rg'oni^atwns
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So, maybe there wasn't Rice Pilaf
back in 1981, but it's obvious that
this guy still found sources of
amusement.
FuNny gUyS
Rice Pilaf is more than a mere side dish, more than a
revolutionary comedy improv team, and more than a
cultural icon in the vibrant, artistic mecca of Upland, IN.
Rice Pilaf is a lone source of laughter in the vast comedic
wasteland that is the rural midwest. . .and this legacy of
laughter continued at Taylor in 1998-99.
The Rice Pilaf Players professional comedy improv
team was founded by Taylor senior Dan Buck in the fall
of 1997, and has somehow survived two years of sheer
hilarity despite being scorned by the yearbook last year
(insert bitter expletives here).
During the 1998-99 Pilaf season, Clif Johnson and
Mercy Kumar filled the void left by the graduation of
Dan Buck, and led The Rice Pilaf Players to ground-
breaking new heights such as ripping off bands in the
Pilaf TV tour, debuting professionally at ImprovBoston
in.
.
.well.
.
.Boston, and starring in nationally-televised
programming on Who's Line Is It Anyway?
The Rice Pilaf Players are indeed a new Taylor tradi-
tion, and it seems odd to look out at the cornfields of
Indiana, and think that but a few short semesters ago
there was no comedy improv here to grant levity to the
darkness that is agricultural community. Fear not. . .Rice
Pilaf shall return again.
-Clifton T. Johnson
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Aaron Nichols and Ryan
Schulz battle it out during a
scene in a Rice Pilaf original.
The Rice Pilaf Players: Mark
Bane, Kirsten Brown, Tim
Constable, James Currie, Kat
Forbes, Ben Hess, Caleb Moan,
Aaron Nichols, Jared Pike, Ryan
Schulz, Sharon Thomas, and J.
Tower,
-plioto submitted by Clif
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Back Row: Joel Nichols, Matt
Guilford Front Row: Jaimie
Campbell, Kelly Dickerson,
Amber Bourne, Rose
Rousoupolos -photo by Jim
Garringer
Quintd
Christy Freed, Rebekah
Greenhoe, Kristin Westerfield,
Rebecca Juncker, Martha Burrus
-photo by Jim Garringer
Back Row: Monica Smith,
James Kenfield, Ryan Delp,
Andres Cabezas, Anwar Smith,
Melissa Miller Front Row:
Sara Lemke, Melissa Miller,
Sarah Nienhuis, Cheryl Hoppe,
Cathy Sopcisak -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
T. Chandler, A. Crowe, R.
Martin, C. Rifka, B. Suriano, M.
Connor, L. Dexheimer, J. Hess,
H. Rattray V. Wiseheart, J.
Lutkevich, Ms. A. Maxfield, C.
Elder, J. Foster, J. Hess, T.
Koons, D. Blakely, K. Vannoy J.
Craton, M. Linton, M. Isgitt, J.
Eisenbraun, Mr. J. Newby, Mrs.
J. Newby, J. Gardner, J. Brown,
M. Walter, S. Von Behren, G.
Delich, A. Bierlein, B. Thomas
-photo by Drew Valpatic
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Here, 1995 grads Kristin Theard
and Nicole Swihart lend their
cleaning talents to an outreach
project for TSO.
PlUnGe iN
le-ndiKQ Q ^Qnd to Upland
Each fall a phenomenon occurs here at Taylor. Hun-
dreds of students find themselves out in the community,
helping to do various jobs for the residents of Upland.
The Community Plunge was initiated five years ago by
the University Relations office to give Taylor's students
an opportunity to serve in the surrounding community.
The event, while being spread across the midday
hours, also spreads Taylor students across the town of
Upland. Students are divided into smaller groups and
shuttled to their respective work locations by a number
of Taylor vans. For example, this fall a number of stu-
dents were transported to the Upland Elementary School
for landscaping and other cleanup work. Other students
lent their hands to Upland's public works department,
by painting curbs, fire hydrants and various fixtures
throughout the town limits. Many students found hu-
mor in the millions of pieces of shredded rvibber (from
old tires) being layed over the pebbled surface of the
children's playground.
The Community Plunge presents a unique opportunity
for growth to all that are involved. Taylor's students get
a chance to serve in the community in a way that is
flexible with their schedules. We are all thankful for the
student involvement and hope to see it succeed for years
to come.
-Josh Duncan
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Jessica Kelley takes time to
paint the wall a lovely shade of
pink during a Community
Plunge outreach day. -photo
submitted In/ Josh Duncan
These two guys are more than
happy to lend a hand. Al-
though it seems as if only one
person is interested in working
here! -photo submitted by josli
Duncan
(Moialt
Back Row: E. Diffin, J. Hensley, B.
Jeffrey, D. Baldwin, S. Gulp, M.
McBride, ]. Platek, E. Davis, D. Rinn, F.
Gribble, S. Fyffe, D. Aukerman Fourth
Row: J. Kolb, M. Williams, D. Musk, R.
Denison, K. Thompson, A.
Swartzendruber, L. Sweeney, J. Dys, M.
Main, J. Heavey, R. Bray, E. Hartman
Third Row: R. Miller, A. Childs, M.
Benteman, J. Terry, J. Sandoz, R. Hunt,
L. Ressler, J. Cook, B. Swart, Dr. Rediger
Second Row: E. Olson, D. Billups, S.
Stuart, J. Reaoch, C. Dulworth, J.
Fletcher, C. Gaither, L. DiDonato, B.
Anders, E. Ernesti Front Row: E. Diffin,
A. Griffis, K. Parker, A. Jeffrey B.
Varwig, K. Halter, L. Mouttet -photo by
Jim Cnrringer
Front Row: Rhonda Bloss,
Chris Bierdeman, Michael
McBride Front Row: Jonathan
Tripple, Janelle Gomes, Rachel
Lesser, Nathan Becker
-photo by Jim Garriiiger
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L-R: Josh Duncan, Megan
Garmers, Josh McAteer, Molly
Matheson, Tanesha Eldridge,
Amelia Barnett, Erin Starner,
Brandon Eggleston, Jaclyn
Miller, Mary Rayburn, Laura
Bib, Grace White, Bruno
Montero, Jodi Brooks, Kimberly
Baker, Derek Fisher, Betsey
Bailey -plioto by Nancy Forsicr
Back Row: Ja'Niece McCraw,
Derek Rust, James Allen, Kelly
Jones, Josh Olson, Nathan
Hulfish, James Mikolajczyk
Third Row: Karin Durtsche,
LaTonya Taylor, Sharon Roberts
Second Row: Heather Rattray,
Julie Huber, Christine Whitney,
Sarah Culp Front Row:
Jeremy Waterfall, Liz
Crenshaw, Aren Sommer,
David Cruse Not pictured:
Heidi Anderson, Nate Marqtinrdt.
-photo by Jim Garringer
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These orientation leaders from
1959 took their jobs very, very
seriously, just like the Probe
leaders today (Riiight. .
.).
RoPes CouRsE
ka/Lning Tayb^'s way ojj ?,(|j6
when Taylor's freshmen entered our campus this fall,
we welcomed them with water guns, enthusiasm and
tons of activities that got them acquainted with each
other and college life. Welcome Weekend was a memo-
rable experience filled with crazy games, spuare dancing,
a dedication service, and communion at Taylor Lake, just
to name a few. It was during this time that nervousness
was pushed aside, more faces were met than names
remembered, lifelong friendships began, and those
infamous PROBE groups were started.
The theme of PROBE this year was "Exit 59~Taking
your life in a new direction." With this, we sought to
encourage the freshmen class to not only make a smooth
transition into college life, but to get actively involved on
Taylor's campus. It was incredible to see the growth that
occured as the freshmen class became secure in their
place here, bonded together, and enthusiastic about the
things happening at Taylor. I looked forward to every
meeting with my PROBE group, and will never forget
when we crossed that line of PROBE leader and fresh-
men to true friends in the Swallow Robin lounge. With
our emphasis on community life at Taylor, PROBE was a
wonderful way to form relationships and help each other
through the beginning of the Taylor Experience.
-April Gann
Jason Aquila strikes fear into
the cameraman with his
meanacing "I'm going to
whack you" pose, -photo by
Lindsay Kex/es
April Gann chills with her
PROBE group members (and
friends!) Jeremy Heavey, Jessica
Kelley, Greg Yatooma, Betsy
Rew and Jen Craton. -photo
submitted by April Gann
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E. Moulton, N. Hallman, A. Cook, M.
Fisher, T. Pickens, J. Sonnenberg, M.
Taylor, L. Clarke, J. Calderwood, H.
Harbin, J. Iwasko, K. Kempf, M. Pangborn,
E. Pickett, R. Riggs, K. Smith, L. Sula, V.
Loss, S. Phillips C. Pierce, J. O Rourke, J.
Blosser, A. Cabezas, C. Corwin, C. Gaither,
C. Hackney, A. Keller, G. Leonard, S.
Mitchell, B. Oldham, K. Overton, J. Saesan,
L. Simpson, M. Southwell, T. Stewart, A.
Aulen, M. Binns, R. Crenshaw, A. Giloy, E.
Hartman, B. Hodge, C. McClanathan, R.
Seward, M. Stevenson, K. Waterman, S.
Elwood, S. Hartman, M. Wood, J.
Alexander, J. Briggs, R. Cosgrove, S. Davis,
M. Gorsuch, A. Piatt, S. Rash, S. Stahr, M.
Wilhoit -photo by Lindsay Keyes
lit Zdo
Back Row: Mike Schueler, Eric
Davis, Geoff Hoffmann, Jeremie
Solak Second Row: Aaron
Nichols Front Row: Kendra
Lightfoot, Jessica Barnes, Vitaly
Franko, Jason Wood -photo by
Drew ValpaUc
Sxecutiae Gab i Kef
Back Row: Ben Irwin, Dan
Bubar, Jon Sommer Second
Row: Rob Geiger, TJ Jackson,
Dave Mathews, Jason
Huitsing, Chris Keller
Front Row: Becky Niffin, Jen
Hartzler, Cheri VanderPloeg
-photo by ]ini Ganinger
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E. Cook, H. Everhart, S. Gross, K.
Gustafson, J. Hart, S. Hayhurst, C.
Hoppe, J. Nalywarko, R. Rumsey, H.
Seymour, T. Strubhar, L. Taylor, K.
Tumas, ]. Wells, J. Widney, F. Case, B.
Baldwin, T. Eldridge, E. Englebert, S.
Freeman, M. Gettman, K. Head, R.
Huffman, C. Johnston, S. Kaiser, N.
Larson, T. Lykins, J. McCraw, J.
McLean, S. Peters, J. Smith, V. Solomon,
V. Spencer, C. Sterling, L. Taylor, M.
Thompson, T. Wells, J. Aoun, R.
Benberry, J. Charles, S. Elwood, K.
Taylor, j'. Bruerd M. McBride, F. Pike, R.
Steffes, W. Vega, H. Voss, P. Johnson
-photo by ]im Carringer
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cmzy i'mes (k Kansas City
when you put nine students, one professor and five tons
of luggage into one "Upland Friends" van for alO-hour road
trip, you're asking for trouble. But that is exactly what we
did, when media representatives from both Upland and Ft.
Wayne campuses joined together to attend the annual National
Media Convention. This year's convention was held in Kan-
sas City, MO, and was filled with numerous learning oppor-
tunities in all areas of media.
We all learned quite a bit. . . who everyone had crushes on;
ALL about Ben, Megan's boyfriend; how many hairstyling
products Michael uses; exactly when the mall attached to the
convention opens and closes; there is only one place in all of
K.C. to buy hair dye; Dr. Kirkpatrick knows all of the words
to "How Bizarre"; you should not be the only guy to sit
through a scary movie with five girls who hate them; pink is a
great color for a motel; sitting with the professors at dinner
has its advantages; you shouldn't open the door to your room
wearing nothing but a tiny tank-top, especially when your
male prof is on the other side; tripods are necessary for all
picture taking; and making friends with random drunk col-
lege kids is not the best idea.
Of course, there were a few media-related things we picked
up. (Obviously, this yearbook is done!) But more importantly,
we learned a lot about each other, and ourselves. The crazy
memories and friendships we made will stick much longer
than the new techniques taught in some seminar. And one
thing is for sure—it is DEFINITELY fun in here!
-Abby McLaughlin
lllVSi,:^ L
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Jill Mueller, Matt DiStasi, Adrienne Lehner, Jen
Berry Not pictured: Joel Top, Alison Waibel,
Amanda Patty, James Kutnow, Bruno Montero,
Kate Johnson -photo by Jim Garringer
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Back Row: Suzanne Johnson Front Row:
Taylor LaPlante, Elizabeth Manthei, Erika
Cook, Tara Woodrum, Betsy Rew -photo by
Jim Garringer
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COMFORT
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Dan Bubar, Jennifer Dorenbos, Sara Lemke, Steve Morley, Talbott Behnken,
Sharmon Hunt, Kate Snow, Stephanie White, Kaite Bennett, Ruana Hasler,
Rachael Lieberman, Alissa Morales, Kate Waterman, Matt Guilford, Becky
Niffin, Erin Hasler, Amanda Miller, Amanda Nagel, Charity Carpenter, Kristi
Kelso, Ryan Lambert, Dana Wilson, Mark Bettenhausen, Joel Gates, Rebecca
Welsher, Sara Winne, Mindelynn Young, Michelle Steffes, Rachel Crenshaw,
Marcus Malcom, Julie Dause, Josh Mullen, Angela Olinghouse, Bryan Reed,
Liz Kawakami, Angie Mazakis, Alisha Niswander, Melissa Reesman, Mancie
Cullen, Christina Hart, Christina Rutigliano, Lisa Johnson, Jill Ogline, Leslie
Clarke, Cindy Norman, Kelly Wise, Megan Bohm, Angela Campbell, Tiffany
Mastin, Laura Bartlette, Kyle Romine, Julie Rosema, Kristin Crone, Sara
McMain, Katie Lynch, Sarah Nienhauis, Joya Landin, Brad Rowell
The Kansas City crew takes
time out to comfort themselves
at a rest stop in Illinois, -photo
submitted by Nancy Forster
French fries, anyone?? Megan
Oakley and Abby McLaughlin
find that common, everyday
food can make great nose
decor, -photo submitted by
Michael Bever
A fyun jjQCt about. . .
THE GEM
Yes, it's true. The Ilium was,
once upon a time, called The
Gem. In the 1959 book, they
are quoted as stating, "A Gem
is that which is to be prized
because of it's worth and
value. . .It is our purpose to
show the Ge7n can be your
prize because of its future
use in recalling memories."
We truly hope that you look
upon the Ilium with that
same sense of pride. -AKM
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Our day really begins at 2p.m. on Thursday—deadline
time. Curiously enough, I usually manage to miss that
deadline. I guess by now I've gotten used to the sound
of my hard-earned money falling into the "Thou Shall
Not Steal" box. Ah, the joys of working for The Echo.
The Echo has an unusual chemistry, but one that works
—much to the prodding of The Editor and associate
editor. The clock reads 5p.m., and by now we're all lost
inside our respective pages. A feeling of positive antici-
pation rests in the minds of all the staff members, as we
silently count down the minutes until dinnertime.
Once dinner is over, we return to the lab and resume
work. Our conversations are filled with talk of head-
lines, photos, adds and revisions. Our advisor stops by
and checks on our progress.
We look to the clock— 11:30. By now, the usual foilage
has accumulated (we love fake plants) and the lab be-
comes a more serene setting. We soon find ourselves
heading toward the Jumping Bean—we depend on Ben
Eisner and the magic of caffeine to sustain us.
1a.m.—Friday morning has rolled around, and we
haven't even noticed. A sort of madness, a kind of insan-
ity begins to set in. Our features editor looks around the
room, a gleam in his eye. Conspiring together with the
photographer and the sports and graphics editor, an
attack is launched. I turn to see a rush of mad journal-
ists, and after a few moments of wrestling on the carpet.
The Editor reminds us that playtime is over, and that we
have much work to do. Sadly, we return to our seats.
Sam—The sports editor has taken his usual place on the
couch, while The Editor pours over semi-finished copy.
The associate and features editors are feverishly making
corrections, and finalizing the layout of their pages. I
help when I can, though early mornings at The Echo
really belong to my higher ups—they are the ones who
make the paper run.
I find my way back to The Editor's office. It's here that
we keep "The Bane of The Echo's Sanity, " our printer. I
eye it carefully, and listen for the sound of the associate
editor's voice calling, "Mike, final copy!" Paste-up is the
last task of the evening, one which belongs to me. As
soon as I've finished pasting and rolling all eight pages.
The Echo is ready to go to press. Our job is done. We
shut off the lights and head home. Wengatz is dark and
silent now. I enter my room, and check the clock—its
4am. I nod my head with approval—yep, it's been a
typical night. And the best part is that we get to do it all
over again, next Thursday. -Mike Schueler
Taking a break from baby-
sitting her male editors,
Jessica Barnes sneaks in some
much needed work.
-photo by Eric Davis
Mike Schueler and one of his
comrades take time for a little
floor-bonding, WWF style.
-photo by Eric Davis
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Back: Abby Coutant, Chris
Keller, David Cruse, Justin
Belgiano, Lori Bedi, Adam
Witmer Second Row: Phil
Johnson, Betsy Grossenbach,
Laura Burket, Marissa Kostelny,
Kate Chandler Front Row:
Brian Moriarty, Kara Bottiggi,
Carrie Hartzler, Jason Ulrich -
photo by Lindsay Keyes
"He. KiUM.
Back Row: Sarah Willhoite,
Nancy Forster, Abby
McLaughlin Front Row:
Drew Valpatic, Lindsay
Keyes, Devon Trevarrow,
Jaime Holzworth, JoAnn
Hervey -photo by Elizabeth
Amos
Jazz 'Bmd
Kelly Jones, Tara Woodrum,
Drew Billups, Kara Bottiggi,
Nathan Kinnee, Matt Walter,
Shawna Von Behren, Robert
Cosgrove, Kim Wilson-Paugh,
Brian Peters, Greg Delich,
Adam Witmer, Andrew Keller,
Andrew Bierlein, Cory
Hartman, Christine
McClanathan, Ben Winters,
Kevin Flaherty, Stan Valiulis,
Dave Tula, Lucas Mouttet,
Shawn Alspaugh, Douglas Carr,
Brent Gerig, Jeremy Fleavey
-photo by Jim Garringer
Lei p StMlteS
Front Row: Angle Mazakis,
Tonya Strubhar, Abbie
Blackshire Second Row:
Cheri VanderPloeg, Megan
Garmers, Jaillene Erickson,
Jawn Hunkle, Jeff Hager. Back
Row: Jeff Steiner, Dave
Mathews, Lindsay Marcy
-photo submitted by Cheri
VanderPloeg
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This little girl, part of the One-
on-One outreach to children in
the area, gears up for thel985
mini-olympics.
lOvE 101
iLe,i ing out to j\/[aii[o\A
ReaLife is an organization dedicated to the inner-city
children of the Marion community. Once a week, on a
their specified day, Taylor students come together to
meet with these children. The majority of them are
minorities, who come from broken and abusive homes.
Many have become hardened to the cold and despairing
world around them. Therefore, the goal of this program
is to show God's love to these children in tangible ways;
by feeding them, playing games, telling Bible stories and
singing worship songs. If we can communicate just a
glimpse of who God is to the ReaLife children, we will
have come a long way.
The ReaLife ministry began in the early 90' s, with a
small group of children who met in First Baptist Church.
These days, however, attendance is growing. On a nor-
mal Tuesday night, there are usually 100-150 kids. When
all of these excited, hyper children arrive, the staff calms
them down by leading them in praise and worship time.
We pray with them, and split them up into their small
groups, where they have a 20-minute Bible lesson. Then
we have snacks and games, and finish up with prayer.
ReaLife ministry is more than just playing with kids
one night a week. It's about changing the way they see
the world. At times, ReaLife can be a struggle, but every
moment with these precious children is a gift. Our job is
to show them Jesus. -Rachael Lieberman
It's hang out time in Olson for
this group of kids, and their
ReaLife leaders. Bonding time
is important, no matter how
crazily its spent! -photo submit-
ted by Rachael Lieberman
These four young men, three of
whom will remain nameless,
have a great time mugging for
the camera during a night of
ReaLife. -plioto submitted by
Rachael Lieberman
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Back Row: Christa Lee, Reese
Daily. Front Row: Erin Olson,
LaTonya Taylor, Yolanda
Deleveaux. Not pictured: T]
Jackson, Terrence Banks, —photo by
Dreiv Valpntic
MuKappQ Cabinet
Back Row: John Aoun, Jen-
Hao Chen, Steve Elwood, Paul
Wagner, Barak Bruerd, David
Platte, Efraim Pfeil. Second
Row: Eleina Wolfe, Chuck
Moore, Shirley Moore. Front
Row: Reese Daily, Heather
Powell, —photo by Drew Valpatic
Back Row: Krista Walkes,
Lindy Fenlason, Renee
Butterfield, Heidi Feenstra,
LaTonya Taylor. Front Row:
John Aoun, TJ Jackson, Missy
Chambless. —photo by Dreiv
Valpatic
Vti&omd yissistants
E. Amerson, J. Block, S. Coggins, J. Hunt, P.
Johnson, R. Kahly, D. Kauffman, R.
Lockridge, L. Alt, J. Castro, C. Johnston, C.
Kauffman, K. Mishler, L. Pedemonti, M.
Scott, S. Stonecipher, S. Winne, H. Coaster, K.
Godshall, J. Matheson, K. Adams, C. Allen, T.
Bell, H. Chase, J. Erickson, J. Falck, K.
Gordon, S. HirJcle, L. Marcy, C. Norman, J.
Platek, E. Syswerda, E. VanderWilt, S. White,
B. Burnfield, F. Dess, R. Drew, J. Finn, A.
Jacques, J. Juarez, M. Malcolm, S. Morley, K.
Platte, B. Rowell, B. Stauffer, E. Fritzsche, J.
Hillier, M. Reesman, D. Brermeman, J.
Cornelius, S. Filson, N. Goad, J. Heth, C.
Jaggers, L. Kimble, M. Lora, Z. Pelham, K.
Robinson, M. Rohrs, M. Schaffer, A. Simons,
T. Troy, R. Hayworth, S. King.-p/iofo by
Lindsay Keyes
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"By MKs for MKs—A chance to embrace our past while
building toward our future."
MuKappa is a student organization designed to function as
a support group for missionary kids and children who have
grown up overseas (called MK's). The purpose of MuKappa
is to aid MKs in their cultural adjustments, to provide an
ongoing network of encouragement, fellowship and under-
standing among its members and to provide the opportunity
for others to interact with MKs and develop an awareness of
their unique subculture.
Taylor's MuKappa is actually a member of an international
organization of similar groups on university campuses.
MuKappa International was actually started on Taylor's
campus in 1986 by two Taylor students who were missionary
kids with TEAM (The Evangelical Alliance Mission), in con-
junction with Dale and Bonnie Sloat, a missionary couple
from Brazil.
Whenever an MK does something, he/she invariably does
it late. That is, unless there is more than one MK working on
something, and then it's very late. With this in mind, you can
see why it is a wonder that we ever get anything done. There
are, however, many events throughout the year.
Annual activities include Cookout with Jay, retreats and
nights out for both girls and guys. Traditional activities
include Friday and Sunday afternoon soccer, as well as theme
evenings at the international souphouse, located on the cor-
ner of 2nd and Write streets. Stop by sometime!
-John Aoun
Pq/luqssus
Back Row: Jim Baugh, Alisha Benson, Nathan
Tucker, Heather Rosman, Laura Sergi, John
McConda Second Row: Brie Van Conant,
Hannah Dainty, Rachel Algorri, Kate Bowman,
Jennifer Walter Front Row: Ryan Schulz, Sara
Weinraub, Audrey Liljestrand, Dr. Rick Hill
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
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Back Row: Cindy Norman, Missy Chambless
Front Row: Cory Hartman, Fred Schulz, An-
drew Draper -photo by Sarah Willlioite
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MK's get together for a fall
retreat Kodak moment while
camping near the Indiana/
Michigan border, -photo
submitted by John Aoun
Friday and Sunday afternoon
soccer is a long standing
MuKappa tradition.
-photo submitted by John Aoun
PnQiSfc Qnd ^OllS^ip Te-Qwi
Not pictured: Cindy Norman, Missy Chambless,
Cory Hartman, Andrew Draper, Dr. Bob Davis,
Mark Mohrlang, Walter Cosgrove, Aaron
Nichols, Angela Childs, Leigh Anne Dexheimer,
Carrie Hartzler, Rachael Lieberman, Julie
Holdiman -photo attempted many times, but never
quite made it
A (yUK {jQCt about. . .
B.S.O.
In 1974, the Black Student
Organization was a newly
formed club seeking to
promote an awareness of the
Black culture, and its needs.
The club accumulated its
funds through concerts in
which the members of the
clubs perfomed musically.
The money went towards a
scholarship, enabling another
student to attend Taylor.
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THYLOR
Back in the day, 1925 to be exact,
Taylor saw the organization of its
first band, with a phenomenal thir-
teen members.
a SyMphoNy
n^usic to OU/L e.Q/is
The Taylor University Symphonic Band has been a
functioning ensemble within the music department since
1925, when Roy MacMurray served as the first conduc-
tor.
Albert Harrison was employed as director of
instumental ensembles in 1978, and has maintained a
consistent quality of musical excellence in the Sym-
phonic Band since that time. Under Dr. Harrison's lead-
ership, the band has performed for the Indiana Music
Educators Conference, the Christian Instrumental Direc-
tors Association and traveled throughout the United
States presenting concerts in churches and schools. Over
the past several years, numerous students have partici-
pated in national honors bands in both Christian and
secular formats, representing Taylor University and its
ideals.
This year, the band traveled to Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York City. In addition to its educational role as a
music department ensemble, the Symphonic Band serves
the university as a public relations organization by
performing as pep band, as well as in concerts for Home-
coming, Parents Weekend, Christmas and Commence-
ment. The musical achievements and attitudes dis-
played by these students truly exemplifies the ideals of
Taylor. -Dr. Albert Harrison
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The Symphonic Band performs
during a fall concert. The band
held many campus concerts
throughout the year, -plioto sub-
mitted by Dr. Harrison
Sharon Roberts, Karin Staffin,
Elizabeth Maqsud and Erin Stair
help make this band concert
memorable, -photo submitted by
Dr. Harrison
Front Row: Heidi Feenstra,
Michelle Long, Josh Brown, Andy
Jacques, Christine Whitney,
Nicole Stavis, Natissa Kultan,
Beth Stahl Second Row: Leslie
Carpenter, Bethany Rice, James
Mowery James Waurez, Jesse Jo
Puttananickal, Angela
Stephenson, Jeniffer Dake Third
Row: Dn Burkholder, David
Hayhurst, Brandon Eggleston,
Matt Taylor, Ben Flood, Jessica
Iwasko, Joel Wilson
Left to Right; Joya Landin,
Rebecca Niffin, Bryan Reed,
Kevin Johnson -photo by Lindsay
Keyes
Piobt LtadtKS
B. Aldred, A. Aulen, K. Baker, B. Baldwin, E.
Barnes, K. Beesley, N. Bernhardt, R. Bley, M.
Bohm, A. Booth, C. Broberg, A. Brooks, J.
Brooks, J. Brown, L. Burket, A, Cabezas, A.
Campbell, J. Campbell, J. Charles, A. Chubb,
W. Cross, M. Cullen, E. Cyzewski, A. Davis, J.
DeKruyter, B. Eggleston, L. Fenlason, A.
Fennig, C. Flick, R. Gagnon, A. Gann, M.
Green, C. Hart, H. Henning, A. Hicks, C. Hill,
T. Hodapp, E. Hutton, J. Iwasko, S. Jones, B.
Keltner,K. Kier, N. Kultan, D. Larson, J.
Lutkevich, J. Maggard, M. Mannix, C.
Maxwell, J. McAteer, S. McCauley, S.
McDermid, ]. McLean, S. McMain, J. Miller, R.
Neier, D. New, J. Norris, J. O'Kane, J. Otten, A.
Patty, M. PauU, E. Pfeil, L. Phillips, J. Poppen,
A. Rediger, D. Rosenow, L. Rousseau, S.
Schley, E. Schneeweiss, A. Schweiss, H.
Seymour, M. Shauck, K. Shumaker, R.
Stratton, T. Sutton, C. Taylor, J. Taylor, S.
Thrush, A. Truelson, L. VanderWoude, S.
VonBehren, P Von Tobel, T Walter, H. Weber,
M. Williams, J. Wilson -pihoto i^itbmitted by Jane
Bmoscr
<WQnd
Back Row: Chris Russell,
Elizabeth Maqsud, Beau Graf
Front Row: Yoianda Johnson,
Pam Coulter -photo by Jim
Garringer
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It's extremely difficult to put into words the job of a Person-
nel Assistant. But we won't use that as an escape from this
"assignment." So, as we were thinking, some words came to
mind, that either describe this job or are vital for this particular
position. They are: prayer, availability, relationships, flexibil-
ity, planning, growth, organizing, vision, servant-leadership,
consistancy, discipline, meetings, more meetings, and simply
loving people. If these ingredients are used faithfully, and in
accordance with the Lord's guidance, this job has the capabil-
ity of changing lives. Realizing the weight of this responsibility
is a humbling experience that forces one to continually look to
the Lord for help, which is a good thing. Therefore, to be a part
of what God is doing in people's lives has certainly been a bless-
ing to us all year long.
-Dave Kaujfman and Phil Johnson, First Bergioall
Bobby Whisman, Charity Carpenter, Mike
McGowan, Libby Crawford, Dani Hink, Jon
Sommer, Andy Gammons, Jay Aquila, Liz
Kawakami -photo submitted by SAC
Sak-av^d- Lig^t/Yision
(4^ is Gioiui)
Back Row: Lucas Mouttet, Rachel Algorri, Matt
Hutchinson, Melissa Hubley, Rusty Bray
Front Row: Willie Vega, Anisa Erb, Michelle
Thompson, Rob Bley -photo by Jim Garringer
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Left to Right: Brian Hutcherson, Karissa
Romine, Kate Snow, Shannon Hunt, Suzanne
Chamberlin, Autumn Brady, Rob Geiger,
Stephanie Vandenberg, Steve Klipp, Amanda
Hicks, Ben Irwin, Chris Taylor, Torrey Barger,
John Paasonen -photo by Lindsay Keyes
They may be dressed like garbage, but
you won't hear any trash talk from
these First Bergwall men! Here, they
enjoy cheering on the Mississinewa
Basketball team, -photo submitted by
Phil Johnson
"Big Dave" Kauffman and
"Sweet Phil" Johnson show
their PA pride during the
floor's weekly night of
bowling, -photo submitted by
Phil Johnson
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LIFE IN '53
In the 1953 issue of the Gem,
PA pictures were nowhere to
be found. But under the
Living section of the book,
we found a spread devoted
to the married couples living
in trailers and apartments on
and near campus. Maybe
we should take the hint—If
we all get married, we won't
need PA's anymore!
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Chorale, dressed to the nines,
in 1986.
Do-rE-Mi
diomit plants se.e.ds o|y CR/iist's bi>e
For the past four and one-half years, I have been a
memeber of the T.U. Chorale. I have had the pleasure of
being under the direction of Dr. Kroeker, Dr. Armstrong
and, presently, Dr. Rediger. I have also been introduced
to a wide variety of music and have traveled the world
with this ensemble. We have performed throughout the
U.S. and in various European countries. We have been
blessed to have the chance to learn about and minister to
other cultures.
The goal of the T.U. Chorale, I believe, is to plant the
seeds of Christ's love in the hearts of our listeners and
whoever else we come in contact with. As the officer
over the tour committee, 1 watched as God directed us to
the places we were to go. We began our tour by travel-
ing to southern Indiana and then on to Marietta and
Americus, Georgia where we had two fabulous Palm
Sunday services. We then traveled to Fort Myers and
Clearwater, Florida, where we had the pleasure of per-
forming at the church and school of Jeremy Dys, and at
a nursing home and retirement village. After performing
in several other churches, we made our way to Greens-
boro, North Carolina. On Easter Sunday, we were able to
share our program with Jason Fletcher's church.
It was wonderful to see Chorale members reaching out
to people by sharing what God was doing in their lives.
During the trip I watched as God showed me why he
had chosen each place for us to perform. Among the
best memories of our trip were our times of sharing
while traveling. God was good! -Christina Duhvorth
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Dinner time during spring
break! Great food and great
memories were served up on
their tour through Florida.
-photo submitted by Dr. Rediger
Jeremy Dys and Lucas
Mouttet sneak a kiss (?!?)
before a performance over
Spring Break, -photo submit-
ted by Dr. Rediger
Back Row: Rod Miller, Paul
Susan, Cathy Harner, Stephanie
Moulton, James Moulton, Ben
Stauffer, Twyla Lee, Erica
Giegler Second Row: Kim
Varner, Daisy West, Abby
Corinnel, Jeanelle Beam, Joanna
Castro, Missy Domsten, Keri
Worcester, Kira Stotlenberg,
Christine Skorburg Front Row:
Renee Butterfield, Jenni
Arremony, Megan Saylor,
Karissa Romine
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
Spttimwi
Back Row: Dawn New, Jeremy
Shea, Kelli Addison, Tommy
Martin, Michael Brandon Front
Row: Aaron White, Katherine
Forbes, Leslie Garvin -photo by
Jim Garringer
Stixdtvd yitubassadoiis
Back Row: Angle Reed,
Amanda Miller, Amber Aulen,
Stephanie Stenger Second Row:
Drew Hegner, Joel Gates,
Jeremy Dys Front Row: Carol
Hobbs, Mercy Kumar, Dawn
New, April Rediger -photo by
Jim Garringer
Bottom: Dan Bubar, Brad
Amstutz, Jill Graper Middle:
Rob Gausmarm, Kate Bradford
Top: Sara Webb -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
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In 1972, playing basketball off the
back of a donkey was a well-
known and loved activity.
bRigHt IdEAs. .
.
we b/Ling ujdi-i[ddt\A dabs, io llqk
Have you ever wondered if you are the only one in the
world who loves the smell of cottage cheese? Do you feel
that nobody understands your passion for kiwi fruit? Well,
chances are, you are alone, because those things are just
plain weird. Anyway, our job is to find new and interest-
ing clubs to start at Taylor University. Have you ever won-
dered why every DC worker wears a hat? Sanitation, you
may say. Well, you're wrong. It just so happens that the
letters T.U.F.S. stand for the TU Farrier Society. That's right.
Each one of those people is skilled in the art of shoeing
horses. This and many other clubs are alive and kicking on
Taylor's campus.
Aside from the clubs that are already established, our
team must seek out new and exciting club ideas. Some ideas
that we are currently working on are the Bathroom Maca-
roni Cooking Club, the I've Been to Wyoming Club, and
the sure to be popular, I Was Turned Down By Star Search
Because I Beat Up Ed McMahon Club. Want something
more educational? How about the I Know What's Wrong
With Richard Simmons Club, and the Mathematics For
Apes and Other Farm Animals Club?
Still don't see anything that tickles your fancy? Try start-
ing your own club. Its easy and fun! Why just last week
we started the Bathtub Swimming Club, and membership
is already up to 80 students! So don't just sit there, join a
club or start your own! Quit reading now. I have nothing
more to write. Still reading? Just turn the page.
-Craig Childs
\
\
%
The Tarzan and Jane lovers Club
was established at Taylor in 1981.
Anyone interested in bringing it
back to life?
In 1984, a few brave souls started
the official "Wear togas to
class"club. Okay, maybe not. But
they're dressed for it!
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SuwpRontc. Hand
Back Row: B. Dean, R.James, A.
Witmer, G. Taylor, M. Walter, N.
Kinnee, K. Jones, C. Fauble, K.
TJiompson, J. Harrison, N. Becker,
J. Gardner, A. Simons, J. Steiner, R
Heck Second Row: K. Staffin, T.
Woodrum, E. Maqsud, S.
Winterholter, K. Vannoy, J.
Hammond, J. Lutkevich, H.
Reimer, M. Isgitt, A. McDaniel
Front Row: S. Von Behren, S.
Roberts, E. Stair, C. Kaphaem, K.
Wedan, A. Rush, V. Coulter, C.
Hartong, M. Benteman -photo
submitted by Dr. Harrison
TAES
Back Row: Joya Landin, Angela
Olinghouse, Kris Johnson
Second Row: Kara Gordon,
Cheri Vander Ploeg, Paul
Ritchie Front Row: Kevin
Zimmerman
-pihoto In/ Lindsay Keyes
Tau^loi doable. Stmitt
Back Row: Andrew Smith,
Joylane Bartron, Mark
Woodring Front Row: Tim
Constable, Michelle Steffes
-photo by Drew Valpatic
lay 5.011 Qiv.qtKS.
Left to Right: Melissa Mange,
Annie Catron, Kim Beesley, Jill
Ogline, Joanie Caldnwood,
Katherine Olson, Amie Rose,
Amy Parker, Leigh Anne
Dexheimer, Carrie Lenz, Molly
Williams Piano: Josh McAteer
Not pictured: Jonathan Foster,
Andrew Crowe -plioto by Jim
Gnrriiiger
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JT^s A baLL
iatiosst bttoi^es a CQtvipus (jQao/Lite.
Taylor was introduced to the exciting sport of lacrosse in the
spring of 1999. The support of Taylor students was incred-
ible, as two home games each drew crowds of about 200
spectators. The club proved to be very successful in its inau-
gural season, going 5-3 on the year. "When Nate and I held a
meeting last year, we were excited about the interest ex-
pressed, but nobody had really played before," said sopho-
more co-captain, Chris Hill. The team played four games last
year as an unofficial club, and lost all of those games.
The spring of 1999 proved the Trojans to be ready, as they
went on to capture five wins, two of which were against
cross-town rival Ball State. Co-captains Nate Bates and Chris
Hill led the team in scoring, while junior Scott Cahill, along
with sophomore newcomer Steve Klipp and freshman Rob
Reiter, anchored the defense. Only a handful of goals got past
goalie Scott Rustulka. A strong combination of midfielders,
including sophomores Chris Anderson, Kyle Martin, Tim
Walter and John Fellows, helped push the team to the upper-
echelon of lacrosse teams in Indiana. Other players who
turned out to be great assets to the team included sopho-
mores Tom Roberds and Jason Meade, and freshmen Drew
Moser and Nick Runyon.
The team is looking forward to playing many more games
next year, as they will be adding the fall season to their sched-
ule. Many students expressed an interest in seeing more
lacrosse at Taylor next year. T.U. Lacrosse, 1999, is only the
beginning. -Tom Roberds
TaUjiok Sounds
Back Row: Josh Sandoz, Angie Swartzendruber,
Cory Rodeheaver, Chris Bierdeman, Julia Poppen,
Kyle Romine Second Row: Kristen Catalano,
Joanna Cicero, Mark Hansen, Lisa Sweeney, Kristen
Ahrens, Jonathan Tripple, Angela Stephenson,
Jennie Poppen Front Row: B.J. May, Jenn Stark,
Kent Thompson, Dale Gruver, Joanne Rediger -
photo by Jim Garringer
Back Row: Nick Hallman, Josh Throneburg Third
Row: Josh Duncan, Jennie Poppen, Chrissy
Heinichen Second Row: Joel Top, Brad Bramer,
Molly Matheson, Julie Fickes Front Row: Emily
Moulton, Adrienne Lehner, Karen Halter, Sybil
Dawahare, Ada Keesling -photo by Jim Garringer
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Front Row: Tim Walter, Tom Roberds, Jasori
Mead, Drew Moser, Kyle Martin, Nick
Runyon, Rob Reiter, Scott Cahill Back Row:
Chris Anderson, John Fellowes, Gregg Storrs,
Steve Klipp, Chris Hill, Nate Bates, Drew
Haegner, Jeff DeKruyter, Eric Salsbery, Scott
Rustulka -photo submitted by Tom Roberds
Tdttoixyisdons
Back Row: Laura Bayes, Shannon Hunt, Alison
Waibel Front Row: Keva Taylor, Andy Gammons,
Lindsey Paulson -photo by Drew Valpatic
Attackmen work the ball
against a Ball State defender.
Taylor went on to win this
game 6-5. -photo submitted by
Tom Roberds
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THE T-CLUB
In 1972, the T-Club provided
an opportunity for men to
"put the books aside for a
short time and totally in-
volve themselves in physical
activity." This program was
intended to combine spiri-
tual, academic and emotional
aspects of college life with
social aspects to create a
well-balanced person.
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"Caving was very interesting. Interesting and
dirty. I didn't know half the people, but I still had a
great time. Yeah, I w^ould say it was definitely fun."
—Brondall Huntsinger
What is the Adventure Club? Well, the Adven-
ture Club is exactly what its name implies--
ADVENTURE!!! We started out the year by going
caving at Buckner's Cavern in southern Indiana. It
was really dark, really wet, and a bit tight in there!
Over fall break, about 35 people went to Smoky
Mountain National Park to go white water rafting,
hiking and camping. Too bad it was about 30 de-
grees when we got in the water! We also went rock
climbing down in Indianapolis at Climb Time.
It was a really fun first year, and with hope, it will
continue to be an opportunity for students to expe-
rience the outdoors. -Rylan Kahly
Uniae-iLSity Clonus
Ryan Amon, Katie Bennett, Sarah Borgwardt, Joni Calderwood, Dr.
Charles, Julie Cooper, Pam Coulter, Vi Coulter, Christopher Cuthbert,
Greg Delich, Aaron Debbink, Matt DiStasi, Christina Dulworth, Sarah
Eskew, Jill Foote, Jonathan Foster, Jen Frishmuth, Lesley Garvin,
Rebekah Greenhoe, Sarah Hayhurst, Jason Hillier, Jesse Joyner, Lynn
Kenny, Julie Kephart, Gretchen Krumm, Jonathan LePage, Rachel
Lesser, Kirk Logan, Julie Lutkevich, Elizabeth Maqsud, Rachel
Martin, Rod Miller, Anders Morely, Brian Nix, Dawn New, Rob
Olson, Havilah Pauley, Karen Phelps, Sarah Potter, Heather Reimer,
Erica Schneeweiss, Mike Schueler, Sara Secttor, Connie Sparks, Julie
Sterner, Molly Taylor, Barrett Thomas, David Voss, Sarah
Winterholter, Anica Yoder, Carrie Zuhlke -pholo by jim Garriiiger
Q/iSit ^SSiS-tQutS
Kelly Dickerson, Lisa Gale, Wesley Covert Not
pictured: Kiersten Phillips -photo by Jim
Garringer
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Back Row: Julie Fickes, Carolyn Webb, Lindsey
Schroder, Lindy Fenlason, Nick Goad Front
Row: Chrissy Heinichen, Deborah Shenk Not
pictured: Clifton Johnson -photo by Lindsay Keyes
Who doesn't like to dress in
yellow ponchos and risk their
lives plowing over waterfalls?
-photo submitted by Rylan Kahly
A group of adventurers take a
quick photo break while
hiking in the wilderness of
Smoky Mountain National
Park, -photo submitted by
Rylan Kahly
A IjUh {jQW about
"WHEELS //
Over spring break 1975,
Wandering Wheels spon-
sored a trip from T.U. to the
northwest coast of Florida.
The biking ministry began
in 1964, and included trips
abroad and weekend excur-
sions all over the U.S. The
trips gave Taylor students a
chance to tour, exercise, and
share their personal faith in
Christ with people met
along the way.
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The Literary Club of 1969 came to-
gether to "criticize each other's cre-
ative writing, and to sponsor
Parnassus."
wRiTE On
The Writer's Club is a group of writers that meet to share
their works and receive feedback. It accepts amateur,
humble, never-been-published writers with the same en-
thusiasm (or even more) as it accepts famous, snooty, pre-
viously published writers. The Writer's Club meets ap-
proximately once a week for about an hour. A typical meet-
ing may include the reading of several poems or a few short
stories. The members will then help the author by giving
feedback as to what works in the piece, what does not, what
is clear and what is unclear. This is done through a friendly
atmosphere where a work is thought of as in progress and
comments are not made to criticize the author. The Writer's
Club recognizes that each author will have his or her own
style, theme, genre, sense of appropriate wording, and
goals.
In ages past, giants in the Writer's Club history have
published The Rhapsodist, an alternative to Parnassus. The
Rhapsodist was meant to contain worthy works not accepted
into Parnassus due to space, works written by authors af-
ter the Parnassus deadline and other excellent prose and
poetry.
In summary. The Writer's Club is for everyone who likes
to write and wants feedback on their work or stimulation
for writing. -Derek Fisher
Writer's Club members gladly
accept help from their advisor.
Dr. Hill, -photo by Lindsay Keyes
Derek Fisher gives LauraVan
Arendonk Baugh some con-
structive criticism on her story.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
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L-R: Rick Hill, Laura Van
Arendonk Baugh, Derek Fisher,
Tom Johnson, Nathaniel
Saridge, Nick Corduan Not
pictured: Pam Coulter -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
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L-R: Josh Uecker, Justin Berger,
j Jen Matthews -photo by Drew
Kelly Dickerson, Carolyn Flick, Kristy
O'Neal, Erika Cook, Amber Francis, Laura
Wampach, Andy Jacques, John Paasonen,
Amanda Patty, Beth Stahl, Christy Freed,
Sarah West, Daisy West, Nicole Stavis,
Dan Mayer, Cindy Norman, Jaillene
Erickson, Benjamin Moore, Lindsay
Keyes, Mary Heather Connor, Carrie
Hartzler, Jen Greer, Whitney Cross, Joel
Newton, Amy Smallwood, Rachel Yardy,
Elizabeth Moody, J-Lee Cast, Peter Von
Tobel, Erin Deblander, Joan Calderwood,
Scott McDermid, Jen Kent, Christina Hart,
Christina Rutigliana, Amy Frederick,
Kristin Hines, Krist)' Reed, Dan Mayer,
Ellen Sweeris, Kris JoJmson, Sarah Felix,
Virgil Hughes -photo by Drew Valpatic
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Right: Freshmen help
out during the fall Com-
munity Plunge daj
pilioto submitted by
"owser
jane
O
o
Z
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^iai a yeQ/L it was!
ReaLife kids goot off
during a Tuesday
night meeting, -photo
submitted by Rachael
Liebenmn
Hair-dying during the
Kansas City media
convention, -photo sub-
mitted by Abby
McLaughlin
The Adventure Club
goes hiking, -photo
submitted by Rylan
Kahly
174 C?.%^
Chamber Orchestra per-
forms during the Christmas
Concert, -photo submitted by
the Music Dept.
Above Left: English Hall PA's
spread a little holiday cheer, -photo
submitted bi/Michelle Scott
Above: Rice Pilaf Players enjoy
themselves during a night of improv.
-plioto submitted by CliffJohnson
Far Left: Probe-ees Erin Pashley,
Sara Odam and Harper Price find
themselves to be stuck in the
middle of freshmen chaos, -photo
by Lindsay Keyes
Left: High School Leadership
Cabinet at the Saturday luncheon.
-photo submitted by Cheri Vander
Ploeg
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^ 100k back.
f
In 1913 these were all of the
students involved in TU
athletics.
1953, 11 TU men
)k the first of
^eral Venture for
:tory basketball
ssion teams to
Over the years Taylor has com-
peted in various intercolligate
sports, including field hocky
and wrestling .
176 Q&ports
This year was a huge year for the Trojan
football team as they competed in the
national playoffs for the first time in TU
history. Here senior Jon Lembright
lunges after an opponent with tenacity.
sp^ris.
Q&ports V77
Trojan defense takes
down the opponent with
force.
—photo by Drew Valpatic
Taylor s football program controversy among Taylor
was first established in 1948 administrationand alumni as
by coach Don Odle. This to whether football was a
first team, on which eight "Christian" activity. They
ofthe 11 starters had never finished that season with a
played football, faced some perfect and 8 record. -^
178 c^ooihtll I
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We lost so
much that first
year that we
' bratedwhen
von the coin
Kch Odle
kC^ehntlsfx S^hampianv
Oockery. Q. Hirsfis. ft. Smith, G. Stanlei/. J. Soos. Fourth row: C.
^' Football
As the Taylor Trojans attempted to
build upon the previous year's success,
the seniors emphasized being "relent-
less." Success in football is determined by
many factors, but the most important one
is the attitude of the players. As coach Wilt
always says, "Football is 20% physical and
80% mental." With this in mind, the team
strived tc^be relentless in every aspect of
life.
The season started off strong, but a loss
to Tiffin made the team even more relent-
less in its preparation, execution and fo-
cus. This reemphasis paid off with im-
sive victories in the next couple of
es. The team found it could play with
when it lost to the second ranked
the lyi^a, Tri-State, in the last
Though the %iM|lt»l|^t that game, it
gave them confidence a^Metermination
going into the last gam&s of the season-
games that would determine the confer-
ence champion. With an exhilarating vic-
tory over rival Olivet Nazarene, and wins
in two other games, Taylor earned its first
conference championship since 1967, and
its fij§t«e||ps' entry into national playoffs.
For the first round of the playoffs, the
Trojans traveled to California to battle
Asuza Pacific. This game epitomized Tay-
lor footbalK *Pfeying in 'lfi^ gf,
s mistakes.
:larter, down 28-7,
Taylor started coming back. With impor-
tant stops by the defense and some quick
scores by the offense, the Trojans came
back to tie the game. Even though Asuza
won the gamewith a last second field goal.
the Trojans were able to hold their heads
high. Each player knew that he had given
his all for the glory of God.
—Peter Brummond
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SeniorOwen Cooper gives his all
in the last leg of a home meet.
-photo by Jim Gnrriiiger
Tim Kitonyi stays ahead of the
competition to complete a strong
performance.
-photo by LindsayKeyes
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Taylor cross country is
known for its tradition of
winning. Over the years
this team haswon title after
title, and has produced
numerous All-American
athletes. Since the 70's, TU
Men's Cross Country has
180 O^ihn's ^racc &ounlw
won 10 national
championships and many
conference titles. One only
needs to glance at the trophy
case in the gym to see the
long-standing tradition of
Taylor Cross Country.
Three year (69, 70, 71)
All-American, four
year All-conference,
and 1969 NAIA
,' i National Champion
I'
Ralph Foote was
ijl' inducted into the TU
^ Hall of Fame in 1976.
^
O^tra^^sr^ yf the, ^ap
m
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Above: Paul Ritchie keeps his pace in good time at a home meet. -Tphoto
by Jim Garringer
Thisyear'sJarheads were: OwenCooper, Jason Cussen,TimHoeflinger,
Virgil Hughes, MattHutchinson,TimKitonyi, JoelNewton, Paul Ritchie,
JonathanRodriguez, GabrielRop, JoshRugema, Mike Sandelin,Sammy
Siratei, and Jonathan Tabor -photo by Jim Garringer
Mer^^ross Country
change wa^^ffge part of the 1998
edition of the Jarheads (men's cross coun-
try). After graduatiite^nrly half the 1997
team this year's gra^Hw^ depending on
the large and talen^Pip^iomore class to
help fulfill the j^^BBjl^cpectations for
the cross coil^^^^^^^Bn's continued
suflcess. Infll^^^^H^Kam's previous
chase national cnampion^jpined our pro-
gram. With the additiordp Kip we knew
ed ranks, our
(d to fulfill and
bughout the fall,
outs enhanced
s. After one spe-
's on the dike), we
y of our top-five
that, despite our di
team was well posi
exceed expectations
long, challenging w
summer training effo
cific workout (12 x 10^
all knew we were woj
NAIA ranking. By thfcme we got to the
conference meet, we hgd overcome many
racing challenges. Vicferies at several key
invitationals gave usjipl confidence to win
our sixth straight I^K^^^Jiampipnship.
Byhandily winning theMCC, we received
an automatic bid to the 43rd annual NAIA
Championship meet in Kenosha, WI. Led
by senior co-captain Owen Cooper, the
Jarhead national team was no stranger to
big meet competition. Each of the top
seven Taylor runners expended their ut-
most at the National Championship. The
team was rewarded for the effort with a
thiid steaight^^^^^^^
^American hon-
ors. The season's efforts paid off. By the
end of the 1998 season, our smaller group
experienced the camaraderie only cross
country running provides. Only through
God's blessing and strength were we able
to draw together our God-given indi-
vidual abilities into another winning Tay-
lor cross country season. Thank you. Fa-
ther, Jarheads (our very best friends), Tay-
lor, and Coach Coy for changing us into
the people (Jarheads) we are.
-Owen Cooper, Paul Ritchie, Danny Smith
(class of '99)
OMen's &WSS G^amrtp
Coach
Bullock
running
along side his
first team
Although Cross Country
has been a long-standing
tradition at Taylor, a
women's team was not
organized until 1984.
The name Maddawgs
; was originated in 1990.
In the last 15 years, TU
Women's Cross Country
has won seven district
andconference
championships.
W
Julie Nor finishes strong at a
home meet.
--photo by Jim Garringer
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Clockwise from left: Rachel Clark, Kelli Bowers, Beth Stahl, Nicole
Bragg, Jamie Jorg, Amber Kostelny, Alina Bond, Connie Sparks,
Megan Halgren, Amanda Brown, Julie Nor, Staci Klutz, Kristina
Ammerman, Jessica Thompson, Jen Dorenbos, Jody Thompson,
Christel Deal, Kristen Kloosterhouse, Tammy Lykins, and Coach
Bullock --photo by Jim Garringer
6^6ncentrated &razine.^.i
Women's Cross Country
The Maddawgs do not worry too much about craziness. Coach
Bullock says craziness has been an issue with every Taylor women's
cross-country team in his 15 years of experience. Coach encourages
unity, discipline, stretching, eating foods with iron, loving our families
and ignoring the Jarheads. This year Coach's ideals built a hard-
working and strong team. In almost every meet this year, a different
Maddawg finished in the number one position. However, this was
encouraging because it illustrated each
team member's ability to give her best.
Throughout all the tough meets of the
season we encouraged each other to
give 100% for God and for coach.
As seniors we feel that this has been
the strangest and craziest cross-country
season in which we have participated.
Many factors have contributed to this
strangeness, but we enjoyed them all.
The Maddawgs and Coach Bullock have
been two of the most meaningful and
positive influnces in our Taylor experi-
ence. Thank you Coach and team for
Amber Kostelny, Jessica Thompson,
^j^^ memories and friendship.
Connie Sparks, and Christel Deal
^
j-.
, j r . • tx7 ±
, rn »,. jj . xu — 1671 Dorenbos ana Staci Kliitz
cheer on fellow Maddawgs to the *
finish line.
—photo by Jim Garringer
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Daniel Hernandez faces
aggressive competion with ease
.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
Dan Rhodes protects the ball from
his opponent, using some fancy
footwork.
-photo by Drew Valparic
The men's soccer team at
Taylor started as a club, but
became an official Taylor
team in 1983. This first team
(coached by Joe Lund as
well)made a good showing,
proceeding to the second
round of both the NCCAA
and NAIA championships.
They continued to grow, and
in 1993, the Taylor men's
soccer team won it's first
NAIA Championship!
The 1993 soccer
team celebrates
after winning theNAIA
Championship.
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' ' Men's Soccer
After coining off a successful season in
1997, the Taylor soccer team was looking
to repeat as conference champs. Unfortu-
nately, thatwas not to be. Battling perhaps
the toughest schedule in their history, tl^g
Trojan men never managedto get ful^ up
and running. TheiSSrigoiHl^s scheou
^onsisted of fi¥^;i«mie gaing|y
^overnight triffes^taWiJeW York
This took if's toll on the men
them with a cii|g,ppointing
and a season nnishing losj
Wesleyan^n the semi
ence tournament,
ing endin
able to place'
Conference Team: Chad Dale, StiTart
Davis, Ryan Eefhisse; Bryan Floi:a, and
Dan Rhodes. Eernisse was also named as
an Honorable Mention All-American.
With many returning underclassmen,
however, the team is looking toward a
pl^fcBjig season for 1999.
t
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Back row: Coach Joe Lund, Dan Rhodes, Steve Miir
Jason Isenburge, Rob Livington, Daniel Hernandez, Joi
Tim Knipp, Josh Speas, Bryan Flora
Front row: Nate Marquard, Chad Dal, AaronBisheimer, RyanEermsse,
Stuart Davis, Steve Wardle, Chris Keller, Andy Albert -photo by Jim
Garringer
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After two years as a
promising club, the
Taylor worrien's soccer
team finally became an
official intercollegiate
team in 1996.
Tn^irst^\e first women's soccer
! coach at Taylor was
Robert Jumonville.
Three of this year's
seniors.AmySmallwood,
JenFisher, andVi Coulter,
weremembers ofthat first
«i
^
Becky Painter drives the ball down the field with
determination.
-photo by Drew Vnlpatic
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Back Row: Coach Larry Mealy, Elaina Wolfe, Jennifer Fisher, Abigail
Grinell, Emily Richmond, Rebekah Taylor, Becky Painter, Vicki
Siegrist, Karen Phelps, Debbie Douglass, Karin Staffin, Catherine
Alexander, Assistant Coach
Front Row: Amy Smallwood, Cathy Sopcisak, Allison Isler, Heather
Rogers, Shannon Laketek, Melinda Simpson, Jessica Green, Vi
Coulter- -photo by Jim Garringer
WomefTs Soccer
The Taylor women's soccer team had a great season. They started off
slow, with two wins and three losses the first five games. Hard work
and determination led the ladies to a seven -game winning streak, with
all but one of those being shut-outs. In fact, with the exception of
Spaulding, who only got past the Trojan defense once to score, all of the
team's wins this season were shut-outs. With only two more losses all
season the women ended with an impressive 10-5 record.
The lady Trojans were also proud to have two of their teammates,
Jessica Green and Debbie Douglass, selected to be on the 1998 Mid-
Central Conference All Conference team. -Sarah Willhoite
Vicki Siegrist
maneuvers
around her
opponents
with ease.
- p h t b \/
Lindsay Kcyes
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Matt Johnson concentrates on
the ball during an intense match.
—photo by Jim Garringer
Dan Rocke returns his
opponent's hit with ease.
—photo by Jim Garringer
,-^i
was a powerhouse in the
conference during the late 60s
and early 70s. From 1966 to 1977
the team won 12 straight
coriference championships! i
t
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C:s^0p6ful Q^uccess
"^ Men's Tennis
' The 1998 men's tennis season began
WL high expectations after a disappoint-
second place finish the previous year.
f The team wasted no time in setting its goal
I on duplicating the 1996 termis season's
results; a season which gave the men's
i teiiius program its first conference crown
^
and national tournament birth in over a
decade. As the season progressed, it be-
'^came apparent that Taylor was one of the
Ipivorites for the conference champion-
Fship. With the loss of only one varsity
starter, and the addition of several tal-
ented freshmen, team members knew that
they would have a chance for the title.
However, the season ended with a repeat
second place finish at conference. While
not winning the championship was disap-
pointing, the season was still a success in
\ the minds of its players and coaches.
'^ One of the reasons for the team's success
;
was the commitment demonstrated by
each member. On the court, team mem-
bers could be counted on to push each
other during practice and to support the
other players at the matches when the
going got tough. The success of the 1998
^^
team was also linked to Head Coach Don
% Taylor and Assistant Coach Shawn
'' Flanary. Their leadership and coaching
^ >v enabled the team to improve physically,
1
mentally and spiritually. This termis sea-
son also producedmanymemories on and
off the court. Cards in the van, grueling
practices in the heat, challenging irutia-
tives, the girls tennis team and the Ken-
tucky trip marked some of the highlights
of the season. The termis team is still
young, and with experience the men's ten-
'
^ nis program will be a force to be reckoned
I with in the future. ~ Craig Evans
bhawn Flatoery
Frontrow: Trent Jackson, KitBuechley, MattBlume, Matthew Prentice
Not pictured: Ryan Peterson
—photo hy Jim Garringer
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Taylor did not have a
women's tennis team
until 1977. However, they
firushed with a 9 - record
that year!
^ The 1986 Women's
tennisteam opted to sport
Bermuda shorts in place
of tennis skirts.
"We will never forget our
beloved coach's enthusiasm,
positive attitude and fun-
loving spirit. We will all miss
him dearly."
--Emily Tipton
Carrie Johnson returns with a
powerful backhand.
—photo by Jim Garringer
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Sara Webb follows through a serve with determination.
—photo by Jim Garringer
Women's Tennis
Four returning players. Four new players. One exceptional coach.
We knew that our competition would be tough this year, and that we
would be challenged to play our best in all our matches. After placing
fourth during conference play, we were determined to place higher at
the conference tournament in Indianapolis. With Natalie Cook placing
1st at 4th singles, Sara Webb and Carrie Johnson placing 2nd at 1st
doubles, and Emily Tipton and Cook
placing 2nd at 2nd doubles, we tied for
second place. Webb was also honored
with the prestigious All-Conference
player award.
What happened on the court, how-
ever, will not live in our memories as
long as what happened off. Devotions,
fun with the guys team, the Econo
Lodge, long talks in the van and, "I think
you ate my socks!" How could we forget
the practice we spent taking pictures of
coach and his sporty car? And whatever
happened to those four dozen Krispy
Kreme doughnuts? These are the
memories that will not be forgotten.
Tennis doesn't bring in flocks of fans
or big headlines. We play the game for
our teammates, for our school, and for
our Lord. We play the game because we
love it
.
--Emily Tipton ^
Right to left: Desiree Caldwell,
Emily Tipton, Natalie Cook,
Stephanie Dunn, Carrie Johnson,
Sara Webb, Christy Shrieve, Coach
Rick Seamen, Kim Varner
—photo by Jim Garringer
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Senior Ben Metzger rips into
another drive, -photo by Jim
Ganinger
Ben Metzger, Dwayne Safer, and
Wes Kent walk down the fairway
during a practice round at
Walnut Creek.
-plioto by Jim Garringer
The first golf team was
established atTaylor in 1948.
This team, consistirig of only
four members, was know as
the "Turf-diggers." Since
then Taylor's Golf team
has thrived. In the late
sixties and early seventies
the team was coached by
Don Odle.
The first golf
team atTaylor.
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Golf
Taylor's golf team rode a wave of
momentum coming into the 1999 season.
After participating in the 1998 National
Tournament, and having a strong fall sea-
son, themenwere
past accomplis.
successful sprin;
For t
team had thre^
lected to the
Seniors Ben Met
along witib junior
to the team
re^^l^^o:
hj^^^Hv
to followup those
ith an equally
in row, the
who were se-
oiafeyence. team,
fer.
tion, but h
of potential
Winrf
and will
hg next year's
Olson and Justin
,es in leading this
nish in the confer-
as the lone freshman
He saw limited ac-
an enormous amount
future.
e Manchester Invita-
tional was a great start into spring season.
The team worked hard to maintain their
level of play^^d it continued throughout
ey ended the conference
cond place finish and a
[They carried thatplay into
toui|||{li?nt, and success-
fully moved on to nationals for the second
straight year. This team's hard work and
desire has again set a precedent for the
future teams to emulate.-Ben Metzger
the season
play with
record of 3
the confere'
.^^EcW
Back row: Wes Kent, BenMetzger, Dwajme Safer, JeffHager, CoachJoe
Romine
Front row: Justin Michels, Josh Olson, Jared Seamen, Jon Fall
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After
winning
theNCAA
champoinship
in 1991, the
team realizes
all its hard
work has paid off.
In 1984 and '85
roommates and co-
captians Tracey Bane and
Theresa Summit were
both named All-
Americans.
The first TU volleyball
team was established in
1974.
Laurie Dunkerton and Brittany Huyser prepare
to meet the challange the other team presents as
they serve the ball.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
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Back Row: Head Coach Angie Fincannon, Heather Pickerell, Angela
Olinghouse, Laurie Dunkerton, Assistant Coach Tammy Smith,
Assistant Coach Lorelee Smith
Middle Row: Amy Stucky (athletic trainer), Amy Croft, Alison
Mathews, Stephanie Teeters, Brittany Huyser, Karen Tanner (student
trainer)
Front Row (Sitting): Carol Hahnstadt, Becky Plass, Amber McClure
-photo by Jim Garriiiger
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Volleyball
The joy of the Lord will be my strength! I will not falter walking by
faith. Heismy shelter, I am not afraid! The joy of the Lord ismy strength.
It was this joy that allowed the 1998 volleyball team to overcome
numerous obstacles. As we eagerly awaited the finishing of the gym
floor, we headed to the Fort Wayne campus to begin our grueling pre-
season. We had a lot of uncertainty, but we accepted these challenges
with open arms. Upon finishing pre-camp, we flew our sore bodies to
sunny West Palm Beach, Florida. Here we participated in services and
sharing God through song with high school kids and the homeless. We
also played in a tournament to kick off our season at Palm Beach
Atlantic. Back to Indiana! With the slow progress being made on the
gym floor we felt homeless, and flexibility became our team word.
AgainGod intervened and allowed us to make the Marion Coliseum our
home away from home. We got down to business and pulled our team
together. God taught us many things
throughout the season. Most importantly,
we learned how cruical teamwork is and
how to count on each other for support. We
also learned to put our faith in God through
any adversity. God took us further than we
thought we could go, and showed us that if
we trust in Him, the sky is the limit.
-Angela Olinghouse
Heather Pickrell spikes the ball into the bewildered
faces of her opponents with force.
-photo by Lindsay Keyes
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Alan Jones jumps above the
competition to make a shot.
-photo by Drew Vnlpatic
Nick David fakes a shot and
drives out of the way of the
defense, -photo by Dreiv Vnlpatic
Trojan basketball has
alwaysbeen apopular sport
at Taylor, and throughout
history, the Trojans have
shown why. With players
and coaches like James
Bushur, Ted Wright, Forest
Jackson, and Don Odle,
Taylor basketball has won
numerous championships, and
boasted many All-American
athletes. Trojan basketball has
been and will continue to be a
huge part of Taylor's rich
tradition.
Coach Don Odle
and the 1953
Trojans
congratulate
Forest Jackson as
he was named an
NAIA all-
American player.
>i'(h»s (basketball
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Men's Ba!asketball
The 1998-1999 season was not a season to
write home about, at least from a record
standpoint. The Trojans calculated a dis-
appointing overall record of 12-18; 4-10 in
the conference. However, there was a
silver lining on our "dark cloud of a sea-
son."
God tested our resilience, our ability to
come back, our will to continue working
hard, and our faithfulness to Him. We lost
seven conference games where we were
I
ahead in the last two minutes of the game,
I three of those we lost in ovejijfla^fd one
iad;,of
of^e
cfi rubbed off
Practices stayed
l^tmued p^ work
uswithlwo vic-
Bethel, atj^ num-
•ton|
^
ve passed God's test of
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ass a 12-18 record. Be
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Back row. Head CoachPaul Paterson, Ast. Coach Steve Brooks, Nathan
Epple, Pete Schreur, Andrew Davis, Derek Taatjes, Chuck Morrison,
Ryan Rykse, Ast. Coach Jerome Foley
Front row: Tyson Jones, Trent Schrader, Nick David, Corey Jackson,
Alan Jones, Brian Bickel, Ben Essenburg, Brian Ross, Jodie Lynch
-])hoto by ]im. Garringer
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The 1911
women's
basket-
ball team
Women's basketball
has been a tradition at
Taylor since the
begining of the century
The female Trojans have
traditionally been called
Trojanes
Until the mid 70'
s
Taylor women played
basketball in skirts or
jumpers.
Jen Peak wins the tip off, giving the TaylorWomen
a starting advantage.
-photo by Drew Vnlpatic
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Back row: Coach Tena Kravise, Brittany Miller, Julie Rubel, Carrie
Fields, Kristi Ackley, Jessa Turner, Lori Klotz, Betsy McWhorter,
Amy Frederick, Assistant Coach Val Scott
Front row: Michelle Noyes, Erin Hutton, Tara Shellabarger, Melissa
Simms, Jen Peak, Kati Bolton, Tiffany Glingle
-photo by Jim Garringer
^ Women's Basketball
The youth movement that entered the 1998-1999 TayJor Lady Trojan's
basketball team resulted in predictions for us to finish next to last in the
MCC Conference. Despite the overall pre-season ratings, as a team we
were determined to make it to the top. From the beginning we set our
goals high and let nothing get in the way of our success.
What we didn't expect is that we were going to lose three of our
freshmen to season-ending injuries and face many other obstacles along
the way. Many times I asked God, "Why is this happening to our team?"
He reminded me that sometimes we have to be broken to be made new.
Experiencing each of these trials throughout the season only made us
stronger for the road ahead. God brought us all together for a reason and
my job was to set an example of Christ's love. God is good, all the time!
"We were never meant to make it on
our own. When the load becomes too
heavy and your feet too tired to walk; I will
carry you and we'll be carried on. God
will carry us!" Our excellence was never
an accident; it was always the result of
high intention, determined effort, and
skilled execution. -Tara Shellabarger
Michelle Noyes drives down the
court with determination.
-photo by Drew Valparic
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Trojan spirit has always
been high here at Taylor,
but there were no
offically recognized
cheerleaders until the
mid-forties.
Taylor once had seperate
cheerleaders, pom-pom
girls and a pep squad.
The
1948
cheer-
leaders
show
their undying spirit.
Aaron Young, Harper Price and Joel Sommer
boost Karin Knapp, Michelle Toy and Kelly
Mahoney up in the air to give a resounding TU
cheer, -photo by Drew Valpntic
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Back: Harper Price, Paul Steves, Heather Jaggers, Molly
Pangborn, Nick Pastermack, Jesse Adams, Joel Sommer,
Aaron Young, Kelly Mahoney
Front: Lori Jackson, Michelle Toy, Karin Knapp,
Not pictured: Amanda Giloy -photo courtesy ofMolly Pangborn
•^
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1998-99 was an exciting and memorable year for the T.U. cheerleaders.
We began the year with high expectations for our season. We started by
marching in the Upland Labor Day Parade. Throughout the school year,
we cheered for football and both men and women's basketball, and
performed routines at Hoopsteria and the Ivanhoe's Classic. Also,
through cheerleading clinics for the children of Upland and the cheer-
leaders at Eastbrook High School, and through our interaction with
teams, fans and other squads, we sought to minister by our testimony
and example. During our spring break trip to Jamaica, we shared our
faithby performing for thousands of school children and other members
of the community. We believe God truly used us to touch the lives of
those people, and He also ministered to us through the faith of the
Jamaican Christians. After returning, we ended our season with a
performance to kick off Youth Conference.
This year we saw God work in us, with us, and sometimes even despite
us. We were shown many times during the
season that, although we should put our best
effort in to all we do, it is ultimately God who
does the work. Throughout the season, I was
often reminded of the promise of Exodus
14:14, "The Lord will fight for you; you need
only to be stiW." -Kelly Mahoney
The Cheerleading squad spent their spring break on
a mission trip to Jamaica. It was a memorable, and
powerful experience for them all, as well as for those
they ministered to. Here they are pictured with thier
sponsers Mary and Roger Rayburn.
-photo courtesy ofMary Rayburn
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Ivar Isacsson demonstrates his
skill as he pitches yet another
strike, -photo by Drew Vnlpatic
Jeremy Roberts instictively
follows through as he hits a
grounder to third. -photo by
Drew Valpntic
Baseball has always been a popular
sport at Taylor, with a team existing
since the begirung of the century.
Taylor baseball has boosted many
excellant players, and been very
successful over the years. This
year Taylor graduate (1998)
Mario Hernandez signed a
major league contractwiththe
Cleveland Indians.
In 1925 TU
baseball was
"noted for their
cleanliness and
fairness."-! 925
Gem
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Baseball
ifloach Larry Winterholter, Derek Ganshom, Jeremy
, - -/le Gould, Chris Palmer, RyanLinenger, Ben Asper,Ryan
Zeeb, Tony Dattilio, Scott Blackford, Ryan Miller, Dan Rocke
Second row: Sean Eden, Justin Johnson, Ivar Isacsson, Daniel
Hernandez, Steve Vander Wal, Kevin Taylor, Andy Kravel, Matt
Sevems
Front row: Tyson Jones, Cody Chaney, Joel Martin
Everyone knows that playing a col-
lege sport can be pretty demanding on an
ask the members of the
team. Countless hours
d ^ff the filed. Whether
II Ball, J-term condition-
eason practices in the
spidally during the sea-
hajL to dedicate most of
his timd^ffd energy to becorriing a better
baseball player. But Taylor baseball is a lot
more than just playing the game of base-
ball. The friendships formed and memo-
ries created are something that will be
remembered by every player. There were
many new faces, but the same old attitude
prevailed and the resultwas a verymemo-
rable season.
When thinking about the*eason so
many memories stick out, and here are a
few of them: J-Rob (Franchise) hitting 2
bombs on opening day against lU,
Palmer's "overrunning" first base, the
double-squeeze against IWU, Linny's
flawless singing, K.T. and V-Wal's first
ev^r collegiate homeruns, the Axnish din-
', Asper' s game-winning bomb against
Bethel, eating at Juice's house, Coach
Winterholter' s undying-devotion to the
And who could forget the Daytona
Spring Break trip? Playing Miami (OH) on
the way down, Sper climbing on the roof
of the Georgian Inn, riding the waves, the
wonderful lunches from the parents,
Cxikef?, "putt-putt", Baskin Robbins runs,
Mario's appearance, blonde hair frenzy,
20 foul poles at 85%, the seniors doing the
laumdry in the ghetto, communion on the
beach, and bus driver Ed-enough said.
You mav not understand all of
these memories, but I guarantee you the
baseball players do. All of the hard work
put in has defirutely reaped many ben-
efits. God blessed us with the ability to
play baseball, andwe were also blessedby
the memories thatwe will allhold forever.
-Ryan "Ace" Miller, ]oel "Boo"Martin, Kevin
"KT" Taylor, and Steve "V-Wal" Vander Wal
<3§>c(S6ball
Taylor women's softball
started in 1974.
This year's softball team
made history with a 20
wm season.
The only other time in
Taylor Softball history
the team has ended the
season with 20 or more
wins was in 1993, when
the record was 21-17.
Emily Farray drills another one
right across the plate, -photo by
Lindsay Keyes
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Back row: Assistant Coach Christy Ellis, Ashley Lund, Kate Oates, Jill
Graper, Meredith Wolf, Cathy Stanley, Mindy Mannix, Melanie Mannix,
Coach Joe Lund
Front row: Emily Farray, Lindsay Lund, Robin Lockridge, Leah Rukes,
Deb Butler, Loni Weber
^^ ^ ' Softball
Great Expectations! These words sum up the softball team's
hopes as they entered the 1999 season. Most of the team was returning,
but there were some new faces in the dugout. The Muscles from
Brussels, Q, Stan the Man and Niner all stepped up to play roles on the
team.
We started the season out slow, but gained momentum so that by
Spring Break we were flyin' high in Lake City. The Florida Trip taught
us many lessons. ..you actually have to touch first base for the play to be
complete; it doesn't matter how many injuries you have, playing is still
possible; to "Say You Can" is to believe; Roger Rabbit is in fact related to
Kevin Bacon; and ALWAYS, ALWAYS check the bathroom for bus
drivers before you enter (Yikes!).
After the trip we returned home to
sporadic Indiana weather, yet our spirits
were lifted by extra inning heroics (St.
Francis) and the birth of little Elaina Rose.
The regular season came to a close and
with one swift sweep, we locked up sec-
ond place in the confrence for the first time
in Taylor history. A special thanks to B-
dog for keeping us laughing: Boooom
Boooom!
Mindy Mannix is on her toes and
ready for anything as the next pitch
comeshome, -photo by Lindsay Ke\/es
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R)'an Mitchell launches the discus
with brute force, -phoio by Scott
Shepherd
Jeff lagulli pulls ahead in the 200-
meter dash at Troy State in
Alabama during spring break.
-photo by Scott Shepherd
The TU men's track team
has long been a fierce
competitor in the
and wirming regional titles.
In 1975, Trojan tracksterGary
Friesen set the HBCC high
conference with many jump record at seven feet
members setting records wearing only one new shoe.
GaryFriesen soaring
over the seven foot
bar in 1975.
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Joe Cebulski just clears the bar in the high jump. -photOi
Shepherd J
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Warner Ozman also
coached the Trojans, won
NCCAA coach oftheyear
in 1984, and qualified for
the Olympic marathon
trials in 1984.
^^ Two of the three
women in the TU
Athletic Hall of Fame are
former tracksters.
80's track star Lori
Shepard claimed the title
National High Jump
Champion in both 1982
and 1984.
r.A
Jody Thompson sets the pace as she
stays in front of the competition.
-photo by Jim Gnrringer
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Jenny Kline
glides over the
hurdles with a
smooth stride
and steady
rhythm.
-photo by ]im
Ganinger
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Women s Track and Field
The Taylor women's track and field team is made up ofmany different
kinds of women. Some enjoy running long miles in the rain, others like
to run short and fast distances, some even like to throw objects or run
over obstacles. It's through these differences and talents that we formed
a team that was unique and special.
This track season was challenging. The team was smaller in number
than prior teams, and early in the season we struggled with several
injuries. The weather was not cooperating, and the plague of injuries
made it very difficult to see future success. This affected our attitudes as
well as our performance.
As the season progressed, we realized that we were not performing to
the best of our abilities. That is when we asked the question, "Who are
we performing for?" We realized that we were not just performing for
ourselves, but for each other and, most
importantly, for our Lord Jesus Christ. As
the team developed unity, we began to run
our personal bests for Jesus, who had been in
the stands all along.
Through our struggles and obstacles
this season we gained friendships, life
long lessons, endurance, memories, unity,
and, most impportantly,spiritual growth.
-Evelyn Aponte
Tracy Hale hands off to Rebecca
DeGeyter for the next leg of the relay.
-photo by Jim Ganinger
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Coach T.J.
L e B 1 a n c
adjusts a
bridle during
practice in
1992.
m-W
The Taylor Equestrian
program has competed
intercoUegiately for the
last 13 years.
^- This is the first
year students fronn Fort
Wayne have participated
on the team.
The Taylor Equestrian
team practices at JTL
Stables, approximately
seven miles campus.
Amy Simon and Lynn Sievert take a
break in the horse trailer during
practice this winter, -photo courtsey of
Lori Nye
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Anica Yoder, Johanna Eisenbraun, Sarah Nachtigal, Kellie O'Connell,
Lynn Sievert, Sarah Boving, Alyssa Endres, Amy Simon, Amanda
Schaeffer, Bethany Wiseman, Heather VanMeter, Jennifer Wood,
Rick Henderson (TUFW), Kim Chonin, Dhurta Kola (TUFW), Lori
Nye, Tara Allison, Erie Tubbs (TUFW)-p/!oto courtsey of Lori Nye
Potable (3iaEcitement
Equestrian
The Taylor University Equestrian team has been competing in the
IHSA (Intercollegiate Horse Show Association) shows for 13 years
under Coach T.J. LeBlanc ofJTL Stables. Both male and female, we share
a love for horses and desire to increase our knowledge and riding ability.
We strive to glorify God through our riding and to exemplify Jesus
Christ in our words, attitudes and hard work.
This year's shows were sponsored by Taylor, Notre Dame,
Purdue, Ball State and Saint Mary of the Woods, and 11 different teams
participated.
Taylor Equestrians experienced a very exciting year! We added
15 new members to our returning nine, including six members from
Taylor Fort Wayne campus. We survived T.J.'s torture lessons ("Jockey
Position!"), had a blast at every horse
show ("Anyone up for bowling?"), made
new friends, and learned a lot.
Special thanks to our hard-working
horses: John-Boy, Scoops "the Piranha",
Noodles "Elderly but still got Bite",
Patrick "Lame-a-lot", Sambucca, Shadow
the Great, Henry "New Kid on the Block",
and Keeper "Always Game." -Lori Nye
Johanna Eisenbraun, Alyssa Endres, Bethany
Wiseman, Amy Simon, and Lynn Sievert show
off their awards, with their proud coach, TJ
LeBlanc. -photo courtsey of Lori Nye
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Matt Brandenberger drives down
the field, determined to score
another Second West
touchdown. -p/7ofo by Jim
Gnninger
Joy Santos powers through the
defense during an intense First
South (and Cellar) football game.
-photo by Annie Catron
Over the years, Taylor has Philalethian societies. Taylor
always had a strong intramurals have involved
intramural program. The many sports including ping-
first intramurals were pong, wrestling, archery, and
competitions between the croquet.
Thalonian, Eulogonian, and
T.U. womei
p 1 a y i n j
intramura
croquet in 1950.
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Far Above: A view of Helena Memorial Hall during
the spring, -photo by Dreiv Valpatic
Above: One of the Sammy boys makes an in-
credible leap to catch the frisbee, during an in-
tense game of "Ultimate Frisbee." -photo by Drew
Valpatic
Right: The Sammy Morris fountains, one of our
campus' most scenic spots, -photo by Nancy Forster
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/""^ /^ o now we've come to the end.
I \ y^The end of the book, and the
^i—-X_-/ end of a century full of laughter,
tears, love, pain and growth. A time with
which God has truly blessed the community
of Taylor. From the very beginning in 1846,
Taylor has been a great part of God's plan for
the world. Why else would anyone put a
well-known and respected university in the
middle of a small community in rural Indi-
ana? There are reasons, way beyond our
comprehension. We ask ourselves why we
came out into the middle of nowhere to edu-
cate ourselves, and yet the answer is so clear.
For the same rea-
sons that the gen-
erations before us
did. Because
Taylor is an amaz-
ing place where
our minds will be
cultivated, and
our hearts filled
with love for God
and His kingdom.
Taylor has
changed over the
past 100 years,
and it will continue to do so in the years to
come. But no matter the extent of those
changes, Taylor's love for God and desire to
seek His will shall remain constant. And, as
with every ending, there is a beginning. For
Taylor, the new century will bring many
opportunities for more laughter, tears, love,
pain and growth. -Abby McLaughlin
End of an
^ra
Above: A student enjoys a warm afternoon by
the Sammy fountains, -photo by Drew Valpatic
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Ilium Staff
Right: Chaos during a
monday afternoon
meeting.
Co-Editors in Chief
Nancy Forster & Abby McLaughlin
Student Life Editor
Devon Marie Trevarrow
Album Editor
Jaime Holzworth
Academics Editor
Nancy Forster
Photography Editors
Lindsay Keyes & Drew Valpatic
Sports Editor
Sarah Willhoite
People Editor
Joe Ann Hervey
Clubs & Organizations Editor
Abby McLaughlin
Advisor
Laurel Thomas Gnagey Financial Advisor
Dale Jackson
HerffJones Representative
Joelle Schrader
Above: Devon tracking down some Stu-
dent Life articles (probably the one for
Spiritual Renewal!).
Far Right: Chilling in the office. Back:
Jaime, Lindsay, Drew, Joe Ann Front: Sa-
rah, Abby, Devon and Nancy.
Right: The life of an editor. Computers,
old books, music, layouts, and caffeine.
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Co-editors, Nancy and Abby.
Well, here we are. The end of the book.
It's been one LONG, CRAZY year. We
came in as two new stvidents and took
on a job that seemed reasonable at the
time. AT THE TIME!!!!! Now we look
back and realize just how stupid we
were. But, nevertheless, we made it.
This book is now in your hands, and out
of ours. Okay, so it wasn't all bad. We
like to exaggerate. There are some fun
times to remember. The deadline nights
that lasted 13 hours or more, Jaimie and
her lovemaking to the printer, Sarah's
crazy sayings, Lindsay and Drew's
countless hours in the darkroom, 3a.m.
encounters with Campus Safety,
Devon's phone tag relationship with
Andrew Draper, bonding (or fighting)
with the Echo staff on Thursday nights,
and who knows what else. But now we
have to say some thank-you's. To our
staff— you guys are great! Without your
dedication and talent, we would have
never gotten done. To Laurel— you are
an amazing woman. Thank you so
much for being our advisor and our
friend. We love you! Carol, Sherri and
the rest of the Communications Depart-
ment— thanks for everything! And to
everyone else who put up with us when
we were cranky and awful (Elizabeth),
thank you so much! Now it's time for
us to go catch up on some of the five-
billion hours of sleep we lost this semes-
ter. God Bless!
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Aalbregste, Alysha 117
Abbott, Christine 80
Abbott, Julia 102
Abernathy, Lucas 126
Abney, LeeAnn 98
Ackley, Kristi 108, 199
Adams, Jesse 80, 201
Adams, Kimberly 102, 157
Addison, Kelli 106, 165
Adkison, Leon 54
Ahrens, Kristen 37, 105, 168
Alsworth, Sonnet 130
Alt, Leanne 112, 157
Altorfer, Jeremiah 80
Altorfer, Joseph 126
Amerson, Erin 131
Ammerman, Kristina 117, 183
Amon, Ryan 121, 170
Amos, Elizabeth 130
Amstutz, Brad 80, 128, 165
Anders, Brian 149, 128
Anderson, Amber 74
Anderson, Cathie 103
Anderson, Chris 169
Anderson, Doug 179
Anderson, Heidi 130
Anderson, Jessica 80
Anderson, Seth 132, 133
Andreasen, Lisa 118
Andrews, Emily 102
Andrews, Jennifer 81
Ankney, Charles 81
Anselmo, Kevin 65, 81
Anselmo, Mark 136, 143
Aoun, John 67, 128, 151, 157
Aponte, Evelyn 81
Aquila, Jason 99, 150, 162
Armstrong, Alexis 56
Armbruster, Ashley 108
Armes, Brian 119
Armstrong, Heidi 131
Armstrong, Jackie 62
Arremony, Jenni 103, 165
AscWiman, Tad 123
Aschliman, Tyson 81, 124
Asper, Benjamin 127, 203
Astrofox, Robert 143
Augsburger, Shonda 105
Aukerman, Dave 119, 149
Aulen, Amber 101, 151,161,165
68
Bach, Jami 104
Bacon, Bonnie 81, 110
Bailey Betsy 98, 149
Baker, Beulah 56
Baker, Kimberly 116, 149, 161
Bakerink, Denise 72
Balasingham, Noel 129
Baldwin, Bethany 109 151, 161
Baldwin, David 81, 149
Ball, Alan 119
Ballard, Benjamin 122
Baloski, Christina 81, 130
Balsbaugh, Claire 131
Bamford, Thomas 134, 179
Bane, Mark 146
Banter, Steve 60
Barber, Gary 62
Barcalow, Matt 127
Barcalow, Micah 120, 121
Barger, Torrey 104,163
Barnes, Andrew 124
Barnes, Derrick 123
Barnes, Eric 129, 161
Barnes, Jessica 140,151, 154
Bamett, Amelia 131, 149
Barrick, Eleanor 66
Bamett, James 136
Bamett, Ted 136
Bartlette, Laura 81, 153
Bartolome, Vince Dino 81, 141
Bartron, Joylane 55, 130, 167
Barve, Kimberley 107
Bass, Sara 81
Bates, Nate 169
Bauer, Bill 62
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Baugh, Jim 158
Bayes, Laura 81, 101, 169
Beadner, Aaron 128
Beam, Jeanelle 130, 165
Beam, Lindy 81
Beardslee, Mike 81, 119
Beck, Regan 81
Becker, Marsha 64
Becker, Nathan 138, 143, 149, 167
Bedi, Lori 155
Bedor, Debbie 130
Beebe, Susan 115
Beesley, Kimberly 107, 161, 167
Behnken, Caroline 107
Behnken, Talbott 153
Beitzel, Kelly 55, 106
Belgiano, Justin 120, 121, 155
Bell, Robert 81
Bell, Tiffany 104, 157
Bellito, Matt 132
Benberry Richard 151, 179
Benbow, Ron 64
Benbow, Ryan 129
Benjamin, Bob 52
Benjamin, Marcia 56
Bennett, Adam 49, 123
Bennett, Chris 52
Bennett, Katharine 28, 109, 153, 170
Bennett, Linda 60
Benson, Alisha 81, 158
Benson, Eric 123
Benteman, Mindy 81, 149, 167
Bentson, Scott 121
Beres, Beth 81
Bergens, Jennifer 100
Berger, Justin 124, 173
Bergstrom, Jeremy 32
Bernhardt, Natalie 103, 161
Berry, Jen 115, 152
Bertrand, Kyle 179
Bettenhausen, Mark 136, 137, 143, 153
Beutler, Jason 125
Bever, Michael 81, 129
Bickel, Brian 140, 197
Bicksler, Abram 119
Biederman, Kevin 129
Bierdeman, Christopher 138, 149, 168
Bierlein, Andrew 119, 147, 155
Billups, Drew 136, 143, 149,155
Binns, Martha 103, 151
Bird, Steve 15
Bisheimer, Aaron 123, 185
Bitner, Eric 134
Bitner, Erin 101
Black, Linda 62
Blackburn, Amy 131
Blackford, Martha 115
Blackford, Scott 132, 179, 203
Blackshire, Abigail 106, 155
Blakely Larry 49, 147
Blandin, Matthew 121, 179
Blazek, A. Jana 108
Bley Robert 120, 161, 162
Bliss, Anne 81
Block, Jeremy 87, 129, 157
Bloom, Jennifer 130
Bloss, Rhonda 102, 149
Blosser, Jeff 136, 137, 143,151
Blume, Matthew 134, 189
Boeve, Meredith 81, 95
Bohm, Jason 81
Bohm, Megan 100, 153, 161
Bolhuis, Mary 107
Bolin, Jennifer 130
Bollinger, Rebecca 81, 87, 140
Bollman, Bradley 126
Bolton, Brent 99
Bolton, Kathryn 111, 199
Bond, Alina 131, 183
Bonura, Joseph 81
Bonura, Loretta 104
Book, Mitchell 179
Booker, Duaine 179
Booth, Alissa 109, 161
Boatwright, Rod 60
Borgwardt, Sarah 101, 170
Boring, Sarah 100
Borowicz, David 121
Bosman, Kristin 114
Boss, Hillary 116
Bottiggi, Kara 105, 155
Bourne, Amber 57, 109, 147
Boutwell, Jeffrey 138
Boving, Sarah 211
Bowers, Kelli 107, 183
Bowman, Kate 104, 109, 158
Bradford, David 129
Bradford, Katie 140, 165
Bradish, Jordan 120, 121
Bradstreet, Charlotte 131
Brady Autumn 100,163
Bragg, Nicole 101, 183
Bragg, Scott 60
Bragg, Todd 126, 179
Braham, Erin 130
Bramer, Bradley 81, 87, 168
Brandenberger, Matt 124, 212, 220
Brandon, Michael 81, 165
Branham, Mark 60
Bray Russell 124, 149, 162
Brenneman, Daniel 81, 157
Brewton, Sarah 81
Briggs, J.R. 121, 151
Broberg, Cynthia 103, 161
Brock, Carol 62
Brodbeck., Kurt 138, 139
Bromley, Heidi 102
Brooks, Aaron 54, 81, 128, 161
Brooks, Adrienne 108
Brooks, Elissa 114
Brooks, Jodi 101, 149, 161
Brooks, Steve 197
Broucek, Andrew 136
Brown, Amanda 107, 183
Brown, Elizabeth 62
Brown, Josh 125, 147, 161
Brown, Kirsten 112, 146
Bruerd, Barak 81, 157
Bruerd, Joel 136
Brumfield, Rachel 101
Brummund, Peter 81, 179
Bruner, Todd 81, 136, 143
Bryan, Janet 81
Bryan, Paris 136
Bryant, Kristin, 112
Bryant, Robert 128
Bubar, Dan 83, 121, 151, 153, 165
Buda., Holly 117
Buechley, Kit 189
Bugno, Stephanie 131
Bullock, Coach 183
Burden, Stan 53
Burdine, James 119
Burket, Laura 100, 155, 161
Burkholder, Tim 161
Burkholder, Drew 37, 132
Burkholder, Timothy 50
Burnfield, Allison 100
Burnfield, Brad 136, 136, 137, 143, 157
Burrus, Martha 113, 147
Burtness, Rebekah 105
Burton, Chad 125
Butler, Deborah 130, 205
Butterfield, Renee 101, 157, 165
e
Cabezas, Andres 136, 137,143, 147,
151, 161
Cabrera, Chad 81, 132
Cahill, Scott 124, 169
Calderwood, Joan 116, 151, 167, 170,
173
Caldwell, Desiree 103, 191
Caldwell, Tyler 179
Calfee, Ben 143
Calvin, Rachel 62
Campbell, Angela 100, 153, 161
Campbell, Bruce 49
Campbell, Jaimie 82, 110, 147, 161
Campbell, Jennifer 104
Campbell, Sharon 48
Campbell, Walt 72
Canida, Benjamin 134
Cardinal, Cheryl-Lynn 118
Cardy Elizabeth 118
Cardy Liz 118
Carleton, Isaac 119
Carothers, Sarah 82
Carpenter, Charity 23, 82, 153, 162
Carpenter, Leslie 161
Carr, Douglas 119, 155
Carter, Deb 62
Carter, Marianne 52
Casbarro, Shaun 132, 133, 142
Case, Felicia 151
Case, Jeremy 64
Case, Scott 82
Cason, Julie 62
Castro, Joanna 113, 157,165
Catalano, Kristen 112, 168
Cates, Jacquelyn 104
Cates, Ronald 138
Catron, Anne 108, 167
Catt, Michelle 102
Cebulski, Joe 207
Cecil, Andrew 132
Chalfant, Emily 103
Chamberlin, Suzanne 82, 163
Chambers, Megan 113
Chambless, Missy 98, 157, 158
Chandler, Kathryn 140, 155
Chandler, Thomas 147
Chaney, Cody 132, 203
Chapin, Matthew 134
Chapman, Brent 72
Charles, Daryl 50, 170
Charles, Julie 106, 151, 161
Chase, Heather 106, 157
Chechowich, Faye 50
Chen,Jen-Hao 134,157
Chenery, Debbie 62
Cherono, Catherine 100
Chiero, Christopher 82, 179
Childers, Alethea 72
Childs, Angela 82, 149
Childs, Craig 129
Childs, Eric 82
Chiu, Daniel 99
Chivington, Ryan 138
Chonin, Kim 211
Christensen, Steve 74
Christner, Amy 82
Christophel, Christy 115
Christophel, Naomi 82
Chubb, Alicia 75, 107, 161
Cicero, Joanna 20, 82, 131, 168
Cicero, Joseph 109, 136, 137, 143
Clark, Ashley 117
Clark, John 120, 121
Clark, Megan, 116
Clark, Rachel 107, 183
Clarke, Leslie 82, 87, 115, 151, 153
Claybrook, Frederick 120, 121
Cline, Brent 137
Clough, Ryan 179
Coaster, Heather 118, 157
Codding, Eric 136
Coe, Jim 52
Coe, Matthew 82
Coggins, Sara 131, 157
Cole, Josh 179
Colley, Jason 82
Collins, Dana 66
Collymore, Ron 50
Comiskey, Laurie 82
Connor, Mary 131, 147, 173
Connor, Sarah 82
Conrad, Matthew 121
Conroy, Courtney 109
Constable, Timothy 120, 121, 146, 167
Cook, Andrew 129, 151
Cook, Erika 131, 151, 152, 173
Cook, Jessica 117, 149
Cook, Laura 62
Cook, Natalie 131, 191
Coombs, John 124
Coombs, Jonathan 82
Coons, David 122
Cooper, Corey 52
Cooper, Julie 105, 118, 170
Cooper, Owen 119, 180, 181
Coords, Cari 82
Corduan, Nick 2, 173
Corduan, Win 50
Corinnel, Abby 165
Cornehus, Jerod 123, 157
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'I look at the universe and I know there's an architect." -Jack Anderson
^ohphon
The 1999 Ilium, Volume 101, was produced by a student staff at Taylor University and published by
Herff Jones of Marceline, Missouri. Layouts were created using a PageMaster template for Aldus PageMaker
6.5 software on Macintosh computers.
Photography was processed by Ilium photographers Lindsay Keyes, Drew Valpatic and Sarah
Willhoite, Jack's Camera Shop in Muncie, In., Wal-Mart in Marion, In., and CVS Pharmacy in Gas City, In.
Other photographs were processed by Jim Garringer, University photographer, or submitted by students and
faculty. Additional photographs were scanned from old Taylor yearbooks dating from 1911-1998. Portraits
were taken by Jim McAdams of MJM Photography, Greentown, In.
The cover idea was created by the entire Ilium staff. The cover color is 1509 Dark Plum with Grain 00
Crush. Silkscreen color is 16 Pale Gold. Endsheets are CE 03 Natural with 0194 Maroon ink.
The body copy in this volume is Palatino. Headlines are in Vivaldi and Palatino, except in the clubs
and organizations section, where sub-headings were done in Freehand591 BT. Also, copy on the Ilium staff
page is done in Palooza. All captions are Palatino, and folios are both Palatino and Vivaldi.
The press run for the 1999 Ilium was 1700, and was distributed to students for a fee that was included
in their fall tuition. Additional copies are available for $35.00 per copy. All inquiries should be directed to
Ilium, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001, (765)998-5349 or (765)998-5255.
*Any negative comments can be directed to The Ilium, X5349.
We would be happy to hire you on for next year!
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